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This decision was made following the Mungari Future Growth 

feasibility study which was completed in December 2022. 

The Australian Mining Review speaks with Evolution Mining managing 

director and chief executive Lawrie Conway on the expansion work 

and what it means for the company’s future.
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NEWS 3

H
ancock Prospecting is now the larg-
est shareholder in Liontown Re-
sources (ASX:LTR), after acquiring 

19.9% of Liontown shares.

In early September 2023, Hancock made 
an initial 7.72% investment and then in-
creased it to 10.7% later in the month. 

Hancock then further increased its holding 
in Liontown to 16.7% in early October. 

In all instances, the strategic stake was ac-
quired for no more than $3 per share. 

Hancock’s shareholding gives Liontown 
the opportunity to leverage Hancock’s ex-

B
HP (ASX:BHP) has celebrated the 
shipment of 3bt of high-quality iron 
ore to China.  

To mark this milestone, key customer 
representatives were given a tour of BHP’s 
Pilbara and Port Hedland operations.

A gala event was also held in Perth. 

On the tour, BHP chief commercial o昀케cer 
Vandita Pant and BHP asset president of 
WA iron ore Brandon Craig were joined by 
China Iron and Steel Association (CISA) vice 
chairman Luo Tiejun and key customer 
representatives at the Mining Area C and 
South Flank mines as well as the Port 
Hedland export facility. 

Mr Craig says this is a signi昀椀cant milestone 
for the company. 

“This is a signi昀椀cant milestone for BHP’s 
iron ore business and for WA, and we are 
delighted to commemorate the achieve-
ment, celebrate our partnerships and 
showcase our world-class WA operations,” 
he said. 

pertise to support the development and 
operations of its Kathleen Valley lithium 
project in WA. 

Located on the western edge of the Norse-
man-Wiluna Greenstone Belt, Kathleen 
Valley is a Tier One battery metals asset 
with a mineral resource estimate of 156mt 
at 1.4% lithium oxide and 130ppm tanta-
lum pentoxide. 

The operations have been optimised 
for an initial 3mtpa, producing around 
500ktpa of spodumene concentrate with 
a 4mtpa expansion planned in year six 
to deliver around 700ktpa of spodumene 
concentrate. 

“We are fully focused on continuing to 
produce and deliver our high-quality 
iron ore resources safely, reliably and 
sustainably.”

The gala was attended by WA Premier 
Roger Cook, Federal Resources Minister 
Madeleine King and representatives of the 
Consul-General of the People’s Republic of 
China in WA. 

Ms Pant says BHP is looking forward to 
building on its partnerships. 

First production at Kathleen Valley is tar-
geted for mid-2024. 

The remaining shares were expected to 
be acquired by Albemarle Corporation, 
however, the company withdrew its in-
dicative proposal due to “growing com-
plexities associated with executing the  
transaction”. 

Liontown managing director and chief ex-
ecutive Tony Ottaviano said the company 
accepts Albemarle’s decision. 

“They [Albemarle] were constructive and 
respectful throughout the diligence pro-
cess,” he said. 

“BHP’s relationships with our customers in 
China have been fundamentally important 
to our company over the past 50 years,” 
she said. 

“Through the reliable delivery of our 
high-quality iron ore resources and 
signi昀椀cant investment in steelmaking 
capability, together we have grown trade 
and provided the materials necessary for 
economic development globally.

“We look forward to building on our 

“Notwithstanding, our position to main-
tain momentum on our base plan has al-
lowed us to keep line of sight of 昀椀rst pro-
duction from the Kathleen Valley project in 
mid-2024.” 

Liontown is committed to delivering on its 
strategic plan and is con昀椀dent in its ability 
to thrive independently. 

The company’s board and leadership team 
maintain a focus on delivering Kathleen 
Valley into production. AMR

strong partnerships through collaboration 
to innovative and advance technologies 
with the potential to help decarbonise the 
steelmaking industry.” 

Following the 昀椀rst shipment in 1973, it 
took BHP nearly 30 years to deliver its 昀椀rst 
100mt of iron ore. 

By 2014, it had shipped 1bt and, following 
signi昀椀cant investment and growth in its 
WA iron ore business, has now delivered 
3bt just nine years later. AMR

BECOMES LIONTOWN’S LARGEST 
SHAREHOLDER, ALBEMARLE 
WITHDRAWS APPLICATION 

HANCOCK 
PROSPECTING 

BHP MILESTONE:
SHIPPED 3BT IRON ORE TO CHINA 

(Image source: Thomas Graham) (From L-R) CISA 

vice chairman Luo Tiejun, BHP chief commercial 

o昀케cer Vandita Pant and WAIO asset president 
Brandon Craig in Port Hedland, WA.
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T
he Komatsu GD955-7 grader has 
made its Australian debut in Mackay, 
Queensland, as it prepares to travel 

around the country to give mining custom-
ers their 昀椀rst look. 

The GD995-7 loader is built speci昀椀cally 
for mining operations with a big focus 
on productivity thanks to its blade up 
design allowing for more e昀케cient ground 
penetration. 

Komatsu national mining product 
manager Michael Hall says the loader has 
been highly anticipated by customers. 

“The GD955-7 is a ground-up designed 
mining grader,” he said. 

“It can grade 33% more area per hour than 
the previous model, with a standard 5.5m 

blade, or an optional 6.1m blade width for 
even more productivity. 

“It also has the highest blade downforce 
in class and the highest engine power in 
class. 

“It’s a durable machine designed for high-
power grading.” 

The GD955 grader comes with a 
360-degree camera system, KomVision 
— which houses a 昀椀ve-camera system to 
provide a view around the vehicle using the 
KomVision monitor — and an additional 
rear mirror for reversing and ripping  
operation. 

Mr Hall gave more insight into KomVision. 

“KomVision increases visibility for opera-

tors so they can get a full view of activity 
around the grader,” he said. 

“The monitor informs them if another 
machine is approaching or in their line of 
movement, a great safety feature for busy 
mine sites. 

“The GD955-7 is also 50% heavier than 
the previous model, meaning it can more 
easily grade hard-packed road surfaces 
and take on more demanding jobs.” AMR

KOMATSU GD955-7 GRADER 
MAKES AUSTRALIAN DEBUT 

(Image source: 

Komatsu) The Komatsu 

GD955-7 grader. 

B
ellevue Gold (ASX: BGL) managing 
director and chief executive Darren 
Stralow presented at the WA 

Mining Club’s September luncheon on 
the company’s world-leading aspiration 
to achieve Net Zero emissions (Scope 1 
and Scope 2) by 2026 for its Bellevue Gold 
project in the Gold昀椀elds, WA.

In what Mr Stralow calls “friendly competi-
tion for Net Zero mining”, by comparison 
Fortescue Metals Group (ASX: FMG) has a 
target of 2030 while IGO (ASX: IGO) is aim-
ing for 2035.

The Bellevue gold project will be in pro-
duction in a few weeks and the company 
is forecast to be a top 20 Australian gold 
producer with signi昀椀cant scale, grade and 
margin, along with Tier One ESG creden-
tials.

Bellevue Gold is working on carbon miti-

gation using the “hierarchy of controls”, 
typically used in safety, through the acro-
nym “AERO” - Avoid, Eliminate, Reduce and 
O昀昀set.

Mr Stralow says the Avoid part was 
focused on during the study phases of the  
project.

“There were three feasibility studies done 
on Bellevue and, each time, the renewable 
energy penetration was increased through 
those phases,” he said.

“We are forecast to be the lowest carbon 
intensity mine per ounce across the 
Australian landscape.

“On the Eliminate front, Bellevue Gold is 
building a world-leading power station 
with its partner Zenith Energy, targeting 
80% renewable energy penetration 
averaged across the year.

“It’ll be up to 90% in summer – we're 
designing it for ‘engines o昀昀’, so when the 
sun is shining and the winds are blowing, 
we will be able to power our mine purely 
o昀昀 renewable energy.”

Mr Stralow says the company is doing a lot 
of work now on the Reduce front of “AERO” 
through the installation of ventilation on 
demand.

“We’re one of the 昀椀rst underground mines 
to put a system called Delta Vent, which 
is variable speed drives for surface and 
underground fans,” he said. 

Two of Bellevue Gold’s major contracts 
on site are underground mining through 
Develop and power through Zenith.

"Develop and Zenith have created joint 
ventures with Tjiwarl Aboriginal Corpora-
tion and, through these, both companies 
have come up with initiatives to help de-
carbonise the Bellevue mine,” Mr Stralow 
said.

“That is a good way to get into our hearts 
as a supplier – to team up with Tjiwarl and 
create something that not only has an 
economic bene昀椀t but has an ESG bene昀椀t 
as well.”

The last big piece on the Reduce front is 
diesel equipment.

Bellevue Gold has partnered with the 
Electric Mine Consortium (EMC) to increase 
electri昀椀cation in mining.

“It's solving the issue or the problem of 
how to electrify those heavy pieces equip-
ment that are really going to take us on 
that path, not just to from Net Zero but to 
real zero as a mining industry,” Mr Stralow 
said. 

Bellevue Gold is reducing emissions as 
far as technologically and economically 
possible as part of O昀昀set, the 昀椀nal part of 
“AERO”.

“There will be some hard-to-abate 
emissions that will need to be o昀昀set,” Mr 
Stralow said.

“What we're looking for is local partners 
that create a bene昀椀t for the local commu-
nities – we're in a few discussions on that 
at the moment.”

Bellevue Gold is working with ABC Re昀椀nery 
to create a di昀昀erentiated product that has 
supply chain veri昀椀cation and with Tier One 
ESG credentials and Net Zero attached to 
it.

Mr Stralow concedes that there is no 
market currently for green gold.

“When you think about the total gold 
market and you compare it to what we're 
going to be producing at Bellevue over a 
year, it's 0.17% of the global gold market,” 
he said.

“Not all gold needs to be green but Bellevue 
Gold is looking for the opportunity to 
essentially supply to what could be an 
interesting niche market. 

“And we're asking the question - are 0.17% 
of customers willing to factor in the ESG 
credentials into high end items like jew-
ellery, electronics, investments, bullion, 
coins? 

“We hope the answer is yes.”

Mr Stralow says being a 昀椀rst mover with 
this ESG strategy has helped with the 
company’s attraction and retention of 
sta昀昀 in a world where Gen Z has grown 
up with climate change and is leaning 
towards working with renewable energy 
and critical minerals.

"We've hired over 100 people in the last 
12 months and, when you walk around 
site and talk to people, they say one of the 
reasons they joined Bellevue is that they 
really like gold mining, they like the quality 
of the mine but they also really like the 
ESG focus that we have,” he said.

“When we drive up to site and do town 
halls and talk to the workforce – a lot of 
the questions we get are about the green 
gold, when we are doing it and what's the 
progress on it. 

“There are also groups of investors that 
are very focused on it and they want to 
see us do it.”

Mr Stralow says pushing ahead with green 
gold protects the company from “future 
rises in the price of diesel, the future rises 
in the price of gas, and any future potential 
carbon taxes that the government will 
inevitably put on”. AMR

GREEN GOLD 
Bellevue Gold managing director and chief executive 

Darren Stralow presenting at the WA Mining Club’s 

September luncheon.
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We Vote YES: 
NEWMONT-NEWCREST SHAREHOLDERS

R
io Tinto (ASX:RIO) has committed 
an additional $1.7m to the Austra-
lia-Japan Innovation Fund (AJIF) to 

promote research and academic projects 
between the two countries and further 
collaboration between industry, educa-
tional institutions and governments. 

The commitment was signed at the 60th 
Australia-Japan Annual Joint Business Con-
ference which was held in Melbourne from 
October 8 ¬- 10. 

Rio has been the sole funder of the initia-

N
ewmont Corporation sharehold-
ers have voted overwhelmingly in 
favour of the proposed Newcrest 

Mining Limited (ASX: NCM) acquisition, 
with a total of 96% saying yes to what the 
company calls a “transformational trans-
action”.

Newcrest shareholders also voted in fa-
vour of the takeover, with both companies 
anticipating the transaction closing in ear-
ly November.

Newmont president and chief executive 
Tom Palmer commented on the outcome.

“Recognising the strategic rationale to 
create the industry’s strongest portfolio 
of world class gold and copper assets, 
Newmont’s shareholders overwhelmingly 

tive since it was established in 2018 and 
has funded about $5m in operating costs 
and research grants since then. 

Rio Tinto chief executive Australia Kellie 
Parker says the company is pleased to 
make another commitment. 

“Science and technology are paramount 
in tackling today’s global challenges,” she 
said. 

“We are pleased to make a second com-
mitment to the AJIF to support research 

voted in favour of this transformational 
transaction,” he said.

“This unrivalled platform, featuring the 
industry’s best talent running the highest 
concentration of Tier One assets in the 
most favourable jurisdictions, uniquely 
positions Newmont to generate superior 
returns for decades.”

On September 18, Newmont an-
nounced it had received clearance 
from Australia’s Foreign Investment 
Review Board (FIRB) and Japan’s Fair 
Trade Commission for its acquisition of  
Newcrest.

Prior to that in August, the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) cleared the proposed acquisition 

projects that can help tackle these chal-
lenges and build relationships between 
Australia and Japan.” 

The AJIF will use this new funding to al-
locate grants to research areas with 
close links between Australia and Ja-
pan such as green steel, automated 
infrastructure and renewable energy 
systems.

The grants will also play a key role in sup-
porting research between the two coun-
tries in science and technology areas rel-

and conveyed its recommendation to the 
FIRB. 

Clearances were also received from the 
Korea Fair Trade Commission, the PNG 
Competition Clearance, the Canadian 
Competition Bureau and the Philippine 
Competition Commission (PCC). 

Mr Palmer is pleased Australia and Japan 
have given the green light to proceed. 

“Following a thorough review by regula-
tors, we are pleased that the transaction 
has been given the green light to proceed 
in Australia and Japan,” he said. 

“In addition to further strengthening New-
mont’s operational footprint, our entry 
into the Australian investment market will 

evant to the resources industry to help 
generate the innovations the world needs 
to decarbonise. 

AJIF chairman Murray McLean comment-
ed on the funding. 

“We welcome Rio Tinto’s sustained com-
mitment to supporting collaborative cut-
ting-edge research project involving Aus-
tralian and Japanese partners, thereby 
realising some of the vast potential for 
such research between the two countries,” 
he said. AMR

allow us to attract shareholders from Aus-
tralia and the Asia Paci昀椀c region, position-
ing Australia as a key centre of gravity for 
Newmont’s global business.” 

In mid-May 2023, Newmont announced its 
de昀椀nitive agreement to acquire Newcrest. 

Once completed, the acquisition will cre-
ate a world-class portfolio of assets with 
the highest concentration of Tier One op-
erations, primarily in favourable, low-risk 
mining jurisdictions. 

Upon closing of the transaction, the com-
bined company will deliver a multi-decade 
production pro昀椀le from 10 large, long-life, 
low cost operations and increased annual 
copper production primarily from Austra-
lia and Canada. AMR

COMMITS FURTHER $1.7M TO  
AUSTRALIA-JAPAN INNOVATION FUND RIO TINTO

Japanese and 

Australian 昀氀ags.

Person holding gold bars.
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DAY 1
Future of WA Mining 
Chamber of Minerals and Energy WA chief 
executive Rebecca Tomkinson delved into 
the future of Australia’s mining sector, with a 
particular focus on WA. 

“WA is not just a minerals powerhouse in 
Australia but also worldwide,” she said.

“According to WA’s mineral and petroleum 
Statistics Digest, the State’s resources sector 
delivered record sales of $231b in FY21/22 — 
when COVID had its biggest impact across the 
State.

“This year’s WA State Budget highlighted the 
mining and resources sector accounting for 
almost one-third of all State Government 
revenue. 

“The sector’s contribution in royalties alone was 
around $12.7b.”

Forecasts from the Federal chief economist 
Michelle Dowdell highlighted that demand 
for world nickel consumption would rise 21% 
between 2022-2025, while lithium demand was 
expected to rise 66% between 2022-2025. 

Despite WA’s Gold昀椀elds being a powerhouse 
in the supply of lithium, cobalt, copper, rare 
earths and critical minerals, demand is quickly 
outstripping supply - the resources cannot 
be extracted quickly enough to meet global 
demand. 

To keep up with this demand, Australia’s largest 
open pit gold mine – the Kalgoorlie Super Pit – is 
undergoing a $1.5b expansion of the operations 
mill — further proof that the precious metal is 
still going strong after 100 years. 

Typically known for its gold production, the City 
of Kalgoorlie-Boulder is poised to become the 
epicentre of Australia’s rare earth supply chain. 

This will allow the area to keep up with change 
and adaptability, as well as tap into the resource 
potential. 

Meeting this demand is giving Australia a “once 
in a lifetime” opportunity for economic growth, 
says Ms Tomkinson.

Coupled with Australia’s rigourous 
environmental governance, the country is set to 
become a leading component to spearhead the 
global push to reach net zero. 

Sustainable Mining Future 
The year 2030 is the year set for reducing global 
greenhouse gas emissions by 43%, halting and 
reversing forest loss and land degradation, 
protecting 30% of the world’s oceans and 
achieving targets set under the United Nations’ 
17 Sustainable Development Goals. 

Over the past 10 years there has been the 
creation of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals, the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development, the Paris Agreement, 
the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity 
Framework and the 30x30 Ocean Campaign. 

Deloitte sustainability and climate change 
partner Celia Hayes says that in order to bring 
a more sustainable mining industry to life, 
relationships with natural resources must be 
rede昀椀ned and the industry must take action in 
seven critical areas of the next seven years. 

“By integrating circular economy principles, 
mining companies will stay relevant in an 
evolving economy that values natural resources 
at a premium,” she said. 

“The mining sector must also become a leader 
in understanding the economic value of nature, 
including e昀昀ectively evaluating the biosphere 
and geosphere for the tenement.”

Other steps include investing in sustainable 
water management, focusing on climate 
adaption, engaging with communities, 
communicating authentically and investing in 
future leaders. 

DAY 2
Outlook for Australia’s Mining Industry
Day two began with Minerals Council of Australia 
executive director of WA David Parker on the 
future of Australian mining. 

Since gold was 昀椀rst discovered in the country in 
the 1800s, mining has helped grow the Australian 
economy to where it is today. 

With the industry expansion in the 1970s and 
80s, new towns, ports and rail developments 
started popping up in the remote northwest 

of WA and opened it up to new global trading 
partners. 

Countries such as the US, South Africa, the Soviet 
Union, Brazil, Chile and China dominated the 
mining industry from the late 50s to mid-70s - 
Australia only played a key role in bauxite and 
gold production then. 

Today in 2023, Australia is the world’s largest 
exporter of metals and minerals with bulk 
commodities such as iron ore, coal and natural 
gas becoming the economic backbone of the 
country.

Mining has consistently been one of Australia’s 
two most productive sectors, with resources 
representing nearly 15% of the economy.  

The growing scarcity of natural resources, 
increasing environmental degradation, 
technological advancements and the demand to 
reach net zero is changing the mining industry 
and how it operates. 

Global challenges facing mining include resource 
nationalism, ESG integration, minerals demand, 
declining resources, digital technologies and long 
regulatory approvals but, despite this, Australia’s 
mining industry is well placed to meet these  
challenges because of its commitment to 
improve and adapt. 

Enhancing Cybersecurity in 
Mining Operations 
When mining 昀椀rst began in Australia, technology 
played no role in operations, however in today’s 
operations, it plays a major role in keeping 
operations safe from cybers attacks. 

St Barbara head of IT Sameera Bandara says it’s 
ok to accept cybersecurity risk in some instances, 
but an educated decision must be made as to 
whether the level of risk is acceptable. 

“First, understand what the risk is and start with 
a risk assessment before moving on to a risk 
mitigation plan and risk remediation,” he said. 

“Other steps include vulnerability management, 
employee awareness, technology refresh and 
have an incident response plan.” 

In other industries, cybersecurity typically 
protects personally identi昀椀able information and 
keeping intellectual property safe is priority. 

In the mining industry, cybersecurity is essential 
in protecting personnel and ensuring production 
is a priority. 

The future of cybersecurity in mining involves 
increased regulation, a higher priority to data 
integrity and a shift from information technology 
to operational technology. AMR

AUSTRALIA’S MINING 
SECTOR ON SHOW 

8

Decarbonisation, sustainability and 

technology in Australia’s mining 

industry were the key talking points 

at the two-day WA Mining Conference 

& Exhibition (WAMCE), held at the 

Perth Convention and Exhibition 

Centre on October 11 and 12.

More than 110 exhibitors were on 

display, showcasing the latest and 

greatest in technical and digital 

innovation in mining and resources.

AT WA MINING CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION 
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T
he Tasmanian Government has 
opened its latest round of mineral 
exploration grants, focusing on 

critical minerals.

Tasmanian Resources Minister Felix 
Ellis says applications for Round 9 of the 
Exploration Drilling Grant Initiative (EDGI) 
coincides with a global shift to 昀椀nd the 
minerals needed for renewable energy 
industries.

“We know that there is a global shift to 昀椀nd 
the minerals needed to build economies 
based on more renewables and Tasmania 
can be a leader in this space,” he said.

“This funding will allow explorers to test 
green昀椀eld locations and exploration leads 
to more resource projects and more jobs 
in the future for Tasmanians, especially in 
regional communities.

“Now in its sixth year, the grants program 
supports industry and investors to 昀椀nd 
new and potentially lucrative mining 
opportunities as well as the re-examination 
of old mines.

“The [Tasmanian] Government will provide 
up to $70,000 for direct drilling costs and 
$20,000 for helicopter support, if required, 
for successful applicants.”

Minister Ellis says the program has helped 
mineral exploration in Tasmania reach its 
highest levels on record.

“More than $43m was spent on 
mineral exploration in Tasmania in the 
past 12 months and the Exploration 
Drilling Grant Initiative is helping 
continue this exploration boom,” he  
said.

To the end of August 2023, the program 
has supported 16.1km of drilling, with 
an estimated total industry expenditure 
(including costs such as logging and 
assaying) of just over $5.3m.

“As our number one export earner, the 
mineral resources sector contributes 
more than $2.8b a year in exports and 
supports more than 5800 jobs.

“The [Tasmanian] Government is delivering 
our long-term plan to grow our economy 
and jobs and will continue to support 
Tasmania’s world-class mineral resources 
sector for the royalties it generates which 
is turn supports many of our essential 
services like health, education, police and 
emergency services and public housing,” 
Minister Ellis said. AMR

T
he Victorian Government is ensuring 
the Latrobe Valley’s old coal mines 
are transformed into safe and stable 

sites once they retire. 

Victorian Energy and Resources Minister 
Lily D’Ambrosio and Victorian Water Minis-
ter Harriet Shing released the 昀椀rst amend-
ment to the Latrobe Valley Regional Reha-
bilitation Strategy on October 13 to better 
re昀氀ect the context for coal mine rehabilita-
tion, build on water access guidance and 
provide more certainty on the rehabilita-
tion approval pathway. 

Minister D’Ambrosio says the transition to 
renewables brings many opportunities for 
the Latrobe Valley.

“[This includes] transforming the coal-昀椀red 
power stations and mine sites for new 
uses,” she said.

“These changes will better protect com-

A
joint taskforce has found an alarm-
ing number of vehicles carrying ex-
plosives across Queensland have 

defects, putting road users at risk. 

Resources Safety and Health Queensland 
(RSHQ) and Transport and Main Roads 
(TMR) teamed up in September for Oper-
ation Cyclone.

Operation Cyclone ran across six di昀昀erent 
locations including Dingo, Stanwell, Nebo, 
Moranbah, Woodstock and Bajool. 

Inspectors stopped 35 light and heavy 
vehicles carrying explosives, with 30% of 
those vehicles having defects. 

RSHQ and TMR inspectors issued 13 com-
pliance notices as a result. 

munity interests, ensuring the mines can 
progress rehabilitation planning and deliv-
ery to get the best outcomes possible for 
the Gippsland region.”

Minister Shing says the community will 
have a say on shaping the future of La-
trobe Valley as planning for mine rehabili-
tation continues.

"The new conditions ensure water entitle-
ments of existing water users are not im-
pacted and build on our recent agreement 
allocate 16GL per year to environmental, 
Traditional Owner and agricultural out-
comes by 2024,” she said.

With the Yallourn power station closing in 
2028 and Loy Yang A in 2035, two Struc-
tured Transition Agreements allows both 
mine operators to apply for surface water 
access at the same time, meaning the im-
pacts of the projects can be reviewed to-
gether. 

Previously, mine licensees 
could only apply for water ac-
cess within 昀椀ve years of their 
con昀椀rmed closure.

These new conditions ensure 
that water access for mine re-
habilitation will not diminish 
the water entitlements of ex-
isting water users and values 
in Gippsland and will mitigate 
the future impacts of a drying 
climate. AMR

RSHQ's deputy chief of explosives Sneza-
na Bajic says it is disappointing to see so 
many vehicles failing the checks. 
"These vehicles are capable of carrying 
a very large quantity of explosives and if 
transported incorrectly the outcomes can 
be deadly," she said. 

"It's the responsibility of the both the driv-
er and consignor to ensure their vehicles 
are compliant.

"Compliance with safety regulations is par-
amount to the well-being of industry op-
erators, other road users and emergency 
response services."

The results of Operation Cyclone will help 
improve safety across the resources sec-
tor. 

RSHQ continues to support industry to 
transport dangerous goods, like explo-
sives, safely. AMR

CRITICAL MINERALS FOCUS OF LATEST 
TASMANIAN EXPLORATION GRANTS 

The Loy Yang brown coal power 

station at night, located in Victoria.
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a DTN company

Weatherzone Business - powering smarter weather decisions

Our Experts
How protected is your business from the 
increasing volatility of the climate? Take 
control with targeted guidance from our 
meteorologists.

Our meteorologists conduct a thorough assessment 

of climate impacts on your business and existing 

management systems. Tailored solutions enhance 

procedural e昀케ciency and pro昀椀tability. Receive risk-
based weekly forecasts with multi-level alerts, speci昀椀c 
commentary, and on-site monitoring 365 days a year. 
Industry experts provide tailored brie昀椀ngs and actionable 
insights to streamline decision-making.

WZBob
Weatherzone’s WZBob expansion system 
extends your lightning alerting capabilities 
in the 昀椀eld, ensuring your sta昀昀 stay safe 
and aware.

Ensure simultaneous site-wide lightning risk 
communication for all, including contractors and visitors 
without an existing alerting system. Light and sound alerts 

minimise reliance on distracting mobile noti昀椀cations, 
allowing quick action when thresholds are breached. 
Customise WZBob to your Trigger Action Response Plans 
(TARPs) and other safety requirements for simplicity.

Weather Station
The ObsConnect Weather Station from 
Weatherzone, a DTN company, is a turnkey 
solution: expertly calibrated to monitor 
weather and environmental observations 
on-site.

The ObsConnect Weather Station, a compact all-in-one 
sensor, integrates precise measurements using state-of-
the-art technology. It withstands extreme environments, 
guarantees reliability with scheduled maintenance, 
and o昀昀ers secure, validated data visualisation without 
specialised tools, reducing deployment time and costs.

Blast Modelling

Bringing you an integrated service with 
intuitive design capability: blast planning 
has never been so easy.

Our expert meteorology team offers outstanding 
environmental monitoring with integrated dust monitors 
and TEOM for precise forecasts. The Blast system 

automates advanced reporting, consolidating weather 
station data into informative reports, ensuring compliance 
with mining regulations through auditable blast reports in 

the cloud.

Opticast
Weatherzone’s industry leading, high-
precision forecast system is optimised for 
“real-time nowcasting” and out to 15 days, 
delivering profitable knowledge.
Opticast, an intelligent forecast system, adapts to local 
conditions, using machine learning to predict undetectable 
winds. Real-time verification through on-site observations 
ensures accurate updates every five minutes, delivering 
over 30 meteorological parameters to your customisable 
interface. By integrating global and regional models and 

eliminating bias, Opticast optimises local forecasts.

1300 883 650

sales@weatherzone.com.au

business.weatherzone.com.au

http://www.business.weatherzone.com.au


C
aterpillar dealer WesTrac has 
launched a new technology expe-
rience centre in Tomago, NSW, to 

showcase the latest in equipment, tech-
nology and innovation. 

The new state-of-the-art centre provides 
customers with hands-on experience to 
demonstrate the advantages of using the 
latest Cat products and technology in the 
mining and construction industries. 

The centre features a dedicated remote 
operator station where visitors can re-
motely operate a Cat 320 Next Generation 
hydraulic excavator, located in the on-site 
WesTrac dig pit. 

This operator station can also be 
con昀椀gured for the remote operation of 
other Cat machines, from mini excavators 

M
onash University researchers 
have developed a new lithi-
um-sulphur battery design with 

a nanoporous polymer-coated lithium foil 
anode that reduces the amount of lithium 
required in a single battery.

PhD student Declan McNamara, Profes-
sor Matthew Hill, and Professor Main-
ak Majumder of Monash Engineering, 
with Dr Makhdokht Shaibani of RMIT 
University, outlined in their recent pa-
per, “A Nanoporous Permselective Polymer 
Coating for Practical Low N/P Ratio Lith-
ium Metal Batteries”, how applying the 
nanoporous polymer directly onto the 
lithium foil anode created a new battery 
design that used less lithium, had more 
energy per unit volume, lasted longer 
and would be half the price of lithium-ion  
batteries. 

Lithium-sulphur (Li-S) batteries are an 
emerging energy storage technology that 
utilise metallic lithium and sulphur to de-
liver more energy per gram than lithium 
ion batteries. While Li-S batteries are high-
ly e昀케cient, the process of 昀椀nding, extract-

and skid steer loaders to large equipment 
such as dozers and drills. 

The technology experience centre also 
includes the latest in 3D printing solutions 
and live demonstrations of cutting-edge 
technology including the Cat MineStar 
technology. 

This technology suite includes solutions 
for precision machine control and 
guidance, automation, remote operation, 
昀氀eet health optimisation and fatigue 
monitoring. 

Cat MineStar Command, which is available 
for both construction and mining applica-
tions, enables remote-controlled opera-
tions through to full automation, provid-
ing customers with multiple operational 
bene昀椀ts. 

ing and transporting lithium leaves a sig-
ni昀椀cant environmental footprint.  

Li-S batteries also have their limitations. 

Typically they contain a lithium anode 
(negative electrode) and sulphur cath-
ode (positive electrode) with a separating  
layer. 

When the battery charges and discharges, 
large amounts of lithium and sulphur are 
reacted with one another, placing the lithi-
um metal under a lot of strain.  

PhD student and lead researcher Declan 
McNamara of Monash Engineering says 
the thin polymer coating on lithium signi昀椀-
cantly improves the number of times the 
battery can be cycled. 

“The polymer contains tiny holes less than 
a nanometre in size – one billionth of a 
metre – which allow lithium ions to move 
freely while blocking other chemicals that 
would attack the lithium,” he said. 

“The coating also acts as a sca昀昀old for 

WesTrac and Caterpillar have successfully 
developed MineStar Command in partner-
ship with Thiess, which saw a world 昀椀rst 
for Caterpillar with the successful remote 
operation of three drill rigs by a single op-
erator. 

The team have also deployed MineStar 
Command line of sight and non-line of 
sight dozer solutions across multiple mine 
sites in NSW. 

The technology experience centre demon-
strates how WesTrac and Caterpillar’s 
technology can be incorporated into a va-
riety of operations, increasing site safety, 
productivity, e昀케ciency and sustainability. 

WesTrac chief executive NSW and 
Australia Capital Territory Adrian Howard 
says the technology experience centre 

lithium, and helps it charge and discharge 
repeatedly.

“Metallic lithium is a bit of a double-edged 
sword. 

“Lithium is packed full of energy, but in a 
bad battery, this energy is wasted on side 
reactions. 

“On the other hand, if the energy is chan-
nelled correctly, it can make some incredi-
ble energy storage devices that are easier 
to make. 

“This coating is a step towards highly e昀케-
cient, easily manufactured Li-S batteries.”

The new design does not require nickel 
or cobalt, removing the need for minerals 
that have a signi昀椀cant environmental and 
social cost.

Professor Majumder says these develop-
ments are promising steps towards more 
widespread adoption of Li-S batteries and 
other lithium metal-based energy storage 
systems.

reinforces WesTrac’s commitment to 
helping mining and heavy construction 
customers implement better technology 
into their 昀氀eets. 

“The centre will greatly bene昀椀t our 
customers by delivering a practical and 
educational experience with the cutting-
edge technology used by WesTrac and our 
Cat products,” he said. 

The centre is supported by the WesTrac 
training institute that o昀昀ers accredited 
and post-trade training to both customers 
and team members, including operator 
training for the e昀昀ective operation of Cat 
equipment using the latest technology 
systems. AMR

“Li-metal protection technologies will be-
come crucial in our quest towards energy 
dense and sustainable batteries of the fu-
ture,” he said. 

“The study establishes a new framework 
to protect Li-metal from rapid decay or 
catastrophic failure which has been an 
achilles heel for Li-S batteries.”

Professor Hill says the technology can 
make an immediate impact.

"The market for electric vehicles, drones 
and electronic devices is on a steep growth 
pattern and this research is commercially 
ready for manufacturing to support that 
growth,” he said.

“Producing more economical and envi-
ronmentally sensitive battery options in 
Australia would be a great use of this tech-
nology, and we look forward to working 
with commercial partners to develop and 
manufacture this technology.” AMR

SEM image of nanoporous 

polymer-coating on lithium.

(Image source: WesTrac) WesTrac Technology 

Experience Centre, Remote Operator Station. 
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C
ygnus Metals (ASX: CY5) has found 
high-grade assays in an area that 
majors including Rio Tinto (ASX: RIO) 

and IGO (ASX: IGO) are actively exploring 
for rare earth elements (REE).

These are some of the thickest and 
highest-grade intersections to date at 

M
antle Minerals (ASX: MTL) has 
received Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage clearance to begin an 

aircore drilling program at the Roberts Hill 
tenement in WA. 

The survey was conducted by the Kariyarra 
Corporation and Mantle will continue 
to work closely with the corporation to 
ensure the avoidance of Aboriginal and 
Cultural Heritage sites during the drilling. 

Around 190 aircore holes will be drilled, 
totalling 15,000m, to target evidence of 
concealed mineralisation. 

Once completed, signi昀椀cant gold intersec-
tions will be followed up with reverse cir-
culation drilling. 

the Bencubbin rare earths project in WA, 
with grades of up to 7,243ppm TREO from 
latest drilling with intercepts up to 79m 
wide.

The results came from the company’s 
July air core and auger drilling program 
to expand the drill coverage and test the 

Mantle executive chairman Nick Poli says 
the company is pleased to be working with 
the Kariyarra Corporation. 

“We are proud to work with the Kariyarra 
Corporation, to ensure avoidance of 
Aboriginal and Cultural Heritage sites, 
and delighted to get the green light to get 
started with our drilling program,” he said. 

“We’re not holding back on this drilling 
campaign, so we’ve committed to about 
190 aircore drill holes for this campaign.

“Exploration experience in the area tells us 
that we’ll need to persist, so we expect to 
follow up with reverse circulation drilling 
once we’ve con昀椀rmed the best areas of 
focus in this aircore drilling program.” AMR

BENCUBBIN, WA, EMERGING 
AS POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT 

RARE EARTHS DISCOVERY

ASRA MINERALS 
EYES GOLDFIELDS 

EXPANSION 

MANTLE MINERALS 
RECEIVES GREEN LIGHT FOR 

ROBERTS HILL DRILLING 

A
sra Minerals (ASX:ASR) has entered 
an exclusive option agreement to 
acquire two lithium exploration 

projects in the Gold昀椀elds region of WA. 

Once completed, Asra would own 70% of 
the Lake Cowan project and 100% of the 
Lake Johnston project — both of which are 
situated in the highly prospective Yilgarn 
Craton area. 

The acquisitions will increase Asra’s 

tenement package in the Gold昀椀elds to 
1134km2, creating a new southern hub of 
projects to complement the company’s 
northern hub near Leonora. 

Asra has begun planning for exploration 
at both lithium projects ahead of drilling, 
昀椀eld mapping, outcrop sampling and soil, 
airborne magnetic and ground electro-
magnetic surveys. 

Managing director Rob Longley said the 

acquisition will accompany Asra’s existing 
projects. 

“For the past year, Asra has been review-
ing numerous critical minerals projects for 
exploration potential and these two out-
standing lithium properties in the south-
ern Yilgarn region show signi昀椀cant poten-
tial,” he said. 

“This unique geological region has gained 
prominence as a globally renowned lithi-

um hub, hosting numerous world-class 
lithium deposits and we’re excited to be a 
part of it. 

“This acquisition will complement our rare 
earth, critical minerals and gold projects 
at Leonora, reinforcing our position as an 
upcoming provider of high-demand min-
erals for the rapidly growing renewables 
market.” AMR

Aerial view of the Gold昀椀elds region in WA. 

(Image source: Asra 

Minerals) Bald Hill 

lithium mine from 

Lake Cowan.  

scale of REE enrichment across a major 
granitic body.

Other results include 79m @ 1,576ppm 
TREO from 32m including 8m @ 7,243ppm 
TREO, with positive project-wide auger 
results indicating strike potential of 22km.

Cygnus Metals managing director David 
Southern says these latest results at 
Bencubbin are highly promising.

“It is still early days in the discovery but 
we can see the project has signi昀椀cant 
potential and that’s why we are about to 
start metallurgical tests,” he said.

“While our clear focus remains on lithium 
in James Bay, Quebec, we are going 
to pursue Bencubbin with the aim of 
establishing its true full value.

“Our small dedicated Australian team will 
now focus on some follow-up air core 
drilling while samples are being sent for 
very important metallurgical test work.”

Metallurgy is planned to be completed 
through ANSTO Minerals, the Australian 
Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organisation. AMR

High-grade assays and large 

widths show Bencubbin 

emergency as a potential 

signi昀椀cant rare earths discovery, 
with grades of up to 7,243ppm 

TREO from latest drilling within 

intercepts up to 79m wide.

Yellow dump trucks. 
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S
outh32 (ASX:S32) is providing $2.94m 
in funding to the Australia Wildlife 
Conservancy’s (AWC) 131,000ha 

Mount Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary conser-
vation project to protect threatened mam-
mal species in WA.

The project reintroduces threatened 
mammals into the sanctuary and their 
former range, enabling those populations 
to become self-sustaining over time.

To date, the AWC has reintroduced 10 re-
gionally extinct mammals to the sanctuary, 
nine of which are nationally threatened. 

The Mount Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary has 
reversed the tide of extinctions amongst 
the Greater bilby, numbat, Banded Hare-

A 
suite of new tools to help mining 
companies create safer workplaces 
for women is now available as part 

of the WA Government’s Respect in Mining 
program. 

The Respect in Mining program is designed 
to support small and medium mining 
companies to increase awareness and 
knowledge of the gendered drivers of 
violence, the impact of gender inequality 
on women’s safety and economic security, 
and the impact of gendered division in 
leadership and decision making. 

The tools and resources in the program will 
provide guidance to mining companies on 
how to set clear standards and procedures 
for expectations of behaviour, as well as 
identify and appropriately respond to 
incidences of sexual assault and sexual 
harassment in the workplace. 

WA Women’s Interests Minister Sue Ellery 
commented on the program.

“Everyone has a right to feel safe and 
supported at work,” she said.

“Workplace sexual harassment is not a 
women’s issue; it’s a societal issue which all 
organisations, employers and individuals 
have a responsibility to address. 

“We need to encourage more women to 

wallaby, the Woylie/Brush-tailed bettong, 
Shark Bay mouse, Red-tailed phascogale, 
Greater Stick-nest rat and the Western 
Barred bandicoot.

It also houses a 7,838ha fenced enclosure 
within the reserve, the largest feral cat and 
fox-free area in mainland WA, providing 
signi昀椀cant protection for mammals that 
are reintroduced.

Outside the fence, the AWC has 
reintroduced the Brushtail possum and 
Chuditch/Western quoll.

South32 vice president sustainability strat-
egy Holly Buschman says the company is 
pleased to support the sanctuary with this 
important project.

join the resources sector by treating them 
with respect, ensuring their safety and 
providing support.” 

Developed by Curtin University’s Collabo-
ration for Evidence, research and Impact 
in Public Health, the Respect in Mining tool-
kit will be available all across the mining 
sector. 

The program provides 
companies with 19 tools 
and resources which can be 
adapted to the workplace, 
including: 

• Guidance on how to gain 
leadership support and 
commitment 

• A template to develop a 
sexual harassment and 
sexual assault policy 

• Assessment and audit 
tools to identify culture or 
risk of sexual harassment 
and sexual assault 

• Guidance on dealing with 
backlash and resistance 

• Procedures and guidance 
on how to review and 
improve practice 

The launch of this toolkit 
complements the start of 
National Safe Work Month in 
October. 

“[It helps] to re-establish and protect 
threatened species, conserving these spe-
cies now and for generations to come,” 
she said.

“Our support for Australian Wildlife Con-
servancy is one of a number of collabo-
rations and partnerships that we have in 
Australia designed to promote improved 
and sustainable conservation outcomes in 
the regions where we operate.”

Australian Wildlife Conservancy chief 
executive Tim Allard says the funding will 
provide signi昀椀cant support to the critical 
conservation work happening at the 
sanctuary. 

“Mt Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary is an 

WA Industrial Relations Minister Bill 
Johnston says the toolkit will help create 
safer workplaces but more still needs to 
be done. 

“The Respect in Mining toolkit will be 
available sector-wide and will help create 
safer workplaces for women in WA,” he 
said. 

example of the best-in-the-world rewilding 
and, once target population numbers are 
reached, it will deliver a signi昀椀cant increase 
for around 10% of Australia’s threatened 
mammal species,” he said.

“This is the greatest number of species 
ever restored to a single conservation site 
in Australia.

“Mt Gibson sets a signi昀椀cant new milestone 
in Australian conservation for the largest 
number of reintroductions at a single  
site.”

The AWC is on track to protect and signi昀椀-
cantly increase the population of nearly 
10% of Australia’s threatened mammal 
species. AMR

“While the mining and resources sector 
has begun its journey to change work-
place culture, the [WA] Government ac-
knowledges there is still much more to be 
done.

“We all have a responsibility to speak out 
against sexual harassment and other 
unacceptable workplace behaviours.” AMR

SOUTH32 INVESTS $2.94M IN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

RESPECT IN MINING PROGRAM FOR SAFER WORKPLACES

A juvenile stick-nest 

rat in a breeding 

enclosure at Mount 

Gibson Wildlife 

Sanctuary.

A Mitchell's hopping 
mouse located during 

a fauna survey at 

Mount Gibson Wildlife 

Sanctuary.

Woman miner at a coal mine. 
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1800 813 677
www.truflopumps.com.au

We know what it takes to build superior 
dewatering systems. 
With over 30 years of industry knowledge and experience in mine 
dewatering systems you can have confidence that your investment is 
in trusted hands.

A
ustralia’s national science agency 
the CSIRO has donated $500,000 
to the University of Wollongong 

(UOW) to enable more Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander students to pursue a 
career in science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM). 

The CSIRO Indigenous STEM Scholarship 
was established in 2019 with the help 
of a $30,000 gift from the organisation 
to support two Indigenous STEM  
students. 

The scholarship forms part of the CSIRO’s 
commitment in supporting the pipeline 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
talent which saw the agency contribute 

more than $5m to Indigenous STEM 
Scholarships this year. 

CSIRO director of Indigenous Science and 
Engagement and Gamillaroi man Dr Chris 
Bourke says the company is excited to be 
providing support to the next generation. 

“Growing an Indigenous STEM pipeline 
will enable the science and technology 
sector, and CSIRO in particular, to engage 
with Indigenous talent, embed Indigenous 
knowledge and expertise and to foster 
thriving careers in science and research 
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people,” he said. 

“These scholarships are a very practical 

step because we know that adequate 
昀椀nancial support for Indigenous university 
students is a key factor to overcoming 
barriers to entry and success in higher 
education.” 

The partnership between the CSIRO and 
the UOW will provide one new scholar 
with $5000 each year for the length of 
their degree. 

It is aimed at Indigenous students 
who are studying a full-time, science, 
technology, engineering or mathematics  
degree. 

2021 scholarship recipient and Bachelor of 
Environmental Science (Honours) student 

Zara Button says the scholarship enabled 
her to focus on her career and wellbeing. 

“The money from the CSIRO scholarship 
means I have been able to work less 
and spend more time doing meaningful 
activities that could further my career or 
health. It has also given me con昀椀dence 
in myself that my hard e昀昀orts are being 
recognised,” she said. 

“I would like to thank the CSIRO for 
donating generous amounts of money to 
Indigenous STEM students like me. The 
money goes a long way in supporting my 
studies and encouraging me to keep going 
with it.” AMR

HELPS INDIGENOUS STEM STUDENTS 

CSIRO’S  
$500,000 

CSIRO building in Australia. 

http://www.truflopumps.com.au
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M
ore than $200k in post-graduate 
student scholarships is up for 
grabs to build on Queensland’s 

reputation as an international leader in 
coal mine rehabilitation.

Two scholarships valued at $40,000 
a year over three years are now 
available through the Coal Minesite 
Rehabilitation Trust to post-graduate 
students studying at a Queensland  
university. 

Queensland Resources Minister Scott 
Stewart says the scholarships give two 
university students the opportunity to 
pursue postgraduate studies in world-
class environmental management.

“Mine rehabilitation is a key part of 
a company’s life of mine planning 
cycle to ensure better environmental 
outcomes and help create more jobs for 

Queenslanders after a mine is no longer in 
use,” he said.

“Good progress has been made in 
rehabilitation in Queensland and these 
scholarships continue to research that will 
lead to even better practices. 

“The scholarships will support ongoing 
research to identify future improvements 
and ensure we can have con昀椀dence in the 
industry’s ability to manage and reduce its 
impacts.” 

Established in 2007, the Coal Minesite 
Rehabilitation Trust is overseen by the 
Queensland Resources Council (QRC), the 
Queensland Government and industry 
representatives.

QRC chief executive Ian Macfarlane says 
the scholarships are a practical way to 
develop expertise in Queensland and lead 

the resources sector’s future rehabilitation 
works. 

“This scholarship program bene昀椀ts the 
whole resources sector by encouraging 
more research and fresh thinking into how 
we can continually improve and re昀椀ne 
land rehabilitation practices,” he said. 

“We are now seeing current and former 
coal mines working to transform to a range 

of productive and innovative post mining 
land uses including agriculture, renewable 
energy infrastructure, native ecosystems 
and community development.”

The applications are assessed against key 
priorities that include sustainable post-
mining land uses and addressing long-
term water management.

Applications close December 11, 2023. AMR

PRINCELY 
GRADUATION OF 
GLENCORE PATHWAYS 
PROGRAM
N

ine participants of Glencore’s 2023 
New South Wales Indigenous 
Pathways Program (IEPP) have 

graduated and secured full-time work in 
the Hunter region, NSW, with ambassador 
and former NRL premiership winning half 
Scott Prince praising their stellar e昀昀orts.

The 26-week program, run yearly, provides 
work readiness and training opportunities 
for Indigenous Australians who live on, 
or have connection to, the areas in which 
Glencore Coal operates in the region.

Glencore Indigenous programs coordina-
tor Carrie Bendeich says the graduates 
have gained essential job skills and devel-
oped a strong foundation for their future 
careers in the industry.

“This program is designed to create 
opportunities and inspire Indigenous 
Australians to reach their career goals,” 
she said.

“The graduation ceremony marks a 
signi昀椀cant milestone for our graduates, 
who are now job-ready and poised for 
career success.”

IEPP ambassador and participant mentor 

as well as former NRL premiership winning 
half Scott Prince provides guidance and 
acting as a sounding board for those 
involved.

“Mining can provide for the community 
and as these participants have discovered, 
help establish themselves with a career so 
they can provide for their own families,” he 
said.

“To see how much they’ve all grown in con-
昀椀dence over the 26-weeks is remarkable.

“They weren’t overwrought by the chal-
lenges they faced, and they supported 
each other along the way.”

The IEPP is divided into two stages: training 
and job readiness.

These stages include inductions, medicals, 
life-skills, leadership training and on-
site work experience, o昀昀ering career 
opportunities in a range of roles, from 
operators to warehouse assistants, trades 
assistants and bench support.

IEEP graduate Brianna Duncan says the 
program has strengthened her con昀椀dence 
and communication skills.

“There’s been a lot of support from 
everyone I was in the classroom with,” she 
said.

“My con昀椀dence has grown more than I 
could ever have imagined and now I’ve 
secured a full-time role.”

Another IEEP graduate, Adam Gould, says 
the program has changed his life by helping 
him to secure full-time employment.

“I joined the program for a better start in 
life – for my family and my children,” he 
said.

“I knew nothing about mining before I got 
here, now I know safety, teamwork and 
how to drive a truck.

“There’s no better job in the world.”

NSW IEPP coordinator Nat Conroy says she 
is incredibly proud of this year’s cohort.

“This isn’t just about a job, it’s a career 
path – this is life-changing,” she said.

“I’m so proud of the e昀昀orts of our 
2023 team and I can’t wait to see their 
achievements in future.” AMR

$200,000 MINE REHABILITATION 
SCHOLARSHIPS IN QUEENSLAND

(Image source: QRC) QRC chief 

executive Ian Macfarlane. 

(Image source: QRC) 2018 scholarship recipient 

Phill McKenna conducting research at New 

Hope’s former Jeebropilly Mine near Amberley.



R
io Tinto is the world’s second-larg-
est metals and mining corporation, 
founded in 1873. The company op-

erates an integrated network of 17 mines 
across Western Australia’s mineral-rich Pil-
bara region. 

The Pilbara is a hot desert region, expe-
riencing some of the most challenging 
weather conditions in Australia. Maximum 
temperatures frequently exceed 45°C in 
summer months, and the Pilbara holds 
the record for the most sunshine hours in 
a single day in Australia, at over 10 hours.

These conditions present a unique chal-
lenge for mining and resources operations 
in the region. Being an intensive industry 
involving frequent outdoor work in ex-
tremely remote locations; long, hot days 
and harsh sunshine are a signi昀椀cant risk 
to the health and safety of sta昀昀. 

Balancing operational and production tar-
gets with safe work and compliance has a 
considerable in昀氀uence on mine site infra-
structure requirements. E昀昀ective project 
management requires infrastructure solu-
tions that comply with strict engineering 
and quality standards while remaining 

on budget, limiting maintenance require-
ments, lowering environmental footprint 
and being suitable for transportation to 
and installation in extremely remote loca-
tions. 

How do you balance all these require-
ments while still ensuring a high-quali-
ty product from a trustworthy suppli-
er?

Since the early 2000s, Rio Tinto has trusted 
DomeShelter Australia for durable mine-
site infrastructure for a range of applica-
tions.

The trusting relationship between Rio and 
the DomeShelter™ Team meant that when 
a storage solution for volatile 昀氀ammable 
gases was needed for their Brockman 
2 mine site, they knew who to reach out 
for to ensure a compliant solution that re-
sponded to all their challenges.

The gases needed to be protected from 
the violent Pilbara climate, with su昀케cient 
storage space, ventilation, and easy ac-
cess. Needing to maximise storage inside 
and outside, DomeShelter Australia used 
the versatility of containers by unique-

ly mounting four DomeShelter™ Fabric 
Structures on both ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ 
con昀椀gurations. This gave Rio more 昀氀ex-
ibility with sizing, meaning less square 
meters covered (equalling lower overall 
costs) while having the ‘peace of mind’ 
of a proven, intelligently engineered  
solution!

There are dozens of DomeShelter™ Struc-
tures across all of Rio Tinto’s Pilbara mine 
sites. Each site has di昀昀erent shelters tai-
lored to the needs and use cases involved 
– no two are the same. Every shelter is 
fully engineered to comply with AS1170.2 
- Wind Actions, able to withstand up to 
Australian Wind Region D Cyclonic wind 
speeds.

This is a result of DomeShelter Australia’s 
‘Fit-For-Purpose approach’; a comprehen-
sive three-step process that prioritises 
thorough needs analysis as opposed to 
simply quoting and manufacturing an 
o昀昀-the-shelf product. This delivers better 
outcomes for clients, with solutions that 
address every pain point that guarantees 
satisfaction well into the future.

Along with Rio Tinto, DomeShelter Aus-

tralia is trusted by some of the largest 
Resource companies in the world, includ-
ing FMG, BHP, Talison Lithium, Barminco, 
Chevron, Centamin, and many more. 

Specialising in customised solutions, Do-
meShelter™ Structures can be optimised 
to suit virtually any application, with a 
range of add-ons available for speci昀椀c 
use cases – add-ons include lighting, gut-
ter systems, internal walls, tropical roofs, 
endwalls, doors, and the list goes on. They 
o昀昀er signi昀椀cant bene昀椀ts over steel sheds, 
using substantially less materials and typ-
ically not needing lengthy planning and 
approvals processes.

DomeShelter Australia has developed 
an unrivalled knowledge in every area of 
Fabric Shelter manufacturing over its 25+ 
years in the industry, with over 8000 Shel-
ters installed in over 48 countries.

The ever evolving and dynamic nature of 
mining work sites necessitates accessible 
and durable infrastructure solutions for 
workshops, warehousing, and mainte-
nance bays, with DomeShelter Australia 
providing trustworthy and durable solu-
tions that are Engineered to Protect®. AMR
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Protecting people and assets from the harmful effects of the 

elements quickly, simply, and effectively.
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• Globally Delivered

• Tough as the Elements®
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Design your own 

Shelter today!
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High Quality, Australian Made Fabric Shelters

BUILDING  
PROGRESS: 
MANAGING EXTREME HEAT IMPACTS  
ON RESOURCE OPERATIONS 
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D
rilling in Australia’s mining sector 
continues to hum along judiciously 
thanks to a modest rise in explo-

ration expenditure reported in the June 
quarter and the promise of more green-
昀椀eld drilling activities stemming from 
worldwide critical mineral demand.

According to the Australian Bureau of Sta-
tistics (ABS), petroleum exploration expen-
diture in Australia fell by 3.7% in the June 
2023 quarter, although mineral explora-
tion expenditure rose by 0.8% o昀昀 the back 
of total mineral exploration expenditure 
last year of over $4b.

Further data from the ABS shows that 
exploration expenditure in and around 
known brown昀椀elds deposits last year was 
$2,784.6m and expenditure green昀椀elds 
deposits was $1,270.3m. 

The scope of brown昀椀elds drilling totalled 
8,195,700m and at green昀椀elds sites to-
talled 3,504,000m.

Deep-diving into the data, exploration 
spending by commodity last year was: 
gold $1,524.4m, copper $572.6m, iron ore 
$715.4m, silver-lead-zinc $103.2m, cobalt 
and nickel $313.2m, coal $240.1m, urani-
um $21.7m, mineral sands $66.8m, and 
spending associated with minor commod-
ities (such as lithium, manganese, molyb-
denum, phosphate, tin, tungsten and va-
nadium) $482.6m.

WA continues to attract much of the coun-
try’s exploration drilling activity due to the 
state being home to most of Australia’s 
iron ore, gold, gas, and lithium production 
and over $2.5b exploration expenditure 
was seen last year.

This was followed by exploration expen-
diture in Queensland of $553.2m, South 
Australia $165.2m, NSW $351.0m, North-
ern Territory $198.6m, Tasmania $40.6m 
and Victoria $201.3m, as reported by the 
ABS.

Calibrating Supply with Demand
According to industry research company 
IBISWorld, both oil and mineral explora-
tion drilling demand has been volatile in 
recent years and is considered one of the 
riskier mining variables as companies seek 
to determine whether resource deposits 
are economically viable.  

Green昀椀eld exploration's annual expendi-
ture often 昀氀uctuates signi昀椀cantly, in line 
with junior miners’ capacity to access cap-
ital and demand for mining services falls 
when mining sentiment weakens.

Rising operating costs among downstream 
mining companies can also play a role in 
constraining exploration drilling expen-
diture, while mining companies can face 
cost pressures due to the current tight la-
bour market and supply chain problems.

Elevated commodity prices have support-
ed mineral exploration demand however, 
with gold, iron ore, copper, nickel and coal 
prices having all risen over the past 昀椀ve 
years.

Critical mineral demand is also rising, pro-
viding an opportunity for new entrants 
and driving up exploration expenditure.

According to veteran driller and managing 
director of the Queensland based Aus-
tralasian Drilling Institute, Ili Cava, 昀氀uctu-
ations in drilling demand are par for the 
course in the sector and the robustness of 
Australian mining will likely weather any 
softness in demand.

“In my view the last 18 years has taught us 
that market 昀氀uctuations are normal and 
we have been lucky here in Australia with 
demands for our resources continuing to 
be strong” he told The Australian Mining 
Review.

“There are exciting new frontiers opening 
up with rare metals and exploration for 
renewable energy requirements continue 

to grow and these new 昀椀elds coupled with 
the traditional resources sectors continue 
to provide a positive outlook beyond any 
slowing trend that may become apparent 
to our students”, he added. 

At the coal face of supply and demand for 
drillers in the mining sector since 2005, 
the Australasian Drilling Institute says 
that in the last couple of years of years 
post COVID-19, it has experienced strong 
demand for skilled workers and for the 
certi昀椀cation of experienced and existing 
workforces.

“ADI's pre industry training program has 
been under pressure to supply clients and 
employment outcomes for successful par-
ticipants”, Mr. Cava said. 

“Although there has been feedback from 
some clients of a slowdown within the 
industry, this hasn’t yet been re昀氀ected in 
personnel demand for us, although it can 
take time to 昀椀lter through. 

There has been an increase in requests 
to certify or upgrade certi昀椀cation of exist-
ing workforces and this seems to indicate 
competition amongst the companies as 
contracts are reviewed or coming up for 
tenders.”

The organisation says that it believes a 
larger share of its students and drillers 
more generally are likely to be working 
within existing mine-based drilling proj-
ects as opposed to new exploration proj-
ects, but that the sub sector is a moving 
picture.

“In our corner of the industry there is al-
ways a challenge to ensure the pipeline of 
trained personnel is always maintained to 
respond to industry needs,” Mr. Cava said. 

“With statutory demands placed on com-
panies for quali昀椀ed workers, signi昀椀cant 
pressure is applied to partnering regis-
tered training organisations to maintain a 

balance between 昀氀exibility in service and 
internal quality requirements.

“In a competitive environment like drill-
ing where drilling rigs and crews could be 
exposed to a number of drilling methods 
over the contracted term and maintaining 
crew certi昀椀cation to re昀氀ect their skills re-
mains an ongoing challenge. 

“Generally, drill rigs are easier to acquire 
however providing a complement of com-
petent crew is always a perennial chal-
lenge.”.

Directional Drilling
As previously reported in the Australian 
Mining Review, mining generally is a high-
risk, high-reward enterprise, the success 
of which is dependent on a range of fac-
tors. 

For companies involved in the exploration 
phase of mining, and for those in the cap-
ital markets who invest in mineral explo-
ration, the risk-reward ratio and the prob-
lem of uncertainty is perhaps even more 
extreme.

Accurate information is the foundation for 
success, and whether it is an established 
mine looking to extend their reserves, or 
a company engaged in remote green昀椀elds 
exploration, the enterprise with the sharp-
est picture and most comprehensive as-
sessment of a zone of interest has the best 
chance of attracting and sustaining capital 
investment.

For several years now, some drilling com-
panies have deployed sophisticated deep 
hole directional drilling that push Austra-
lia’s technological capabilities in mine de-
velopment and exploration further than 
anywhere else in the world by making 
assessments of potential resources more 
detailed, accurate and comprehensive 
than ever before. 

It achieves this heightened degree of in-
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Australasian Drilling Institute’s Ili Cava.

(Image source: 

Australasian 

Drilling Institute 

Queensland.)



telligence through its innovations in direc-
tional drilling.

While vertical drilling has been successful-
ly deployed for decades, and is often still 
the most cost-e昀昀ective technique, direc-
tional or horizontal drilling provides the 
capacity to manoeuvre the drill bit and 
alter the direction of drilling deep under-
ground.

DDH1 co-founder and managing director 
Murray Pollock previously described the 
way the technology works and its bene昀椀ts.

“We use downhole motors to angle the 
drill holes as we descend. Internally, they 
are like a mono-pump,” he said.

“They have a very small, subtle bend right 
on the end, about half a metre behind the 
drill bit. 

“Once the parent hole is drilled, we low-
er the directional bit to the bottom of the 
hole and then run a survey tool down and 
orientate that tool in the direction we want 
it to go.  

“Sometimes we deal with live survey 
equipment down there but most of the 
time we pull that survey gear out.  

“Once we start pumping, only the drill bit is 
turning and because it is on a slight angle 
to the rest of the tool it then drills o昀昀 in the 
direction that we set it.”

After drilling a single surface parent hole 
to a depth of around 1000m, the direction-
al drilling capabilities branch out and drill 
a series of holes, termed ‘daughter holes’, 
to depths of 3000m and beyond. 

These holes intersect the target deposit 
from multiple points and angles.

In many cases, directional drilling al-
lows the target deposit to be drilled at 
昀氀atter angles than conventional drilling 
and increases the chances of not only in-
tersecting areas of interest but also giv-
ing a truer indication of their width and  
orientation.  

This leads to more accurate modelling of 
the structure and quantity of any resource.

Deep drill holes are the end result of 
time-consuming work required to de昀椀ne 
and ensure spatially accurate intersec-
tions of planned drill targets.

Investors turning to drilling again as 
exploration spending grows
With international 昀椀nancial markets 昀椀nally 
coming in for a soft landing after the tur-
moil of global in昀氀ation and rising interest 
rates, mining investment and exploration 
activity is starting to head in a positive di-
rection.

The latest Federal Government’s Resourc-
es and Energy report noted that miners 
have invested $12.8b in the June quarter 
2023, up 11.9% from the June quarter 
2022. 

In quarterly terms, investment rose across 
the board, with particularly notable growth 
in ‘other mining’, which includes lithium 
and some other critical minerals.

With commodity prices remaining relative-
ly stable and the hunt for battery and oth-
er critical minerals accelerating, there has 
also been a noticeable jump in exploration 
activity.

According to data from the O昀케ce of Aus-
tralia’s Chief Economist, “in trend terms, 
exploration activity is rising.”

Industries recording signi昀椀cant growth in 
exploration expenditure include iron ore 
(up by 31% in the June quarter), copper 
(up by 30%), gold (up by 14%), nickel (up 
by 7%), and ‘other minerals’ (up by 13%), 
which includes lithium, other base metals 
and other metals.

The Resources and Energy report suggest-
ed that exploration spending is a leading 
indicator of broader capital investment, 
and recent growth suggests interest is ris-
ing in base metals and critical minerals fol-
lowing recent strong price outcomes. 

With so much new activity happening, ex-
plorers are uncovering exciting new plays 
and discovering the new mines of the fu-
ture – leading to further new drilling activ-
ity.

Some of the exciting recent and current 
exploration stories happening across the 
nation include:

ABx opening up major rare  
earths play in Tasmania
Rare earths are forecast to be in major de-
mand as a critical mineral in future tech-
nology development.

One the companies setting itself up to be a 
major Australian player in the rare earths 
space is ABx Group, which has discovered 
world class ionic clay rare earth deposits 
in Tasmania.

The company continues to grow its foot-
print in the Apple Isle and has been 
granted two signi昀椀cant exploration li-
cences covering the southwards ex-
tensions of the Portrush REE discov-
ery area near Launceston in northern  
Tasmania.

The two tenements, EL27/2022 and 
EL28/2022, total 483 sq. km and have been 
granted for an initial term of 昀椀ve years. 
They are located ~52 km east of ABx’s ma-
jor Deep Leads / Rubble Mound REE proj-
ect.

The company is planning to test the pro-
spectivity of the new permits with drilling 
as soon as possible.

Azure Minerals has promising lithium 
discovery at Andover
You know you have found something ex-
citing when other companies start to refer 
to your success in their promotional ma-
terial.

That is the case for Azure and its high-
grade Andover discovery in the Pilbara. 

Covering 108 sq. km, the Andover Project 
is located 35km southeast of Karratha.

Multiple diamond core and Reverse Circu-
lation (RC) drill rigs are operating on site 
as the company also investigates base and 
precious metals opportunities.

Bryah secures manganese mining 
licences
Manganese is another mineral that has 
been named as critical to the new ener-
gy future and Bryah Resources has wel-
comed the grant of two Mining Licences 
at the Bryah Basin manganese project in 
Western Australia.

Bryah (49%) and OMM (51%) have a Joint 
Venture (JV) to undertake exploration to 
test targets in the area.

The Lake Johnston tenements are pro-
spective for battery metals lithium and 
nickel. The corridor near Lake Johnston 
contains signi昀椀cant mines and discov-
eries of nickel and lithium, including the 
Mount Holland Lithium Mine and the 
historical Maggie Hays/Emily Ann nickel  
deposits.

DevEx Resources chasing  
uranium at Nabarlek project
DevEx Resources is preparing to deploy a 
second drill rig to its project based in the 
Northern Territory which comprises a sig-
ni昀椀cant 4,700 sq. sq. km tenement pack-
age located in the Alligator Rivers Uranium 
Province, known for its world-class urani-
um deposits.

Dreadnought kicks o昀昀 discovery 
drilling at Tarraji-Yampi
Dreadnought Resources has commenced 
RC and diamond drilling at the Tarra-
ji-Yampi Project, located in the Kimberley 
Region of Western Australia.

The long-anticipated drill programme to 
follow up on the 2021 Orion Cu-Ag-Au-Co 
massive sulphide discovery.

The company has identi昀椀ed 13 Orion look-
alike targets for drilling.

The Tarraji-Yampi Project was o昀昀 limits to 
exploration from 1978-2013, a period that 
saw over 50% of Australia’s mineral de-
posits discovered through the application 
of modern geophysical and geochemical 
techniques and an evolving understanding 
of mineral systems.

The region is known to contain outcrop-
ping quartz copper-gold lodes that were 
mined for copper on a small scale in the 

early 1900s and explored brie昀氀y by WMC 
in 1958 and ACM in 1972. 

Galileo in game-changing Callisto 
discovery
One of the most signi昀椀cant recent local 
discoveries was Galileo Mining’s Callisto 
昀椀nd in WA. 

The discovery of the nickel-palladium min-
eralisation at Callisto was a game-chang-
er for the company and its 100% owned 
Norseman project.

The company is now assessing assays 
of historic samples from 2018 drilling 
which show signi昀椀cant palladium and 
nickel results 3km south of the Callisto  
discovery.

The samples have now been re-assayed 
for PGE (platinum group elements) in light 
of the Callisto palladium and nickel discov-
ery in 2022.

Approximately 3,100 metres of RC drilling 
was completed over 58 drill holes in 2018 
to de昀椀ne the “Goblin” cobalt laterite re-
source.

Greentech Metals hits  
lithium at Ruth Well 
Greentech Metals has uncovered addi-
tional high-grade lithium up to 1.8% lith-
ium oxide from rock chip sampling at its 
Ruth Well Project in the West Pilbara area 
of WA.

The company says the results con昀椀rm 
lithium mineralisation within the Kobe 
prospect area, which has increased from 
6-7.5km in strike length.

Kula Gold completes auger  
work at Rankin Dome Project
Kula Gold Limited has reported the com-
pletion of a 249-hole higher de昀椀nition 
shallow auger sampling program at the 
Rankin Dome Project near Southern Cross 
in WA.

A 900m RC drilling program of 6 x 150m 
deep drillholes has commenced in con-
junction with drilling partner Stark Drilling.

Warriedar Resources ready to test 
Golden Range and Fields Find
The company is set to drill over 40,000m at 
its deposits across the course of this year, 
targeting the potential discovery of both 
gold and base metals mineralisation.

The projects sit in the middle of the highly 
active Murchison exploration and mining 
province of WA. AMR
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M
ining, quarrying and civil excava-
tion projects are complex, heavily 
regulated, and require experi-

enced heads and hands. There is absolute-
ly no room for error, particularly when 
drilling and blasting are involved. 

In these types of environments, chal-
lenges like noise, vibration, air blast, and 
昀氀y-rock, add to the already di昀케cult ter-
rain where blasting may have previously 
been deemed impossible. With stakes 
so high, you need a drilling and blasting 
partner that can guarantee safe, reliable 
and ef昀椀cient blasting, while delivering 
predictable, cost-e昀昀ective and long-term  
results. 

For over 30 years, Impact Drill & Blast (Im-
pact) has become the trusted partner in 
the quarrying and mining space, helping 
companies across the country successfully 
complete their drilling and blasting proj-
ects. 

Impact is the product of an amalgamation 
of four Australian drill and blast compa-
nies by Yahua Industrial Group, one of 
China’s largest explosives manufacturers. 
It has transformed into what is now one of 
Australia’s largest drill and blast business-
es with bulk explosives supply capabilities. 

As Australia’s only fully integrated drill-
ing and blasting company, Impact o昀昀ers 
a one-stop-shop for rock-on-ground ser-
vices, from blast design, mark-out and sur-
veys, to drilling, loading and shot昀椀ring. 

According to Impact Manager, James 
Woodgate, what makes Impact di昀昀erent is 
that their complete service o昀昀ering, tech-
nical expertise, modern 昀氀eet of drill rigs, 
MPUs (mobile processing units), and bulk 
explosives manufacturing capability. 

“Our clients bene昀椀t from working with a 
single supplier, the opportunity to work 
collaboratively and a faster turnaround on 
shots,” Mr Woodgate said. 

“There’s no more waiting for a blasting 
contractor to mark up a shot or a separate 
drilling contractor to drill the holes. We’re 
fully integrated and can provide all the 
solutions under one roof, which improve 
safety, reduce costs, abbreviate timelines, 

and boost the overall business perfor-
mance of a clients’ asset. 

“We also give our clients peace of mind 
knowing they’re dealing with a team of ex-
perts at every stage of their project, a safe-
ty record that’s second-to-none, and one 
that introduces new technologies for the 
best results.” 

More Innovation. Less Waste. 
 
Blasting is by no means a simple science. 
A strategically executed drill and blast plan 
plays an in昀氀uential role in solving down-
stream issues such as wear and tear asso-
ciated with the crushing process. 

By reducing the size of fragmented rock 
through optimised blasting, asset owners 
can bene昀椀t from increased production 
throughput, lower maintenance and la-
bour costs, and a signi昀椀cant reduction in 
wear and tear of their crusher. 

A suite of technologies combined with the 
right explosives mix are critical in frag-
menting rocks into better quality 昀椀nes at 
less cost and in shorter time spans. 

Mr Woodgate said there is more to rock 

breaking than it seems, and there are a 
number of variables involved that deter-
mine the 昀椀nal outcome. 

“You need to consider burden, charge 
length, explosive type, powder factor, ini-
tiation systems, drill hole diameter and 
depth, drill spacing, stemming, timing and 
sequence – and that’s before you bring 
compressional stress wave velocity, rock 
speci昀椀c gravity and rock strength into the 
equation,” he said. 

“An excessive number of drill holes can in-
crease blasting costs considerably, due to 
the extra drilling, bulk product and acces-
sories required and can often yield much 
less cubic metres of material than the de-
sign. 

“Selecting the most economical hole diam-
eter for the job, based on environmental 
parameters and geology, is key to a suc-
cessful blast. 

“A larger diameter hole can mean less drill-
ing, labour and accessories are used in the 
blast activity. 

“Accuracy of the designed pattern versus 
actual drilled and the warranted place-

ment of holes, particularly around the pe-
rimeter of a free face, is also a key factor. 

“All of these support improved safety and 
more bang for less bucks. The e昀케cient 
placement of explosives and timing of the 
charge are the dominant factors in devel-
oping good fragmentation.” 

Impact utilise electronic detonators, drone 
surveying, GPS guided drills, and high 
energy RedStar emulsion to achieve the 
best blasting outcomes. Combining these 
technologies and techniques contributes 
to better rock fragmentation results, and 
therefore more re昀椀ned material, which 
can be processed through crushers at 
higher volumes, subsequently improving a 
client’s pro昀椀tability. 

The company operates one of Australia’s 
largest Sandvik drill 昀氀eets with more than 
40 rigs – from GPS-guided drills to speed 
up the delivery of broken rock, to 3D drone 
surveying technology used for pro昀椀ling a 
rock face for the best blast pattern design. 

“Since we introduced electronic initiation 
into the market, through a strategic part-
nership with electronic detonator manu-
facturer Davey Bickford ENAEX (DBE), our 
clients have realised signi昀椀cant bene昀椀ts,” 
Mr Woodgate said. 

“Our programmable detonators allow tim-
ing from zero to 14,000 milliseconds in 
1ms intervals, meaning blasts can be mod-
i昀椀ed to suit operator needs and the specif-
ic geology of an area. 

“Using RedStar, our unique high energy 
emulsion formulation, in conjunction with 
electronic detonators and interactive tim-
ing, allows us to optimise blasting with less 
holes in the ground. 

“Considerable savings can be achieved on 
energy costs at the crusher and load and 
haul rates can be improved. Wear and 
tear on plant is also reduced. Throughput 
in tonnes per hour increases and, as frag-
mentation is better, the risk of equipment 
breakdown is reduced.”  

For more information, visit
https://impactdrillblast.com/

AMR

MORE INTEGRATION. 
LESS HEADACHES. THAT’S IMPACT! 
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http://www.impactdrillblast.com
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precisiondrillingaustralia.com.au 

With over 25 years of industry experience, Precision 

Drilling Australia is a new generation of drillers in 

WA, providing services in exploration, geotechnical, 

environmental, hydro and water well drilling. 

They understand it’s the quality and reliability of the service provided to 

clients that makes Precision Drilling Australia stand out from the rest. 

From start-up junior exploration companies to large corporations, the value of 

building a strong reputation and dependability is always their priority. 

Get a quote today:
e: mathew@precisiondrillingaustralia.com.au 

p: 0425 479 150

Drilling with 
Precision.   

http://www.precisiondrillingaustralia.com.au
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United. Inspired.

Pit Viper 351
When it comes to drilling large holes in hard rock, you 
can’t compromise anywhere. The PV-351’s powerful 
rotary head, high bit load, large compressor, and 
robust structure bring balanced power for the hardest 
rock. With a 56.7 tonne bit load capacity, the Pit Viper 
351 can add unsurpassed productivity to your mining 
operations. If technology, productivity, and long asset 
life with the lowest total cost of ownership are on your 
list of priorities, look no further than the Pit Viper series. epiroc.com/en-au

The Pit Viper 

that started it all

http://www.epiroc.com/en-au
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✔ Reverse circulation

✔ Surface diamond drilling

✔ Directional drilling

✔ Water bores

✔ Remote area exploration and camps

Blue Spec Drilling employs highly skilled

and experienced operators and has a fleet

of 20 modern multi-purpose drill rigs, which 

incorporate the latest safety and drilling 

techniques.

Blue Spec Drilling Pty Ltd provides a variety of 

drilling services including:

BLUE SPEC DRILLING IS BASED IN KALGOORLIE, WA

AND ALSO HAS OPERATIONS IN SOUTH AMERICA.

CONTACT MURRAY BLACK  

M. 0417 973 394  P. 08 9021 3033  

E. murray@bluespec.net.au  W. www.bluespec.net.au

http://www.bluespec.net.au
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Talk to Adept 

now, the conveyor 

manufacturer with the 

field experience.

P:      +61 2 9771 4655 (Sydney) 

+61 3 9357 8814 (Melbourne)

E:     sales@adeptconveyor.com.au www.adeptconveyor.com.au

For the very best core sample  

handling in all exploration and  

analysis operations.
 Core sample tray conveyors

 Core tray roller racks

  Core roller benches

  Drill core handling systems

  Static and gravity conveying equipment

  Handle and store drilling assays with confidence

Solutions for Mining and 
Exploration Geologists:

Covering all systems, from basic and 

semi-manual to smart systems, for 

both large and small businesses.
 Australian design and manufacture

 Leaders in materials handling systems

 Full CAD system design and engineering inhouse

 Broad product range

 Low cost – deal direct with the manufacturer

 Short delivery times

 Special requests to suit customer applications

Solutions for Warehouse 
Distribution Systems:

One word…

adept
Adept Conveyor Technologies 

is a leader in the field of core 

sample tray handing and 

warehouse distribution systems, 

delivering optimum workflow, 

e�ciency and ergonomics – 

e�ectively and reliably.

http://www.adeptconveyor.com.au
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WA’S WATER 
BORE SPECIALISTS

Contact James Harrington 0429 695 538  |  james@wawaterbores.com.au

DO IT RIGHT, DO IT ONCE
Specialising in all aspects of water well drilling including: 

• Mud Rotary & Rotary Air Hammer Drilling  • Complete Bore Field Installation

• Water Exploration Drilling  • Mine Site Water Supply

• Mine Site Dewatering  • TSF Recovery Bores

• Water Monitoring Bores  • Piezo Installations

• TSF Geotechnical Holes  • Plus More

FLEET OF 4 DRILL RIGS

LARGE RANGE ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

ALL DRILLERS WITH MIN. 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE

FULLY AUTOMATED IMS SYSTEM

THE WATER WELL DRILLING EXPERTS 
FOR MINING OPERATIONS

mailto:james%40wawaterbores.com.au?subject=
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T
he Workplace Health and Safety 
Show is a free annual two-day event 
providing occupational health and 

safety (OHS) professionals with the latest 
information, products, equipment and in-
novations to make compliance easier. 

The show was 昀椀rst held in 2018 and focus-
es on psychological safety, safety technol-
ogy, major hazards, personal protection, 
height safety, health and wellbeing and 
cleaning and hygiene. 

With constantly changing safety and well-
being legislation, it can be di昀케cult for em-
ployers to stay up-to-date. 

The show is the perfect opportunity for 
OHS professionals to gather under one 
roof to 昀椀nd all the resources they need to 
help keep their workers safe. 

The Workplace Health and Safety Show 
comprises conference presentations de-
livered by industry leaders, interactive fo-
rums, panel discussions and a trade show 
where companies showcase their safety, 
hygiene and wellness products and ser-
vices. 

WHY IS THE WHS SHOW 
IMPORTANT TO MINING?
While the mining industry has made great 
strides in improving the health and safety 
of workers over the past few years, it’s still 
one of the sectors with the highest rates of 
injuries and fatalities. 

According to Safe Work Australia, in FY21 
the mining industry recorded four fatal-
ities and 2798 workers compensation 
claims. 

The average value of compensation pay-
outs is over $35,000 while the average 
time lost due to injuries and fatalities is 
over 10 weeks. 

In order to attract and retain investment 
and top talent, and ensure productivity 

and pro昀椀tability, the mining industry must 
demonstrate a commitment to worker 
safety and wellbeing. 

Implementing new technology solutions 
is a key consideration to keep operations 
safe, as innovations such as arti昀椀cial intel-
ligence, mobile and cloud-based solutions, 
sensors and wearable technology have 
demonstrated a commitment to worker 
safety and wellbeing. 

Wearable technology addresses some of 
the greatest safety risks to workers, such 
as body stress injuries, which are respon-
sible for 40% of all claims in the mining 
sector. 

Wearable technologies use small sensors 
to track and detect worker’s movements 
and signs of strain and stress, just to name 
a few. 

This makes it possible to continuously 
monitor workers and quickly respond to 
potential risks. 

When coupled with arti昀椀cial intelligence, 
wearable technologies can monitor and 
analyse sensor data, enabling improved 
supervision of worker safety, rapid inter-
vention in the event of potential risks and 
the delivery of personalised safety training 
to workers as needed. 

2023 EVENTS 
This year, the Workplace Health and Safety 
Show took place in Brisbane for the 昀椀rst 
time ever — from May 31 to June 1 — and 
then in Sydney — from September 20 to 
September 21. 

Visitors to the 2023 shows learned about 
regulatory changes as well as updates to 
their obligations and requirements. 

They also learned about the latest tech-
nologies, tools and resources available to 
help meet their obligations and create saf-
er and healthier workplaces. 

This year saw the launch of the Cleaning & 
Hygiene Zone — an area of the show ded-
icated to hygiene and cleaning products, 
tools, equipment and services. 

SafeWork NSW Inspectors also chaired 
a panel to provide real-time information 
and answer questions relating to regula-
tions and employer obligations. AMR

By Ashleigh Melanko

(Image source: IEC) JESI general manager of sales Adam O’Neill speaking at the show. 

(Image source: IEC) One of the many stalls 

showcasing its products. 

(Image source: IEC) Aerial view of the Workplace Health and Safety Show. 

WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY  2023 EVENT WRAP UP 

2024 EVENTS 
Top industry leaders and 
pioneering innovators will return 
to Melbourne and Sydney next 
year for the annual event with 
2024 expecting to be even bigger 
with more exhibitors, high-pro昀椀le 
presenters and more visitors. 

Attendees will be face to face 
with cutting-edge and targeted 
work and safety solutions and 
stay updated on the latest 
products, resources and policies. 

MELBOURNE 
Date:  May 22 and May 23, 2024 

Time:  9am to 5pm 

Venue:   Melbourne Convention & 
Exhibition Centre 

Price:  Free

SYDNEY 
Date:  September 18 and  
 September 19, 2024 

Time:  9am to 5pm 

Venue:  Sydney Showground 

Price:  Free



E
volution Mining (ASX: EVN) is right on 
target with its expansion plans for the 
Mungari mine in WA. The company 

recently awarded a key contract to GR 
Engineering Services to complete the plant 
expansion works at Mungari.

These $155m works are within the project 
budget and schedule as part of the 
company’s commitment to invest $250m 
to increase the site’s processing capacity 
from 2mtpa to 4.2mtpa.

When the company announced it had 
awarded the contract to GR Engineering 
on 29 September 2023 as part of the 
Mungari Future Growth Project, it said 
that planning for the project was well 
progressed. 

Initial engineering design and procurement 
works have now commenced, with site 
works expected to commence in mid-
January 2024.  

The project has an estimated 30-month 
construction period including long-lead 
items and approvals, with commissioning 
expected by the end of the March 2026 
quarter. 

Targeting gold production of 200,000ozpa 
for the life of the mine, this project is 
expected to reduce Mungari’s All-In 
Sustaining Cost (AISC) by 18% to $1,750 
per ounce.

“The award of this contract is a major 
milestone for the Mungari Future Growth 
Project,” Evolution Mining managing 

and reliably producing approximately 
130,000ozpa of gold. 

The recently approved mill expansion is 
expected to increase this output to close 
to ~200,000ozpa between FY27 and FY32.

Regional support
Through Mungari, Evolution is contributing 
to the economic growth of the region, 
creating valuable employment and 
business opportunities for neighbouring 
communities. 

In FY22, approximately $50m was spent 
with local businesses and suppliers.

Evolution Mining is committed to creating 
sustainable value for stakeholders in an 
environmentally and socially responsible 
way. 

Environmental and social concerns 
are always placed at the forefront of 
operations.

Throughout the history of the Mungari 
operation, there has been an unwavering 
commitment to improve environmental 
management strategies and invest in the 
community. 

This is demonstrated through the 
company’s commitment to progressive 
rehabilitation, having completed 35ha of 
rehabilitation earthworks in 2023. 

Additionally, close to $1.2m has been 
delivered across the community through 
partnerships, sponsorship, and donations 
since 2020.

The journey has not been without 
its challenges, but every step has 
provided invaluable lessons about 
resilience, innovation, and the spirit of  
collaboration. 

Evolution is looking forward to continuing 
to build on the rich history of the Mungari 
operation, contributing to the future of 
gold mining in Australia.

The expansion will ultimately unlock 
regional ore sources and reduce the 
processing unit costs by about 30%. 

As a result, Mungari is predicted to 

safely and reliably produce close to 
~200,000ozpa between FY27 and FY32, 
with an 18% reduction in AISC across its 
15-year mine life.

Most of the project involves upgrades to 
the process plant 昀氀owsheet consisting of:

• primary crushing
• coarse ore stockpile with reclaim 

tunnel
• SAG and ball milling circuit with 

classifying cyclones 
• gravity circuit
• leach feed thickening
• leaching / adsorption circuit
• elution / electrowinning / carbon 

regeneration 
• upgrade reagents storage and tailings 

area

Long-term view
The expansion was envisaged when 
Evolution Mining acquired the Kundana 
and East Kundana properties in 2021 
and formed part of the company’s due 
diligence. 

Having successfully integrated the 
operations, this was the next logical phase 
of making Mungari a cornerstone asset of 
Evolution Mining.

The large Mungari tenement holding 
includes positive exploration upside, 
which o昀昀ers future potential for the 
company.

Evolution Mining expects to further re昀椀ne 
its knowledge of the ore bodies in its 
holdings to strengthen the resources and 
reserves. 

The lower processing costs and higher 
open pit mining rates (at lower unit costs) 
re昀氀ects a move to three long-term mining 
centres.

General Manager Evolution’s Mungari 
Operations Scott Barber commented on 
the expansion.

“This is an exciting time for Mungari, our 
local business partners and stakeholders,” 
he said.

“The expansion re昀氀ects Evolution’s 
commitment to the region and con昀椀dence 
in the potential of Mungari.” AMR

director and chief executive Lawrie 
Conway said. 

“It secures the critical processing plant 
infrastructure within our budgeted costs, 
locking in over 60% of the project costs, 
and secures a delivery time within the 
approved project schedule.

“The Feasibility Study established a sound 
investment case with an internal rate of 
return for the project of between 19% and 
28%, at a conservative $2,400/oz and spot 
price of $2,965/oz respectively.”

Evolution Mining has a strong platform 
of high-quality assets with an average 
reserve life of more than 14 years. 

Background
The Mungari operation is located 600km 
east of Perth and 20km west of Kalgoorlie. 

The mine operated above plan in FY23 
to produce another solid contribution to 
the group’s overall gold production result 
with gold production of 135,592oz at an 
average AISC of $2,083/oz. 

Production was above original production 
guidance of 127,500oz and within cost 
guidance of $2,040/oz (+/- 5%). 

Operating mine cash 昀氀ow was $107.9m, 
sustaining capital was $34.2m and major 
capital was $58.1m.

Proli昀椀c location
Located in a region renowned for its 
proli昀椀c gold production, the history of 
the mine traces back to the discovery of 
the Frog's Leg deposit in 1999, marking 
an important milestone in the region's 
mining history.

Over the years, the site changed hands 
and grew in both size and signi昀椀cance, 
with Evolution Mining acquiring Mungari 
from La Mancha in 2015. 

The neighbouring Kundana operation – 
including underground mines at Raleigh, 
RHP and Millenium – was added to its 
portfolio in August 2021. 

A testament to the company’s 
commitment to investing in high-
quality assets, the most recent 
acquisition elevated Evolution 
Mining to become one of the largest 
employers in the region.

Mungari has a large footprint 
across both the Coolgardie and 
Kalgoorlie-Boulder shires with one 
open- pit and three underground 
operations, as well as an on-site 
processing plant, capable of safely 
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EVOLUTION 
EVOLVING
WITH $250M MUNGARI EXPANSION

General Manager Evolution’s 

Mungari Operations Scott Barber.



Exposing value 
buried deep in 
your business.

TUNDRA is the go-to resource for project 

management, systems transformation, financial 

modelling and evaluation, data analytics, asset 

optimisation and acquisitions and divestments. 

TUNDRA employs a core team of highly skilled resources that offer a diverse 

range of services and varied skillsets for the benefit of client projects and 

operations in any capacity. 

Call 0458 953 111 or visit tundraanalytics.com.au for more information. 
L-R: Financial Modeller Duncan Freeman, Financial Analyst  

Tom Norris and Managing Director Laura Jeffery. 

T
UNDRA Resource Analytics is a 
consultancy providing an array of 
business analysis, project evaluation, 

project management, 昀椀nancial modelling 
and business and systems transformation 
services. 

Having been trusted by Evolution on a 
number of major projects in the past, 
TUNDRA was picked to deliver work for 
Mungari 4.2 — a name which comes from 
the increase of processing capacity from 
2.6mtpa to 4.2mtpa. This is also known as 
the Mungari Future Growth Project.

“We have been trusted by Evolution to 
work across a number of major studies in 
the past, having provided a suite of 昀椀nan-
cial evaluation, audit & chapter writing ser-
vices across the Lake Cowal Underground 
feasibility and the Ernest Henry Extension 
Project pre-feasibility studies,” Managing 

Director Laura Je昀昀ery said. 

“Evolution approached us to provide sim-
ilar services on Mungari 4.2 and we were 
thrilled to partner with them again.”

TUNDRA lead the 昀椀nancial evaluation 
workstream of the Mungari 4.2 study and 
leveraged the skills of Duncan Freeman, an 
experienced Big-4 trained mining industry 
昀椀nancial modeller. 

TUNDRA also supported the 昀椀nancial 
modelling with an extensive, independent 
model audit, source data and assumptions 
control, 昀椀nancial evaluation and analysis 
of results. 

“Outside of the study we have executed an 
Equipment Strategy Optimisation project 
at Mungari, evaluating the NPV impact of a 
range of maintenance strategy scenarios, 

identifying signi昀椀cant opportunities for 
cost savings and pinpointing the most 
economical point of replacement for 
their underground mobile 昀氀eet,” Laura  
said. 

“This work ties beautifully into the study 
because it builds the full lifecycle costs 
for the 昀氀eet tailored to the speci昀椀c life 
of operations – providing an extra level 
of granularity on the cost inputs to the 
昀椀nancial model.”

As part of every Evolution study, TUN-
DRA participates in a thorough Indepen-
dent Peer Review (IPR) process where 
initial study results are presented to a 
panel of experienced experts and Evolu-
tion leadership team members who test 
the assumptions, inputs, processes and  
results. 
Further, TUNDRA is leaving the Mungari 

operation with a tool that is complex 
enough to accurately represent the op-
eration but simple and straightforward 
enough to be easily used by operational 
teams. 

“In addition to having become a trusted 
昀椀nancial modelling and project evaluation 
partner on major capital studies we are 
experienced integration and separation 
project managers, having led projects 
triggered by some of the most signi昀椀cant 
mining industry acquisitions & divestments 
over the past six years,” Laura said. 

“We draw on a diverse skillset in our team 
across the areas of 昀椀nance, modelling, 
project management, systems transfor-
mation leadership, change management 
and stakeholder engagement, audit, stra-
tegic operations planning and process im-
provement.” AMR
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TUNDRA 
RESOURCE 
ANALYTICS

TUNDRA 
RESOURCE 
ANALYTICS
TRUSTED BY EVOLUTION MINING  
FOR MUNGARI 4.2 WORKS Managing Director Laura Je昀昀ery.

Financial Modeller 

Duncan Freeman 

and Financial 

Analyst Tom Norris.

http://www.tundraanalytics.com.au


G
lencore is one of Australia’s larg-
est producers of metals and min-
erals including zinc, copper, cobalt 

and nickel, all of which will play a critical 
role in the world’s transition to a net zero  
future.

As a 昀氀agship copper-zinc mining opera-
tion, Mount Isa Mines (MIM) is home to 
the only copper smelter and re昀椀nery in 
Queensland, Australia. 

It is the hub of Glencore’s copper and zinc 
operations and the country’s largest in-
dustrial asset.

MIM comprises two underground mines – 
George Fisher and Lady Loretta – located 
approximately 20km and 110km north of 
the city of Mount Isa respectively on the 
land of the Kalkadoon people.

A growing appetite for minerals
The global demand for critical metals and 
minerals continues to grow in response to 
societies shift toward renewable technolo-
gies and net zero targets.

It is therefore no surprise that Glencore is 
investing in the future of its underground 
mining assets and ramping up production 
accordingly.

MIM welcomed Prime Minister Anthony 
Albanese back in August 2023, a step that 
highlighted the importance of the coun-
try’s metals and minerals sector, and its 
economic contribution to the region.

Glencore head of zinc and copper business 
Sam Strohmayr says MIM was delighted to 

host the Prime Minister and pleased that 
he was able to take time to visit the zinc 
operations.

“We were also grateful to have the oppor-
tunity to discuss the increasing impor-
tance of metals and minerals in Australia 
and the contribution our operations make 
to the region,” he said.

“Mount Isa is one of Australia’s most suc-
cessful mining towns and this is in large 
part to the support we get from the com-
munity.”

In 2022, Glencore’s Queensland metals 
business employed 4,450 people and con-
tributed $2.4b to the economy. 

This included $1.7b spent on goods and 
services, which enabled the business to 
work with approximately 2,130 suppliers.

Innovation at its core
Earlier this year, MIM announced its Cop-
per Concentrator Metallurgy team had 
designed an innovative process for recov-
ering silica. 

This process involves converting a pre-
vious waste stream to a value-adding 
product, making MIM a more sustainable 
operation and reducing the 昀椀nal tailings 
footprint.

The silica-rich stream is recovered from 
tailings by separating the 昀椀nes from the 
course material. 

This is then used for 昀氀ux in the copper 
smelter. 

The tailings would otherwise be sent to 
the tailings storage facility.

In the smelting process, silica is used to 
create the fayalite slag, which removes 
iron and other elements from the concen-
trates. 

Silica 昀氀ux lowers the melting point and 
density of the slag.

Metallurgy Copper Concentrator superin-
tendent Lucian Cloete says the project’s 
successes include increased copper re-
covery, saving on equipment maintenance 
and consumables, as well as delivering a 
low-cost 昀氀ux material.

“We’ve bene昀椀ted from a 2-3% gain in met-
al recovery, while reducing the cost of re-
agents and power,” he said.

“Another bene昀椀t is repurposing the 昀氀ota-
tion bank used for the silica, which is now 
used for additional pre-昀氀oat capacity for 
MICO ore.”

In an e昀昀ort to keep MIM’s operations 
productive, compliant, and at the fore-
front of best practice, a new land昀椀ll site 
was constructed to manage waste gen-
erated onsite, without the need for it 
to be transported to the city council’s  
land昀椀ll.

This new land昀椀ll, located on the Kennedy 
Siltstone Open Cut overburden stockpile 
to the north of the current land昀椀ll, was 
designed and constructed to the highest 
standards in accordance with the Environ-
mental Authority.

The new land昀椀ll covers a footprint of over 
32,000m2 and is estimated to occupy 
184,000m3 of waste generated from within 
the mine site.

A legacy spanning 100 years
In 2023, Mt Isa marked 100 years since 
prospector John Campbell Miles signed 
the mining lease he named ‘Mount Isa’, 
putting the mineral rich region on the 
world map.

O昀케cially formed in 1924, MIM continues to 
serve as the cornerstone of Queensland’s 
economic growth with its founder’s legacy 
still present in the Mount Isa community 
today.

MIM director of mining Ettienne Moller 
says the company is proud to have played 
an important role in Mount Isa’s transfor-
mation over the century.

“From spearheading the revitalisation of 
the state’s railways, to becoming Austra-
lia’s largest single creator of export in-
come in the 1950s, the mine and this com-
munity share a rich history we should be 
very proud of,” he said.

“From humble beginnings as a digger’s 
camp in 1924, today Mount Isa is a thriv-
ing city and the commercial and industrial 
centre of northwest Queensland.

“Mount Isa Mines is proud to be a part of 
the history of the region and we look for-
ward to celebrating this milestone with the 
Mount Isa community this year.” AMR

MAKING MOVES 
IN MOUNT ISA
MAKING MOVES 
IN MOUNT ISA
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N
estled amongst the beautiful 
southwest region of WA, lies one of 
the world’s largest high-grade lithi-

um ore body.

The small historic town of Greenbushes is 
home to the world’s premier lithium asset, 
identi昀椀ed during a drilling program be-
tween 1977-1980. 

Talison Lithium’s Greenbushes lithium 
operation supplies mineral concentrates 
globally through Bunbury and Fremantle 
ports, as well as locally to downstream re-
昀椀ning facilities owned and operated by its 
shareholders.

The company is a joint venture (JV) be-
tween Tianqi Lithium Energy Australia Pty 
Ltd (TLEA) (Tianqi Lithium Corporation/
IGO Limited JV) (51%) and Albemarle Cor-
poration (Albemarle) (49%).

TLEA operates the Kwinana re昀椀nery, about 
220km from Greenbushes, while Albemar-
le operates the Kemerton re昀椀nery, about 
100km from Greenbushes too, with both 
producing lithium hydroxide for export.

The by-product, tantalum concentrate 
containing tin, is processed by Global Ad-
vanced Metals (GAM) located nearby to 
the Greenbushes operation too.

Greenbushes is recognised as the longest 
continuously operated mining area in WA, 
with activities dating back 135 years ago in 
1888.

Talison Lithium, along with all its prede-
cessor companies, have been producing 
lithium from the Greenbushes operation 
since 1983.

There have been a number of expansions 
over the past 30 years to maintain its posi-
tion as a major supplier of lithium mineral 
concentrates.

In 2017, Talison Lithium began construct-
ing its $320m second large chemical grade 
lithium processing plant (CGP2).

It o昀케cially opened in 2019 and, this year, 
construction of a third lithium processing 
plant commenced.

A tailings re-treatment facility is also in op-
eration at Greenbushes. 

Further expansion of production facilities 
will enable Talison Lithium to supply the 
downstream processing industry being 
established in WA by Tianqi Lithium Cor-
poration/IGO Limited JV and Albemarle 
Corporation.

Talison Lithium chief executive o昀케cer 
Lorry Mignacca says the company is at 
the forefront of global e昀昀orts to address 
climate change by supplying the lithium 
needed for the global transition away from 
fossil fuels to renewable energy.

“As the leading producer of lithium in the 
world for several decades, and with the 
ability to increase our production further, 
we believe that the work we do each day 
contributes to creating a better tomor-
row,” he said.

“For several years we have been putting in 
place the building blocks to increase our 
lithium production as the world required 
more supply.

“These building blocks include not only the 
construction of infrastructure such as ad-
ditional processing plants and associated 
facilities, but most importantly out people, 
who through their dedication and com-
mitment enable us to continue to lead in 
lithium.

Talison Lithium general manager opera-
tions Craig Dawson says the company is a 
key enabler of the global energy transition.

“The growing demand for lithium needs 
the support of Talison, a challenge we are 
embracing through expansion activities at 
the Greenbushes lithium operation,” he 
said.

“Production of spodumene concentrates 
from Greenbushes has doubled over the 
last 昀椀ve years with record production 
of 1.35mt of spodumene concentrate 
achieved for the 2022 year.”

In CY22, exact production 昀椀gures include 
1,348,616mt of lithium mineral concen-
trate and 3,188t of tantalum bulk concen-
trate.

Talison Lithium general manager major 
projects Matt Timbrell says the company’s 
major projects contribute to a sustainable 
future at Greenbushes.

“We are excited by many of our con-
struction projects, such as our new ac-
commodation village with its innovative 
design and sustainability features,” he  
said.

The company is transitioning towards a 
dual resident/drive-in-drive-out (DIDO) 
workforce, alleviating the strain on short-
stay and permanent housing.

Construction of a purpose-built 500-per-
son permanent village will take place be-
tween 2023 and 2024.

Talison Lithium welcomed 303 new em-
ployees in 2022 and aims to stay a pre-
dominantly residential mine, with one-
third DIDO.

Mining and Processing
Mining is traditional drill-and-blast meth-
od.

There are four processing plants: one 
produces technical grade lithium concen-
trates; two produce chemical grade lithi-
um concentrates; and one re-treating his-
toric tailings.

Ore containing Li
2
0 is fed into the process-

ing plants which upgrade the lithium min-
eral, using gravity, heavy media, 昀氀otation 
and magnetic processes, into a range of 
lithium concentrates for bulk and bagged 
shipments.

Talison Lithium has its own analytical labo-
ratory, constructed in 1995, providing fast, 
comprehensive sample analysis of mining, 

mineral processing, marketing and envi-
ronmental samples.

Running 24/7, the laboratory can analyse 
400 samples per day and provide approxi-
mately 12,000 component analysis results 
daily.

Exploration and Geology
The current mine life is 20 years and Tal-
ison Lithium has an exploration program 
to replace reserves as they are depleted 
by mining and to maintain the project  
life.

The program is focused on identifying and 
proving additional pegmatites within the 
mineral leases and exploring the central 
lode orebody at depth to con昀椀rm future 
underground mining potential.

The Greenbushes pegmatites, belonging 
to the lithium-caesium-tantalum fami-
ly, consist of a large main zone over 3km 
long and up to 300m wide with numerous 
smaller pegmatite dykes and pods 昀氀ank-
ing the main body. 

The lithium zone is over 2km long and en-
riched with the lithium-bearing mineral 
spodumene, which often makes up 50% of 
the rock. 

Study to Recommission  
Greenbushes-Bunbury Rail Line
Talison Lithium, along with the WA Gov-
ernment, the Southwest Development 
Commission (SWDC), Arc Infrastructure 
and Aurizon are in the process of study-
ing the feasibility of recommissioning 
the Greenbushes to Bunbury railway  
line.

If recommissioned, the line will transport 
lithium mineral concentrate in contain-
ers from the Greenbushes lithium mine 
to Bunbury, reducing truck movements 
along the South-Western Highway.

Talison Lithium has been actively holding 
local Q&A sessions this August, Septem-
ber and October to provide updates on 
the study, which remains in introductory 
or preliminary stages.

In 2019, a similar study by Talison Lithium 
and the SWDC was undertaken but was 
placed on hold in 2020 due to the decline 
in the lithium market and global supply 
chain disruptions caused by COVID-19.  
AMR
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GREEN GRASS 
OF LITHIUM’S 
HOME

Public lookout of the historic 

Greenbushes mine.

The Greenbushes lithium operation 

is nestled amongst the picturesque 

region of southwest WA.
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I
n 2017, Melchor Contracting embarked 
on a journey with a small, dedicat-
ed team and limited resources. Fast 

forward six years, and today, the civil 
construction company stands tall with a 
workforce exceeding 350 individuals. It's 
a testament to their unwavering commit-
ment and relentless e昀昀ort.

Ryan O'Rourke, Project Manager at 
Melchor Contracting, fondly re昀氀ects on 
the company’s beginnings: "From a mod-
est o昀케ce in Burswood, we diligently laid 
the foundation of our culture and set our 
vision. Six years later, having successfully 
delivered over 50 projects, we take im-
mense pride in our achievements. We've 
played a pivotal role in some of Western 
Australia's most notable civil construction 
endeavours, fostering meaningful rela-
tionships and supporting the communities 
where we live and work."

In 2017/2018, Melchor Contracting 
achieved a major milestone by complet-
ing the construction of a two-train Lithium 
Hydroxide Processing Plant in Kwinana. 
In 2021/2022, they further solidi昀椀ed their 
expertise by successfully wrapping up up-

stream and downstream Lithium facilities, 
including a Lithium Concentrator at Mt 
Holland and another Lithium Hydroxide 
Processing Plant in Kwinana. Melchor Con-
tracting's pro昀椀ciency now spans the gam-
ut of construction requirements for both 
Lithium Mining and Lithium Processing 
Infrastructures.

Their mining infrastructure portfolio en-
compasses Primary and Secondary Crush-
ing, Screening Buildings, Fine and Coarse 
Ore Reclaiming, HPGR, HMS, Regrind and 
Milling, Fine Flotation, Water Thickener 
and Water Services, Reagents, Concentrate 
Handling and Storage, Power and Distribu-
tion, and Weighbridge Construction. When 
it comes to Processing Infrastructure, their 
expertise extends to Concentrate Storage, 
Calciner and Acid Roast, Repulp, Spodu-
mene Silo, Ball Mill, Hydromet, Crystalliza-
tion and Drying, Bagging, Power and Dis-
tribution, and Weighbridge 

GREENBUSHES
In 2023, Melchor Contracting expanded 
its operations to the Southwest Region of 
Western Australia, where they are current-
ly engaged in the construction of Chemical 

Grade Plant 3 (CGP3), an expansion of the 
Greenbushes Mine.

Greenbushes Mine, the world's largest 
lithium mining operation, is owned by Tal-
ison Lithium, a joint venture between Al-
bemarle Corporation, Tianqi Lithium, and 
IGO. This colossal operation comprises a 
vast open-pit mine and four processing 
plants, with two producing chemical grade 
Lithium concentrates, one producing tech-
nical grade Lithium concentrates, and one 
re-treating historic tailings to also extract 
Lithium concentrates, all supported by an 
intricate infrastructure network.

Working directly for Talison and the EPCM 
Melchor Contracting manages all aspects 
of the structural concrete work including 
but not limited to: supply of plant and 
equipment, temporary works, supply and 
installation of reinforcement and cast-
in items, detailed earthworks, formwork 
design and erection, placing and 昀椀nish-
ing concrete, back昀椀ll to 昀椀nished levels. 
This monumental project encompasses 
145,000 cubic meters of Detailed Earth-
works, 15,000 cubic meters of Structural 
Concrete, and over 3,000 tonnes of Rein-

forcement. Notable highlights include the 
towering 18-meter Primary Crusher and 
the impressive 54-meter-long FOS Tunnel. 
Once completed, Chemical Grade Plant 3 
is expected to add 500ktpa of spodumene 
concentrate to production, solidifying their 
pivotal role in the lithium industry.

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE AND 
PROGRESSIVE WORK ENVIRON-
MENT
Ryan O'Rourke expresses his excitement 
about the company's future: "Our next 
growth phase is poised to be a sensation-
al journey. With Melchor Contracting's 
values and ingrained culture, I 昀椀rmly be-
lieve we will grow stronger as a team."

Community Engagement holds a special 
place in Melchor Contracting's heart. They 
recently initiated a sponsorship program 
for the Bridgetown Bulldogs, a football 
club local to the Greenbushes Mine. This 
endeavour re昀氀ects their commitment to 
fostering social inclusion and connect-
edness within the community, a mission 
they hold dear.

At Melchor Contracting, Safety is para-
mount. They prioritise maintaining a safe 
and healthy work environment for their 
sta昀昀, clients, suppliers, and site visitors. 
Their collaborative culture enables them 
to continually manage, review, and imple-
ment top-tier workplace safety systems, 
from ingenious engineering and con-
struction techniques to safety initiatives, 
awards, and recognition programs. These 
unwavering commitments to excellence 
and safety culminated in Melchor Con-
tracting being honoured with the Safety, 
Excellence & Performance award for Q2 
2023 by Talison Lithium. 

Melchor Contracting’s remarkable jour-
ney continues, marked by growth, suc-
cess, and a profound sense of purpose. 
If you seek reliable services in head con-
tracts, sub-contracting, or labour hire for 
your projects, whether you are a project 
owner, EPC contractor, or Tier-1 civil con-
tractor, Melchor Contracting is available 
for partnership. AMR
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Melchor Contracting is a civil construction specialist. We 

undertake projects of all sizes and complexity across an 

exciting and diverse range of industries. We have contributed 

to executing some of the most notable civil construction 

projects in Perth Metro and remote Western Australia. 

We o昀昀er end-to-end project delivery encompassing all 
facets of project design, construction and maintenance. Our 

expertise in structural concrete enables us to execute end-
to-end concrete solutions, including detailed earthworks, 
reinforcement 昀椀xing, formwork, and concrete placement. 

In addition to delivering world-class projects, Melchor 
Contracting is committed to creating a sustainable and 

progressive work environment for our people, clients, and 
communities. 

In support of the local community surrounding the 

Greenbushes project, Melchor Contracting commenced 

sponsorship of the ‘Bridgetown Bulldogs’ in 2023. The 
Bridgetown Football Club holds a signi昀椀cant position 
in the local community, promoting social inclusion and 

connectedness, and Melchor Contracting takes pride in 

contributing to the club’s positive impact.

contracting@melchor.com.au | t: +61 (08) 6110 1988

https://melchor.com.au/


S
erious injuries made up most of the 
mining lost time injuries (LTIs) in WA 
in FY21.

A total of 402 out of 458 mining LTIs were 
classi昀椀ed as serious, with the top 昀椀ve body 
parts impacted being the hands, back, 
arms, shoulders and legs.

Some of the incidents that required emer-
gency response teams included an empty 
haul truck rollover, a steel liner at a pro-
cessing plant striking and fracturing a 
worker’s leg, as well as a wheel assembly 
from a drill rig on an underground mine 
ramp falling and landing on a worker’s  
leg.

Highly-skilled emergency response teams 

are crucial in responding appropriately to 
any life- or asset-threatening incidents on-
site, including at nearby mining operations 
and in the community.

Perth’s Langley Park will be host to the 
13th annual Mining Emergency Response 
Competition (MERC) from Friday 24 No-
vember to Sunday 26 November.

Last year, over 4000 visitors converged at 
the same location for the event.

The theme for MERC 2023 is ‘Next Genera-
tion – Planning for the Future’.

MERC executive committee and founding 
member Sue Steele says this year’s event 
is going to bigger and better.

“With additional mining emergency re-
sponse teams, including one internation-
al team, 2023 is set to be another great 
year,” she said.

“In line with this theme, we are hosting the 
next generation of volunteers.

“Junior cadets from regional and metro-
politan brigades will be participating in 
their own emergency response competi-
tion. 

“Mines rescue teams will take part in a se-
ries of skills events featuring future tech-
nologies, acknowledging environmental 
and remote area challenges.”

Disciplines assessed at the MERC include: 
昀椀rst aid; hazardous materials (HAZMAT); 
昀椀re 昀椀ghting; con昀椀ned space rescue; verti-
cal rescue (rescue from height or depth); 
road crash rescue; emergency response 
team readiness (ERT); hazard and risk.

WorkSafe WA acting commissioner Sally 
North commented on the event.

“The Mining Emergency Response Com-
petition is an excellent opportunity for 
emergency response teams to test their 
capabilities in challenging and realistic 
scenarios,” she said.

“The dedication these teams show to their 
workmates needs to be matched by an 
industry-wide commitment to make WA’s 
mining industry safer.

“It would be preferable if our mine rescue 
teams only had to respond to simulated 
incidents through competitions like MERC 
rather than full-scale emergencies.”

Ms Steele says mining rescue competi-
tions provide an invaluable opportunity 
for companies from the mining industry to 
test their skills against industry standards, 
identify areas of improvement and train 
their volunteers in a safe and controlled 
environment. 

“The competition assists with improving 
the scope of learning through skills train-
ing and exposure to realistic scenarios 
performed under the pressure of compe-
tition,” she said.

“Mine rescue teams must be pro昀椀cient in 
the procedures used to rescue miners
from various hazards such as 昀椀res, explo-
sions, cave-ins, toxic gas, smoke inhala-
tion, vehicle accidents and water." 

Mines rescue is particularly dangerous 
work and rescue crews are usually made 
up of volunteers who risk their own lives 
to save their fellow workers.

“Due to the remote location of many mine 
sites, the site-based emergency response 
volunteers provide immediate assistance 
in the case of an incident,” Ms Steele  
said.

“Given their understanding of their work-
place and its site-speci昀椀c hazards this di-
rectly assists their ability to save lives.”

The MERC journey began in 2010, when 
the three founding sponsors, Paull & War-
ner Resources, Red Earth Health Solutions 
and Breight Group, had the vision of bring-
ing mines rescue to a metropolitan audi-
ence. 

While the WA Chamber of Minerals and 
Energy (CMEWA) hosts surface and un-
derground mine emergency response 
competitions in regional areas, MERC 
is a Perth-based competition that al-
lows the city population to see the value 
and importance of emergency response 
and rescue training in WA’s mining  
industry.

“The city location allows Perth-based in-
dustry representatives, FIFO workers, min-
ing families and the local community the 
opportunity to view 昀椀rsthand the skills of 
mining emergency response teams who 
help to ensure safe workplaces and com-
munities in the event of emergency,” Ms 
Steele said.

“MERC aspires to be the pinnacle event for 
mining rescue activities. 

“We will continue to support, upskill and 
prepare mines rescue teams and educate 
industry and the wider community of the 
importance a well-trained, primed rescue 
workforce.

“We recognise that the success of MERC 
is due to the commitment and input from 
volunteers and sponsors who continue to 
support this event year after year. 

“Without the MERC community there 
wouldn’t be an event and we are sincerely 
grateful.”

MERC 2023 will attract 18 emergency re-
sponse teams, 150 industry volunteers 
and more than 4000 members of the pub-
lic again. AMR

MERC 
2023: 
PERTH’S MINING EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE COMPETITION
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E
RGT is Australia’s leading provider of 
safety and emergency response train-
ing. 

For more than 25 years, ERGT has expand-
ed to facilities across Australia, building a 
reputation based on exceptional customer 
service and providing relevant, engaging 
training that has a real impact on people 
who live near and work in high-risk work-
places. ERGT is underpinned by a commit-
ment to strong partnerships, experienced 
people and world-class facilities. 

The facilities have been designed to simu-
late real-life scenarios, with expert trainers 

guiding trainees throughout their journey. 
Through a combination of up-to-date the-
ory and practical exercises, trainees learn 
how to respond safely and then put that 
training into action.

ERGT works with industry to develop and 
adapt courses to meet industry needs. 
This is evidenced with their new o昀昀ering 
of Block 1, 2 and 3 emergency response 
courses, to better equip emergency re-
sponse team members in the mining or 
resource sector. 

Covering critical disciplines such as 昀椀rst 
aid, breathing apparatus usage, and 昀椀re 

team operations, ERGT's Block courses 
are the educational cornerstone for a saf-
er industry. The Block courses can be used 
as a learning pathway to achieve a higher 
quali昀椀cation and in partial completion of 
RII30719 Certi昀椀cate III in Emergency Re-
sponse and Rescue.

As part of this commitment to the indus-
try, ERGT is a proud long-term sponsor of 
the Mining Emergency Response Competi-
tion (MERC). 

Providing world-class emergency rescue 
training and skill building opportunities 
for volunteer mines rescue teams, MERC 

is an annual highlight on the calendar for 
emergency responders. It’s also an oppor-
tunity to acknowledge the dedication and 
skill of the hardworking men and women 
involved in emergency response. 

This ongoing commitment to safety is vi-
tal, ensuring emergency responders are 
skilled to act with con昀椀dence and e昀昀ec-
tiveness in critical scenarios, while en-
hancing safety and reducing risks.

ERGT would like to wish all of the teams 
participating in this year's MERC the best 
of luck, your dedication to safety and the 
industry is invaluable. AMR
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YOUR TRUSTED 
PARTNER IN 
EMERGENCY  
RESPONSE

Talk to the team on 1300 374 828 about your  
Emergency Response training requirements. RTO 2534

EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE 
TRAINING FOR A 
SAFER INDUSTRY 

EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE 
TRAINING FOR A 
SAFER INDUSTRY 

http://www.ergt.com.au


You don’t leave anything to chance 
regarding your mine vehicle; safety is the 
number one consideration for everything.  
So what about your seat covers? 

I
f an accident were to occur and the air-
bags deployed, would your seat cover 
ensure airbag deployment? If you don’t 

know, then you need to know the di昀昀er-
ence. 

Challenging Safety Standards
This di昀昀erence is a seat cover that allows 
in-seat airbags to deploy, e昀昀ectively and 
e昀케ciently, without compromise. 

When Pete Fenn started his career in Mo-
tor Trimming over three decades ago, air-
bags had only just become a thing, pretty 
soon, car and truck seat airbags were the 
Australian standard. 

Peter Fenn, Director of SupaFit Seat Cov-
ers, commented: 

“What struck me then and what’s still true 
today is that there are no Australian stan-
dards on car and truck seat covers. Seat 
covers are going in vehicles that could 
cause more harm to the occupants (in-
volved in an accident) or simply might pre-
vent the airbags from deploying at all.”

Pete made it his mission to 昀椀nd a bet-
ter way to manufacture seat covers; “It 
takes longer to blink than deploy an air-
bag — but any delay means an airbag is 
less e昀昀ective. We realised that seat covers 
weren’t being designed to protect lives. 

That’s why we created SupaSeam™ — to 
start with safety.” Added Pete. 

Independently Tested 
When tested in the ANCAP testing, the 
technology has proved it can be relied 
upon to allow airbags to deploy with the 
right timing and force — the di昀昀erence be-
tween walking away from an accident with 
minor injuries or more threatening ones.

“For us, it was important that we knew 
that what we were putting in people’s cars 

wouldn’t impact their safety in any way. 
Making sure that our covers wouldn’t in-
terfere with airbag deployment was our 
top priority,” Peter said. 

We wanted to create a seat cover that 
combines both comfort and safety. We 
know most people aren’t thinking about 
safety when they’re choosing their seat 
covers.

“We experimented with many di昀昀erent 
combinations of materials and threads be-
fore choosing our materials. It needs to be 
something that operates correctly in the 
event of an accident without compromis-
ing on a comfortable drive.”

Testing, Tweaking and Re昀椀ning 
We needed to create a design that could 
be adapted to many di昀昀erent types of ve-
hicles. The SupaSeam™ technology is the 
result of several years of prototyping, test-
ing and tweaks. 

“Our seat covers are tested for safe de-
ployment of airbags and the safety of 
our customers. For us, it was crucial that 
a SupaFit seat cover could be relied on in 
the event of an accident,” Peter said. 

If It's Not Tested and Designed with 
Safety in Mind, Is It Really Safe?
We’re making it our mission to get people 
thinking about what on-site safety really 
means.

“We’re proud of what we’ve accomplished 
with SupaSeam™. There’s nothing better 
that knowing we’re helping protect the 
lives of Australians,” Peter said. AMR

SCAN TO FIND OUT 

THE DIFFERENCE A 

MILLISECOND'S DELAY 
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IF IT'S NOT 
SUPASEAM

™

IS IT REALLY 
SAFE?
Protecting the lives of Australians with custom seat 

covers made from Australian materials. They're designed, 

manufactured, and independently tested in Australia.

 Guaranteed, correct airbag deployment

 Patented SupaSeam™ technology

 Independently tested by APV Tech

 Industry-leading manufacturing process

 Individual Barcode record and tag

 Made with Australian made materials

WWW.SUPAFITSEATCOVERS.COM.AU

http://www.supafitseatcovers.com.au


With a JORC 2012 compliant resource of 
9.8mt at 64.4% iron, Iron Ridge has some 
of the highest-grade iron ore in WA. 

The iron ore product is high grade with low 
dangerous elements and is highly sought 
after by steel mills for environmental and 
blast furnace productivity reasons. 

Following a rapid three-month develop-
ment period, production began in Decem-
ber 2020 with 昀椀rst sales generated two 
months later in February 2021. 

IRON ORE PRODUCTION MILESTONE
In June 2023, Fenix produced and sold 
3m dry metric tonnes (dmt) of iron ore 
from Iron Ridge with an unaudited net 
operating margin of around $52 per  
dmt shipped. 

This signi昀椀cant milestone was achieved 28 
months after the 昀椀rst sale of Iron Ridge 
iron ore in February 2021. 

Fenix chairman John Wellborn says the 
milestone is thanks to the work undertaken 
by Iron Ridge’s team of workers and 
contractors. 

“This milestone evidenced Fenix’s con-
sistent pro昀椀table production from Iron 
Ridge, which is the result of excellent work 
from our hard-working sta昀昀 and contrac-
tors and capabilities as a fully integrated 
mining, logistics and haulage business,” he 
said. 

“This timeline was consistent with Fenix’s 
original feasibility study for Iron Ridge, with 
Fenix continuing to deliver on its original 
promise to shareholders in 2019 when it 
raised $15m to fund the development of 
Iron Ridge.”  

MID-WEST ASSETS ACQUISITION 
Fenix boosted its portfolio a month later in 
July 2023 when it acquired Mount Gibson 
Iron’s (ASX:MGX) mid-west iron ore and 
port assets. This included the Shine iron 
ore mine, two on-wharf storage sheds at 
Geraldton Port, two mid-west rail sidings 
and assets at the Extension Hill iron  
ore mine. 

The acquisition gives Fenix the opportunity 
to reduce the cost of production at Iron 
Ridge, expand production at Iron Ridge, re-
commission Shine as a second production 
asset and bene昀椀t from the expected 
growth in bulk commodity production and 
export in the Mid-West. 

It also allows Fenix to create a substantial 
new revenue generating business. 

“As a result of the transaction, Fenix is 
now a fully integrated mining, logistics and 
haulage business in the Midwest, uniquely 
positioned to bene昀椀t from growth 
expected in the region,” Mr Wellborn said. 

SINOSTEEL MIDWEST 
CORPORATION AGREEMENT 
Most recently, Fenix secured the exclusive 
right to mine and export up to 10m dmt 
of iron ore from the Beebyn-W11 iron ore 
deposit in the Weld Range, WA. 

The deposit is owned by Sinosteel Midwest 
Corporation, part of the Sinosteel Group 
which is ones of the biggest suppliers of 
raw materials to Chinese steel mills. 

Beebyn-W11 has a resource estimate of 
around 20mt at a grade of 61.3% and it is 
located only 20km from Iron Ridge. 

Fenix will maintain exclusive control of 
all mining, hauling, logistics and port 
operations relating to the mining and 
export of the iron ore. 

Fenix intends to immediately progress the 
required approvals and expects to begin 
mining during 2024. 

“As we will maintain exclusive sole control 
of all mining, hauling, logistics and port 

operations at Beebyn-W11, we see the po-
tential for signi昀椀cant operational synergies 
for future mining activity between the Iron 
Ridge mine and Beebyn-W11,” Mr Well-
born said. 

The transaction signi昀椀cantly increases 
Fenix’s portfolio of mid-west iron ore 
project which now includes Iron Ridge, 
Shine and Beebyn-W11. 

PARTNERSHIPS 
Fenix’s biggest partnership is with MACA, 
with Australia’s largest independent 
mining contractor providing load and haul, 
drill and blast and crushing and screening 
services at the mine. 

This contract began in 2020 and runs for 
six years. 

Prior to this, Fenix formed a strategic alli-
ance with trucking and logistics company 
Newhaul in May 2019, marking a signi昀椀-
cant step towards the development of Iron 
Ridge.

Fenix and Newhaul then formed a new 
joint venture company — known as Fenix 
Newhaul (FNH) —to provide all trucking 
services to Iron Ridge. 

This includes a brand-new 昀氀eet of 
Volvo and Mack prime movers and 
trailers purpose-built by WA companies 
including Bruce Rock Engineering and  
Howard Porter. 

A few years later in June 2022, Fenix signed 
de昀椀nitive agreements with Newhaul to 
acquire Newhaul’s 50% interest in Fenix 
Newhaul, resulting in Fenix holding 100% 
of the joint company. 

Fenix also created an opportunity for 
indigenous businesses throughout the 
mine and port operations with the start-up 
of the Schwarze Brothers. 

The team of four brothers from the 
Wajarri Yamatji community provide 
material handling services at the port  
and utilise three Caterpillar 982 next  
gen loaders. 

Currently, Schwarze Brothers supplies ship 
loading and storage shed management 
services at the Mid-West Port Authority-
owned Geraldton bulk export port. 

“This has been a thriving partnership 
with the brothers, where Fenix has 
assisted the Schwarze Brothers with their 
business and professional development, 
providing 昀椀nancing and training for the 
team, allowing the business to grow and 
be pro昀椀table until it is ultimately able to 
operate autonomously,” Mr Wellborn 
said. 

“The business has been a huge success 
operationally and Fenix is proud that 
this relationship is helping empower and 
provide 昀椀nancial opportunities for a locally 
owned, indigenous business.” AMR

Fenix Resources chairman John Welborn. 

Aerial view of Iron Ridge. 

Ship loading iron ore. 

The Shine iron ore mine. 

FENIX RISING
FROM THE ASHES

F
enix Resources’ (ASX:FEX) flagship Iron Ridge iron 
ore project is a high grade, high margin project 
located in the prolific Midwest mining region of WA. 
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WORKING WITH
BIG NAMES 
ACROSS AUSTRALIA’S
IRON ORE INDUSTRY

 
 

MACA is a trusted investment partner, providing
equipment and operational expertise to exceed 
expectations of our customers in the resource and 
construction sectors for over 20 years.  

Currently providing load and haul, drill and blast, and crushing and

screening services to Fenix Resources’ Iron Ridge project. 

 

maca.net.au
MACA  
CIVIL

MACA  
MINING

AUTOMATED  
HAULAGE

MACA  
INTERQUIP

L
ocated 600km north-northeast 
of Perth in Western Australia, the 
Iron Ridge project has crushed and 

shipped over 1.3mt of high-grade ore 
since December 2020. 

Iron Ridge has a JORC-compliant mineral 
resource of 10.5mt at 64.2% iron, 3.26% 
silicon dioxide, 2.57% aluminium oxide 
and 0.046% phosphorous. Of this re-
source, more than 95% is in the indicated 
category. 

With high grade and low deleterious ma-
terial, iron ore from Iron Ridge is highly 
sought after by steel mills for environ-
mental and blast furnace productivity 
reasons. 

International contracting group MACA was 
昀椀rst contacted regarding work for Iron 
Ridge around four years ago. 

“MACA were contacted by Rob Brierly in 
early 2019. We have worked with Rob pre-
viously in the Gold昀椀elds,” General Manag-
er Brent Jenkins said. 

“Their consultant shared the project info 
with us, and we commenced scheduling 
and pricing for the project. This relation-
ship continued over the next 18 months 
with various mine plans and commercial 
arrangements considered, until the proj-
ect was awarded in late 2020.” 

Under this contract, MACA provides load 

and haul, drill and blast, and crushing and 
screening services to Iron Ridge. 

MACA is a reputable contractor with a 
strong track record of operational experi-
ence in the mining sector and has been in-
volved in the Australian iron ore industry, 
having carried out long term work for At-
las Iron and Crossland Resources. A large 
portion of their revenue comes from iron 
ore and MACA has completed projects for 
major mining companies such as BHP, 
FMG and Roy Hill. 

The $185m contract runs for six years with 
the potential to undertake further work.

“I understand that there are possible 

growth opportunities with the addition-
al resources identi昀椀ed at Iron Ridge and 
their newly acquired Shire iron ore mine,” 
Brent said. 

“Our relationship, performance and con-
tracting expertise will be key to moving 
forward with Fenix as we continue to build 
trust and provide 昀氀exibility and results for 
our client. Creating value for all parties is a 
key di昀昀erentiator that MACA can continue 
to build on.

“It [Iron Ridge] has really elevated Fenix 
from a junior to major miner and logistics 
business. MACA looks forward to continu-
ing to support and provide services for the 
growing Fenix business.” AMR
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A TRUSTED 
PARTNER TO  
IRON RIDGE

http://www.maca.net.au


KALGOORLIE 
SUPER PIT 
SET FOR GOLDEN EXPANSION

(Image source: Northern Star Resources)  

The KCGM operations.

Driven by strong gold prices and a 
seasoned operator in Northern Star 
Resources (ASX: NST), the Kalgoorlie Super 
Pit and the Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold 
Mines (KCGM) operation is well advanced 
on a major strategic growth path.

The company recently reported that its 
昀椀nancial year 2023 e昀昀orts have put it in 
an enviable position to realise and deliver 
on its 昀椀ve-year growth strategy through  
to FY26.

The strategic growth program was devel-
oped to generate superior shareholder re-
turns with the target of achieving 2moz of  
gold production. 

The company’s growth strategy received 
a boost in June when Northern Star 
announced the Final Investment 
Decision (FID) to expand the Fimiston  
processing plant. 

This will see an increase in throughput 
from 13mtpa to 27mtpa by FY29 (steady 
state), while simplifying the plant 
design and delivering a sustained lower  
cost base.

Expanding the processing capacity at 
the Kalgoorlie production centre will 
strengthen the company’s portfolio, 
materially increase free cash 昀氀ow 
generation and sustain hundreds of local 
jobs, economic and social investment, and 
local procurement opportunities in the 
Gold昀椀elds region.

Meanwhile, at the Yandal production 
centre, Northern Star is optimising 
future ore feed sources for the 

expanded Thunderbox processing plant, 
advancing to delivery of the 6mtpa name  
plate capacity.

FIMISTON SOUTH
Northern Star is also undertaking a growth 
project at the KCGM Operations called 
Fimiston South, which commenced at the 
southern end of the Fimiston Open (Super 
Pit) in 2023.

Fimiston South will extend KCGM 
operations’ life of mine to 2034, providing 
ongoing bene昀椀ts to the Kalgoorlie-Boulder 
community and sustaining hundreds of 
local jobs.

OPEN PIT
The project will consist of two cutbacks, 
named to celebrate KCGM operations’ 
close connection to the Boulder 
community and historic links to the 
Golden Mile. 

The ‘Great Boulder’ cutback will be the 
single largest cutback at the Fimiston open 
pit in more than a decade, followed by the 
‘Ivanhoe’ cutback.

Both cutbacks share the names of leases 
昀椀rst pegged by Will Brookman and 
Sam Pearce in 1893 when mining 昀椀rst 
commenced in the region.

OPERATIONS
To support the project, waste rock will 
either be redeposited back into the 
Fimiston open pit or hauled to existing 
waste rock dumps. 

New tailings storage facilities are also 
planned as part of this project.

During the 昀椀rst 12 months of the project, 
when mining is close to the surface, there 
will be instances where open pit blasting 
will temporarily close a small section of the 
Gold昀椀elds Highway. 

Northern Star will work closely with 
stakeholders throughout this process.

SUPER PIT LOOKOUT ON THE MOVE
As part of the project, the Super Pit 
Lookout will be relocated. Construction of 
the new Lookout commenced this year.

One of the most popular attractions in the 
Gold昀椀elds, the Super Pit Lookout draws 
thousands of locals and tourists each year. 
The opportunity to view a working mine 
site in action and the chance of watching a 
blast keep the Lookout 昀椀rmly on the local 
must do list.

The 昀椀rst Super Pit Lookout was a fenced 
area with a small viewing platform 
constructed 100m south of the original 
Hainault Tourist Mine, near the  
Boulder Block. 

Over the years the Lookout has been 
moved to accommodate the changing pit 
and is now at the top of Outram Street in 
Boulder (o昀昀 the Gold昀椀elds Highway, 6.4km 
south of Hannan Street).

SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT
To drive that new expansion strategy, 
Northern Star lifted invested growth 
capital expenditure of $752m, which was 
above revised expectations primarily from 
KCGM mill expansion early works and 
procurement of long-lead items, increased 
capital drilling at Jundee (Yandal) and 
commercial production being declared 
later than planned at Otto Bore (Yandal).

The company is already seeing a good 
return for its investment, with material 
movement at the Kalgoorlie production 
centre increasing by 26% to 83mtpa, within 
the FY26 target of 80-100mtpa. 

This material movement is critical to the 
long-term development of our largest and 
longest life asset in KCGM.

Meanwhile, the Thunderbox mill expansion 
project at the Yandal production centre ad-
vanced towards delivering its 6mtpa name-
plate capacity. Total gold sold at KCGM in 
FY23 was 432,001oz (FY22: 488,770oz) at an 
AISC of A$1,596 (FY22: A$1,426/oz).

In FY23 gold sales of 1,563koz were 
delivered within revised guidance at an 
AISC of A$1,759/oz.

GOOD GEOLOGY THE KEY
Northern Star has repeatedly noted that 
the geology at its projects is the basis of its 
continued growth.

The FY23 exploration program was 
successful in replacing Mineral Resources 
and Ore Reserves, as depleted by  
mining activity. 

Group Resources were maintained at 
57.4moz and reserves steady at 20.2moz 
over the 12-month period to 31 March 
2023, post depletion.

Northern Star says that maintaining its 
resource and reserve levels is crucial to 
achieving the company’s 昀椀ve-year strategy 
to grow production to 2moz per annum  
by FY26. 

The company’s strong performance in 
FY23 saw it achieve three investment 
grade credit ratings with Moody’s, S&P 
and Fitch, and subsequently in April it was 
issued US$600m of senior guaranteed 
notes due in April 2033 under Rule 144A of 
the US Securities Act, at an interest rate of 
6.125% per annum. 

The cash will be used for general corporate 
purposes including capital expenditure 
such as funding the KCGM mill expansion.

To progress achievement of its Net Zero 
Ambition, in FY23 the company’s technical 
teams focused on identifying speci昀椀c 
renewable projects for commissioning 
in FY24, including a Power Purchase 
Agreement entered into for the Jundee 
renewable energy project. AMR

A
round 130 years after the first gold strike was 
made in Kalgoorlie, the town’s most famous tourist 
spot and one of the world’s premier precious 

metals producers is going through a new lease of life. 

(Image source: Northern Star Resources)  

The KCGM operations.

(Image source: Northern Star Resources)  

The KCGM operations.

(Image source: Northern Star Resources)  

The KCGM operations.
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L
ive testing on heavy machinery car-
ries an inherent safety risk to work-
ers. This is certainly the case in 

industrial mining operations where main-
tenance teams need to maximise equip-
ment uptime, while conducting routine 
maintenance more e昀케ciently.

Fortunately, SafeGauge’s range of Saf-
eTest tools are designed with safety and 
e昀케ciency in mind.

The Australian-owned company adopts an 
innovative focus to manufacture quality 
technology used in live testing heavy mo-
bile plant machinery in the mining, con-
struction, oil and gas, defence and agricul-
ture industries.

As a heavy plant mechanic by trade, and 
experience in testing machinery in mines, 
SafeGauge founder Luke Dawson ob-
served that workers were regularly ex-
posed to the risk of severe or even fatal in-
juries when undertaking routine pressure 
testing of hydraulic equipment.

This encouraged him to develop safer, 
remote wireless testing products to help 
eliminate live testing on site, which led to 
the creation of SafeGauge.

“Our goal is to Eliminate Live Work, mini-
mising the chance of crush and 昀氀uid injec-
tion injuries, whilst actually improving the 
e昀케ciency, contrary to many other safety 
products” said Dawson.

“We’ve developed a unique range of 
wireless tooling that allow workers to 
perform the same testing they usual-
ly would on heavy machinery, but from 
a safe distance. Designed to deliver the 
safest, most e昀케cient way to complete a 
wide range of mobile plant maintenance  
tasks.”

The multi-award winning SafeTest range 
including Pressure Transducers, Dial Indi-
cators and Tachometers are the only solu-
tions suitable for heavy industrial applica-
tions. Connect multiple SafeTest products 
simultaneously to the Wireless MultiTool 

to display live readings from up to 50m 
(164ft) away. 

SafeGauge is launching its latest break-
through in heavy-vehicle maintenance 
technology – The MultiTool Pro.

“The MultiTool Pro is a game changer for 
the industry, taking safety, and Elimina-
tion of Live Work into the digital age,” says 
Dawson.

The new tool can connect up to 12 
SafeGauge wireless tools (measuring pres-
sure, temperature, speed and movement/
wear) with added data-logging and re-
porting capabilities. It allows maintenance 
crews to not just perform the  testing, but 
accurately log and report readings across 
routine and breakdown maintenance 
tasks.

Reports can be generated and export-
ed to enhance troubleshooting and data 
analysis using either the interactive graph 
or digital view. There’s also the ability to 

customise a template for each machine 
and task, simplifying the setup process. 
Reports can be downloaded, shared lo-
cally or via email, straight from the device, 
facilitating collaboration across teams. 
The MultiTool Pro is designed with remote 
monitoring and diagnosis in mind, giving 
technicians access to the data they need, 
without risking safety.

Whether it’s haul trucks, excavators, doz-
ers, drill rigs, graders or loaders, the Saf-
eTest product range keeps maintenance 
workers clear of crush zones and outside 
the ‘line of 昀椀re’ during live testing. With 
safety a top priority in the mining industry, 
SafeTest tools are a genuine stand-out to 
help sites improve safety, reduce down-
time, while optimising productivity in the 
maintenance sheds.

The MultiTool Pro can be pre-ordered 
now for the December 2023 release.

For more information, visit
www.safegauge.com.au

AMR
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ELIMINATE

LIVE WORK
Join us at IMARC 2023 - Stand C41

SafeTest Tachometer SafeTest Pressure Transducer SafeTest Dial Indicator

Find Out More

http://www.safegauge.com.au


REVOLUTIONISE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT WITH SYNCHRA 
MAGNETIC COUPLINGS!
Maximise Torque, Minimise Maintenance - Experience the Synchra Advantage
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SYNCHRA
Providing a No-Contact 
Solution for Rotating 
Equipment

The Synchra series from MagnaDrive maximises 

torque while eliminating magnetic slip, resulting 

in consistent performance with zero RPMs lost. 

Choose Synchra for its unmatched 

performance, its compactness and durability, 

and its lifetime operation.

Call Mark Drayton: +61 438000624 or 02 4903 8900
Email Us:  mark@lubrication.com.au 
Website:  www.lubrication.com.au 
Location:  15 Nelson Road, Cardiff NSW

A
re you searching for the next gen-
eration of engineered solutions? 
Discover Synchra, the cutting-edge 

magnetic coupling system from MagnaD-
rive, delivering unmatched performance 
and longevity. Synchra o昀昀ers a no-contact, 
magnet-to-magnet synchronous connec-
tion, transforming your equipment opera-
tion with zero RPMs lost.

Why Choose Synchra 
Magnetic Couplings?
1.  Unmatched Performance: Synchra 

Series maximises torque and eliminates 
magnetic slip, ensuring consistent 
performance for vital equipment, even 
in the most demanding applications.

2.  Compact & Durable: Using the world's 
strongest permanent neodymium-iron-
boron magnets, Synchra couplings 
are lighter and more compact than 
traditional magnet-to-copper couplings. 
This results in superior performance 
and greater 昀氀exibility for high-speed 
applications.

3.  Lifetime Operation: Say goodbye 
to frequent component changes 

and operational shutdowns for 
maintenance. Synchra is designed for 
a lifetime of dependable operation, 
saving you time and money.

Key Features of Synchra:
• No Physical Connection: Enjoy 

a completely no-contact solution 
between your motor and load.

• Up to 80% Vibration Reduction: 
Achieve smoother, more e昀케cient 
operations.

• Misalignment Tolerance: With a 
tolerance of up to 6mm, Synchra 
handles challenging setups with ease.

• No RPM Slip: Synchronous RPM 
transfer ensures precision and 
reliability.

• Over Torque Protection: Safeguard 
your critical equipment with reliable 
over-torque protection.

• Automatic Reset: For added peace of 
mind and convenience.

• Compact Design: Save space 
while enhancing your equipment's 
e昀케ciency.

• Zero Maintenance: Eliminate the 

headache of regular maintenance.
• Vibration Reduction: Signi昀椀cantly 

reduce vibration transfer between 
motor and load.

• Lowest Total Cost of Ownership: 
Reduced maintenance costs and 
increased longevity.

• Accepts Signi昀椀cant Misalignment: 
Ideal for demanding industrial 
applications.

• Simple Installation & Operation: Get 
started with ease.

• Increased Seal and Bearing Life: 
Synchra enhances the lifespan of your 
components.

The Synchra Lineup: Choose from a range 
of Synchra models, from Synchra-200 
to Synchra-700, each tailored to varying 
torque, motor RPM limits, and kW ratings. 
Find the perfect 昀椀t for your speci昀椀c needs.

• Synchra-200: Torque: 200 | Motor 
RPM Limit: 3000 | kW Rating: 22KW at 
1500 RPM and 37kW at 3000 RPM.

• Synchra-700: Torque: 8307 | Motor 
RPM Limit: 1500 | kW Rating: 1000kW 
at 1500 RPM.

Ideal for Multiple Industries: Synchra is 
the go-to choice for industries subject to:

• Moderate to severe misalignment
• Load seizures
• Pulsating loads
• Thermal expansion
• Shock loading
• Tight space constraints

Contact Us Today. Ready to transform 
your engineering projects with Synchra 
Magnetic Couplings? Contact us today for 
a free consultation and discover how Syn-
chra can revolutionize your operations.

Call Mark Drayton:  +61 438000624
or 02 4903 8900
Email Us: mark@lubrication.com.au 
Website: www.lubrication.com.au
Location: 15 Nelson Road, Cardi昀昀 NSW 

Elevate your equipment's 
performance, reliability, and e昀케ciency 
with Synchra Magnetic Couplings! Join 

the future of engineering today.

AMR
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ENHANCE YOUR 
CONVEYOR SYSTEMS  
WITH MC CONVEYOR CLUTCH!
E�icient, Reliable, and Environmentally Friendly Conveyor Starting Solutions.
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MC 

CONVEYOR 

CLUTCH
The Latest Innovation 
in Conveyor Technology 
Eliminate belt damage and experience smooth 

and controlled starts with MC Conveyor Clutch.

MC Conveyor Clutch features reduced energy 

consumption and controlled soft starts, plus it’s 

easy to install.

Call Mark Drayton: +61 438000624 or 02 4903 8900
Email Us:  mark@lubrication.com.au 
Website:  www.lubrication.com.au 
Location:  15 Nelson Road, Cardiff NSW

W
hen it comes to conveyor sys-
tems, smooth and controlled 
starts are crucial for maintain-

ing e昀케ciency and minimising wear and 
tear. Introducing the MC Conveyor Clutch 
by MagnaDrive - the latest innovation in 
conveyor technology designed to provide 
precisely that.

Why Choose MC Conveyor Clutch? 
1.  Controlled Soft Starts: The MC 

Conveyor Clutch o昀昀ers a controlled  
soft start, reducing mechanical  
stresses on your conveyor system, 
e昀昀ectively preventing costly belt 
damage.

2.  Reduced Energy Consumption: 
Enjoy reduced energy consumption 
as motors can fully start unloaded, 
contributing to cost savings and 
extending motor life.

3.  Simple Installation: Say goodbye to 
complex installations and expensive 
scoop and 昀氀uid couplings. The 
MC Conveyor Clutch is easy to 
install, saving you time and  
resources.

MC Clutch Features:
•  Fully Adjustable Torque Control: 

Tailor the start-up to your exact 
requirements, ensuring smooth and 
e昀케cient operations.

•  Closed-Loop Feedback: Bene昀椀t from 
precise control with 4-20 mA signal 
closed-loop feedback.

•  High E昀케ciency: Achieve an 
impressive 98% e昀케ciency, optimising 
energy usage.

•  High Inertia Starting: Handle even 
the toughest starting loads with ease.

•  Vibration Elimination: The MC 
Conveyor Clutch eliminates vibration 
from misalignment, extending the 
lifespan of your conveyor system.

•  Optimised Cooling: Allow motors 
to operate at full speed for more 
e昀昀ective cooling.

• Simpli昀椀ed Power Requirements: 
Operate with only single-phase 
electric power and control signals to 
the actuator.

• Harmonic Elimination: Say goodbye 
to harmful electronic harmonics, 
ensuring a cleaner power supply.

• Low Maintenance: Virtually no 
maintenance required, reducing 
downtime and costs.

• Environmentally Friendly: With 
no 昀氀uids, oils, or chemicals, the MC 
Conveyor Clutch is environmentally 
responsible.

• Durable Construction: Built with 
corrosive-resistant materials, coatings, 
and durable electroplating, it's reliable 
in demanding and dirty environments, 
indoors or outdoors.

The MC Clutch Lineup: Choose from a 
range of MC Clutch models, from MC-500 
to MC-1000, each o昀昀ering varying torque, 
motor RPM limits, and hp ratings. Find 
the perfect 昀椀t for your speci昀椀c conveyor 
needs.

• MC-500: Torque: 2974 | Motor RPM 
Limit: 1800 | hp Rating: 500.

• MC-1000: Torque: 5948 | Motor RPM 
Limit: 1800 | hp Rating: 1000.

Contact Us Today. Ready to optimise 
your conveyor systems with MC Conveyor 

Clutch? Contact us today for a free consul-
tation and discover how the MC Conveyor 
Clutch can elevate your conveyor perfor-
mance.

Call Mark Drayton:  +61 438000624
or 02 4903 8900
Email Us: mark@lubrication.com.au 
Website: www.lubrication.com.au
Location: 15 Nelson Road, Cardi昀昀 NSW  

Upgrade your conveyor starting 
solutions to boost e昀케ciency, 

reliability, and sustainability with MC 
Conveyor Clutch from MagnaDrive! 

AMR

http://www.lubrication.com.au


S
ince 1994, Polymaster has been 
manufacturing a diverse range of 
Australian-made storage products 

for multiple industries, including mining, 
agriculture, food and beverage, chemical 
and water. 

For almost 30 years, Polymaster has been 
at the forefront of the industry by design-
ing and manufacturing industry-endorsed 
and product-certi昀椀ed solutions, and for 
the last decade they have specialised in 
the industrial space. 

Their extensive range of products includes 
chemical and process tanks, bulk diesel 
tanks, rainwater tanks, liquid fertiliser 
storage tanks, septic tanks and animal 
care products. 

With a lot of water used in the mining in-
dustry, this is a big sector for Polymaster. 

“There’s quite a lot we do in mines, from 
Water Treatment to Chemical Dosing. 
When you dig, say a tunnel, you will most 
likely come across water. You can’t dump 
this water due to heavy metal contam-
ination. The water (and soil) needs to be 
treated before being released,” National 
Key Account Manager Jason Egan said.

“Mining can also be quite water intensive 
during the washing and separation pro-
cess due to the large number of byprod-
ucts that come out of a mine. There is also 
a large amount of chemical stored on site 
that is used to treat this water and to as-
sist the separation process.” 

Tank Range 
Polymaster tanks range from small dosing 
tanks of 110ltrs up to largest rotomolded 
tank in the southern hemisphere - 50kl. 
Their tanks can store a virtually all liquids 
including, water, chemicals, diesel and lu-
bricants/oils. 

Water & Process Tanks 
The water and process tank range com-
prises of round rainwater tanks, slimline 
tanks and pumps, underground water 
tanks, retention and detention tanks, and 
process tanks.

For the mining sector these process tanks 
are designed to suit many applications, 
such as backwash and brine tanks through 
to aeration tanks which have unique de-
signed internal pipework that facilitate 
water treatment.

These tanks are built to last in Australia’s 
harsh outback climate and come with a 
25yr design life due to their unique UV 
protection. This range goes from 600ltrs 
up to 50kl.

Chemical Storage 
Polymaster understands chemicals and 
undertakes a chemical compatibility test 
before every project.  Some aggressive 
chemicals can’t be stored in just an ordi-
nary rainwater tank. The plastic (polyeth-
ylene) needs to be matched to the chemi-
cal being stores so that it doesn’t adversely 
a昀昀ect the tank.

Polymaster has developed over its long 
history a PE formula that suits these ‘ag-
gressive’ chemicals, such as Ammonium 
Nitrate, Magnesium Sulphate, Nitric Acid, 
Sodium Hypochlorite and Sulphuric Acid 
(30%+ concentration) to name a few. 

Due to the risk associated in holding these 
chemicals, chemical storage solutions are 
typically all about compliance, standards, 
regulations and occupational health and 
safety issues. 

“Our double-walled chemical tank range 
goes from 1500ltr through to 30kl. These 
are self-bunded which means there’s a 
tank inside-a-tank so that is creates its 
own bund. No need to build a concrete 
bund,” Jason said. 

“There’s a signi昀椀cant cost saving by not 
having to build a secondary piece of con-
crete infrastructure for the tank. The Poly-
master self-bunded tank meets Australian 
Standard - AS3780.”  

These tanks are also kitted out with ap-
propriate pumps to move the chemicals 
around site safely, whether you require 
precise dosing or compatible transfer 
pumps, which are all housed within a 
weather-proof cabinet.

Sludge Clari昀椀cation Tanks 
Polymaster cone bottom tanks suit many 
applications including soil remediation, 
chemical mixing and sludge clari昀椀cation 
processes. Like all Polymaster tanks they 
are one-piece construction with no seams 
or joins. 

They are built with what is being stored 
inside in mind and are available in both 
a 1SG and 1.5SG (density) from 600ltrs to 
the massive 30kl tank. 

The 50° cone design reduces the chance 
for viscous liquids to build up inside the 
tank, allowing for easier drainage and 
take-o昀昀. 

“We have a range of sludge tanks that act 
as a clari昀椀er. The idea of a clari昀椀er is that 
you can dump in dirty water and pullout 
clean water and ultimately recycle some of 
the water back through the process again. 
There’s some recycling going on within the 
water,” Jason said. 

“Over the years, we’ve been called upon to 
build some really interesting clari昀椀cation 
and aeration units, as our factory is set up 
for custom designs.”

Diesel & Oil Tanks 
Polymaster’s range of diesel bulk storage 
tanks are designed and built to last and 
are available in single or double walled 
options. 

“On mine sites, we’re seeing more of our 
tanks being used in the workshops to 
store coolants and oils.  As a mine ex-
pands or moves over time, our tanks can 

be relocated easily due to their design and 
their robustness,” Jason said.

The diesel range includes portable ute 
packs (200ltrs to 800ltrs), transfer tanks 
with pumps (1200ltrs to 300ltrs), mobile 
trailers (1200ltrs & 2000ltrs) and bulk die-
sel storage up to 10kl. 

The Polymaster Di昀昀erence 
What sets Polymaster apart from others in 
the 昀椀eld is its self-bunded tanks and the 
way they go about business. 

“The self-bunded range is quite unique to 
us in that we have a very large range and 
that we provide ‘plug&-play’ solutions to 
our customers,” Jason said. 

“These self-bunded tanks are becoming 
more and more of a go-to standard for 
a self-bunded tank across the country  
now.” 

“Companies are wanting more of a 
complete solution from a manufactur-
er, and not just a tank by itself.  There 
is a lot involved with plumping up tank 
to various dosing pumps to ensure all 
the lines, valves and seals are compat-
ible, so it makes sense to have an OEM 
manufacturer like us to do this inhouse 
and deliver it to site ready-to-go,” Jason  
said. 

Polymaster is always launching new prod-
ucts and their engineering department 
works on all aspects of how to make the 
tanks 昀椀t-for-purpose every time. 

“Our tanks are designed using FEA model-
ling techniques which is unique to our in-
dustry. By FEA modelling a tank design, we 
can determine where we need strength in 
the wall, 昀氀oor and roof.  Knowing this en-
sures we build a tank that will be safe and 
will last,” Jason said. 

“Because of our chemical compatibility 
process, every time we kick o昀昀 a project, 
we’ll ask ‘what are you storing?’ to make 
sure the tank suits the desired applica-
tion. Understanding what they are trying 
to achieve can con昀椀rm their design as can 
o昀昀er some direction based on our expe-
rience.” 

For more information, visit  
www.polymaster.com.au or  

email sales@polymaster.com.au. 
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CRUSHER & SCREEN SALES PTY LTD

IMS DISTRIBUTOR
for Australia, Papua New Guinea

and South East Asia
Specialist Manufacturers of Quarry, 

Mining & Recycling Equipment
Irish Manufacturing Services Ltd | www.ims-ltd.ie

Crusher & Screen Sales Pty Ltd (CSSH) are the Australian distributors for IMS from Ireland who manufacture a 

range of plant including mobile and modular high production pugmills and blenders offering up to four full 
size feed hoppers, two powders and liquids fully PLC automated from an iPad.

 

IMS electric modular Pugmill & twin hopper Blender with and 24-meter radial conveyor with auto radial return and auto lift as the stockpile height increases, 

fully automated and in stock. Option of four hoppers.

John Andersen +61(0)424 181 056 | Chris Wong +61(0)424 180 860

Email: info@crusherscreen.com | www.crusherscreen.com

Crusher and Screen Sales PTY Ltd | ABN: 55 150 600 418 Gold Coast QLD 4220 | PO Box 144 Southport QLD 4215

IMS � PM1050-16TB Track Pugmill with adding Powder and liquids options, 

fully automated with production of up to 500 tonnes per hour.

IMS � BP1200-9TB Track Blender with two 5.5 meter long feed hoppers 

with mixer and production up to 1000 tonnes per hour.

http://www.crusherscreen.com


B
eginning with just four employees 
in 2017, SmartTech has grown sub-
stantially to provide its services all 

over the country. Servicing Australia’s civil 
and mining sectors, SmartTech’s person-
nel possess the vast experience to call on 
the industrial sector. 

Sales manager Craig Foster spoke of 
SmartTech’s growth and its presence in 
the country. 

“We’ve got a very large support 昀氀eet of 
equipment and personnel. WA is the larg-
est branch as far as support capability. 
In WA we’ve got nine trained technicians, 
four service trucks which are prime mov-
ers and two more on order,” he said. 

“Nationally, we have 17 service trucks 
across 13 locations.

“In WA, we have a base where we store 
trucks and vehicles and equipment, this is 
in the Gold昀椀elds and in the Pilbara as well 
as Perth.”

Remote Work
Servicing mining companies all over Aus-

tralia, SmartTech is no stranger working in 
remote areas. 

“We have mining companies on the WA 
— South Australia border, same with the 
Northern Territory — WA border and all 
the way down to Esperance and every-
where in between,” Craig said.

“It’s a big state and a big struggle, but that’s 
why we’ve got so much equipment and so 
many people.

“With the more remote sites, the guys are 
very isolated because you’re really only 
going there for them. We do our best to 
dedicate some special time for them each 
year on recalibrations and stu昀昀.” 

Loadrite
A scale system for client’s assets, Loadrite 
scales are the highest quality on-board 
weighing system in the market. It dramati-
cally increases production, improves accu-
racy and lowers operating costs. 

Loadrite has been around since the incep-
tion of SmartTech and is a core pillar of the 
company. 

All scales need to be recalibrated and 
SmartTech schedules over 1000 recalibra-
tions per year, in WA alone. 

“Basically, it [Loadrite] gives them pro-
ductivity and visibility. We combine it with 
software, we’ve got numerous software 
that they can utilise,” Craig said. 

“They [the clients] use it for both safety 
reasons and for productivity reasons. They 
can get a clear weight of what the equip-
ment is picking up.”  

Loadrite scales can be added to a range 
of machines, including excavators, haul 
trucks, loaders, conveyor belts, tractors 
and f-lifts. 

With the Loadrite Material Management 

System (MMS) installed on your computer, 
you can turn the Loadrite onboard scale 
into a business management tool. The re-
corded information can be used for inven-
tory management, product tracking and 
identifying bottlenecks in the operation.  

Improve your waste operation and report 
accurate information with the Trimble 
LOADRITE E2750 weighing system that 
gives you the information to increase e昀케-
ciency and maximise pro昀椀ts. 

By tracking the weight of each bin, custom-
ers receive accurate weights which helps 
their environmental reporting and helps 
reduce their carbon footprint by increas-
ing their recycling rate. For over 20 years, 
metal mining services company MLG Oz 
has been using Loadrite with over 100 
loaders all running on the Loadrite system. 

“MLG have been using the Loadrite system 
for over 20 years and 昀椀nd it a very reliable 
and accurate weighing system,” managing 
director Murray Leahy said.

“The Loadrite system is a very accurate 
and reliable system, the backup support 
provided by SmartTech has been excel-
lent.

“MLG look forward to dealing with Smart-
Tech into the future.” 

Growth 
With a plethora of solutions, SmartTech 
will start promoting these to market a bit 
more now. 

“We’ve got a large safety suite, which is 
one of the areas that is obviously get-
ting a lot of news at the moment,” Craig  
said. 

“It’s good to show the market what we’ve 
got to make sure they’re covering all 
their statutory requirements in the safety  
昀椀eld.” 

For more information on Loadrite, visit 
www.smarttechaustralia.com.au
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Sales Manager Craig Foster.

Loadrite L2180 systems for MRL, 

MLG Kalgoorlie Gold Mine.

MLG Oz WA- Loadrite.



NATIONWIDE BRANCHES.

NATIONWIDE SERVICING.

1800 655 860 | WWW.SMARTTECHAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

PERTH. BRISBANE. SYDNEY. MELBOURNE. TASMANIA.

ALBURY. DARWIN. TOWNSVILLE.
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I
n the dynamic world of mining, stay-
ing e昀케cient and competitive is para-
mount. Trimble Groundworks, supplied 

through SITECH WA, has emerged as a 
game-changer for mining companies in 
Western Australia. This advanced machine 
guidance technology is transforming the 
way drill rig operations are conducted, of-
fering a range of bene昀椀ts that signi昀椀cantly 
enhance e昀케ciency, productivity, safety, 
and pro昀椀tability on mine sites.

Trimble Groundworks combines state-of-
the-art hardware and software to provide 
real-time guidance and control to equip-
ment operators. Accurate drilling is cru-
cial for tasks such as overburden removal 
and ore extraction. Trimble Groundworks 
ensures that drill rigs can consistently per-
form with millimetre-level precision, mini-
mising waste, reducing the risk of over-ex-
cavation, and optimising ore recovery. 

The technology aids in drill and blast oper-
ations by ensuring drill rigs are accurately 
positioned with the correct drill depth, di-
rection and drill hole calculation from any 

direction. The platform’s “Auto-Stop” fea-
ture eliminates over and under drilling so 
operators can drill exactly to the required 
depth every time. The increased precision 
helps in creating more predictable blast 
patterns and improving fragmentation, 
and reduces the need for secondary blast-
ing which ultimately leads to safer and 
more e昀케cient blasting operations. 

By minimising over and under drilling, 
Trimble Groundworks helps mining com-
panies to adhere to environmental regu-
lations and reduce the environmental im-
pact of mining activities due to lower fuel 
consumption, a critical concern in today's 
mining industry. The reduction in rework 
also leads to cost savings from faster proj-
ect completion and less wear and tear on 
equipment. 

Trimble Groundworks o昀昀ers automation 
capabilities that allow for semi-autono-
mous or autonomous machine operation 
to improve the overall safety of equip-
ment operators and other personnel. Ac-
curate machine control allows the equip-

ment to operate continuously, reducing 
operator fatigue and minimising the risk 
of accidents and collisions on the mine 
site. Avoidance zones alert the operator 
of areas to avoid, helping to reduce blind 
spots and eliminating the need for people 
standing near the machine. A safer work 
environment allows for uninterrupted 
operations, contributing to increased pro-
ductivity. 

Mining companies in Western Austra-
lia often operate in challenging terrains. 
Trimble Groundworks can import and ex-
ecute pit designs directly, ensuring that 
all activities adhere to the planned con-
tours and slopes. Groundworks provides 
real-time data on machine performance, 
site conditions, and material quantities, 
which also allows operators to create in-
昀椀eld designs or reports onsite without 
the delays of returning to the o昀케ce. This 
information can be used for immediate 
and better-informed decision-making and 
planning. This feature is particularly valu-
able in open-pit mining to enhance overall 
e昀케ciency. 

Trimble Groundworks is a powerful tool 
that is helping mine sites improve e昀케cien-
cy and productivity in various aspects of 
their operations. 

Its ability to provide real-time guidance, 
optimise processes, enhance safety, and 
facilitate data-driven decision-making 
makes it a valuable asset for companies 
looking to maximise their output while mi-
nimising costs and environmental impact. 

Innovative technology like Trimble 
Groundworks is likely to remain a top con-
tributor towards continuing the success 
and sustainability of the mining industry. 

SITECH WA is the authorised provider of 
Trimble Groundworks in Western Austra-
lia, and o昀昀ers a range of advanced tech-
nology solutions for the mining industry. 

To learn more about their range of 
technology solutions, contact 

sales@sitechwa.com.au or 
call (08) 9392 7700. 

AMR
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ENHANCING DRILLING EFFICIENCY AND 
PRODUCTIVITY WITH TRIMBLE GROUNDWORKS



1/8 HASLER ROAD

OSBORNE PARK, WA, 6017

(08) 9392 7700

SALES@SITECHWA.COM.AUwww.sitechwa.com.au

• Real-time data and precision positioning to enhance productivity 

   and reduce over or under drilling.

• Reduce emissions with less rework and less fuel consumption.

• Increase safety with reduced people-to-machine interactions.

STAY ON TARGET 

FOR MORE PROFIT.
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A
s the past few years have shown, 
the weather has a pivotal in昀氀uence 
on and is a growing challenge for 

safe, e昀昀ective mine site operations. It’s 
clear that extreme weather conditions are 
increasingly becoming a risk to safety and 
pro昀椀ts, and long-term outlooks predict 
more unprecedented conditions in the 
years to come. To reduce the operation-
al losses, asset damage, and safety risks 
caused by weather impacts, accurate sit-
uational awareness and environmental 
monitoring are essential for allowing su昀케-
cient time to plan and respond e昀昀ectively.

Flooding impacts ground stability, increas-
ing the risk of slope failure and the over-
topping of tailings dams. Drought a昀昀ects 
the water supply, with high temperatures 
endangering worker health and produc-
tion. Lightning poses the threat of fatal-
ity for personnel and damage to assets, 
as well as increases site shutdowns. Rain 
and wind impact blasting operations, with 
blast plumes potentially harming both 
teams on-site and the communities sur-
rounding mine sites. Key work schedules 
and machinery maintenance must occur 
when conditions are optimal to improve 
e昀케ciency and minimise pro昀椀t loss. These 
are just a few of the ever-present risks that 
can be closely monitored and potentially 
reduced when you harness the power of 
weather intelligence.

Mining operations must prepare  
for weather-related risks
We have reached a point where historical 
weather events no longer provide an ade-
quate yardstick for what may occur in the 
future. This uncertainty must be taken into 
consideration when assessing your opera-
tion’s resiliency to climate extremes. Our 
weather intelligence supports your proac-
tivity, enabling you to pinpoint potential 
meteorological causes for major revenue 
loss and environmental and safety risks, 
gradually moving to prevent and protect. 
It’s also foundational when planning and 
designing mines, infrastructure and ac-
quiring assets. Now is the best time to 
identify the weather extremes related to 
your site and focus on preparation, util-
ising insightful analytics to mitigate risk 
where possible.

Forecasting solutions for the  
short and long term
Weatherzone Business, a DTN company, 

has worked closely with the mining indus-
try to identify its greatest weather chal-
lenges and addresses them with innova-
tive monitoring, forecasting, and alerting 
solutions. The Miningzone interface cen-
tralises all these services. Deployed at over 
400 mining companies globally, it delivers 
accurate data and actionable insights to 
improve safety, e昀케ciency, and planning. 
Access to Miningzone provides a detailed 
analysis that allows you to begin putting 
in safeguards to reduce the impacts of se-
vere weather on-site. Plan to improve your 
water security, safeguard your site against 
the threat of 昀椀re and 昀氀ood, and evaluate 
your current evacuation and operation 
procedures. Understanding the nuances 
of your exact location, and the variability 
of conditions as the climate shifts, allows 
you to be proactive with your risk manage-
ment to protect your pro昀椀ts.

Short-term forecasting, such as the 
operational forecasting system, is built 
on your speci昀椀c data and procedural 
requirements. This valuable decision-
making tool enables operators to 
visualise and respond to any weather 
threat to your operations in real time 
and up to seven days out. This delivers a 
major advantage when scheduling crew 
work and maintenance. Forecasts are 
presented using simple green, yellow, and 
red coding, providing instant recognition 
when thresholds are likely to be breached. 

The forecasts are coupled with commen-
tary from our Risk Communicator meteo-
rologists, customised to your site and op-
erations, giving you detailed intelligence to 
drive your decisions. You can view weekly 
forecasts, 12-hour blocks, or drill down to 
a one-hour resolution. The data updates 
every 10 minutes, supporting a quick re-
sponse and adapting to changes in the 
昀椀eld conditions.

Using a centralised interface to 
underpin operational e昀케ciency
Miningzone is a password and IP-protected 
control centre. Its suite of industry-speci昀椀c 
solutions includes but is not limited to, 
alerting, hyperlocal forecasting, severe 
weather monitoring, lightning detection, 
and blast dispersion modelling. All the 
solutions are entirely customisable to the 
unique site, operations, and parameters 
of your mine. Personnel with access can 
instantly visualise the critical data they  

need to make informed operational 
decisions via their personal device or any 
device within the network. Miningzone’s 
ability to streamline the communication 
of data across large teams — including 
monitoring and alerting of severe 
weather systems — underscores both 
safety and operational e昀케ciency. When 
everyone has precise alerting based 
on their location, they can quickly take 
personal responsibility for their safety. 
Full situational awareness and access 
to comprehensive data are essential 
to support operational decisions. The 
Miningzone interface delivers vital 
weather insights and environmental 
intelligence. This actionable information 
drives con昀椀dent and informed decisions, 
improving the 昀氀ow and e昀케cacy of 
operations and ensuring everyone has 
real-time awareness.

Stemming the tide on 昀氀ood risk  
for your mining operations 
The last two years have shown us the enor-
mous cost of La Niña’s higher-than-av-
erage rainfall, speci昀椀cally for the mining 
industry in eastern Australia. If your mine 
is vulnerable to 昀氀ooding, you can utilise 
the Weatherzone Business Rainfall Risk 
System to monitor rainfall across any 
number of geofenced culverts or site sec-
tions. The technology creates hundreds of 
virtual weather stations for each chosen 
catchment, enabling precise determina-
tion of both rainfall intensity and accumu-
lation. Alerts are raised when thresholds 
for any section are approaching or have 
breached thresholds, giving you targeted 
visibility of 昀氀ood risk to inform your op-
erational response. Real-time alerts are 
sent by SMS, email, and our industry app 
WeatherGuard, providing immediate situ-
ational awareness for all personnel out on 
the site. Rainfall data can be supplied to a 
third-party solution to integrate hydrology 
and culvert alerts for your site; this is par-
ticularly useful in elevating environmental 
risk visibility. The Rainfall Risk System easi-
ly integrates into the Miningzone interface.

The advantages of utilising customised 
mining weather intelligence insights
Every mining site worldwide has its own 
distinct operational scope, environmental 
landscape, vulnerabilities, and challenges. 
Therefore, trying to apply generic forecast-
ing systems to a site with its own complex 
and unique needs is a 昀椀nancial and safety 

THE WEATHER 
INTELLIGENCE 
ADVANTAGE IN 
THE MINING 
INDUSTRY

risk. Taking your weather monitoring and 
management to another level with com-
pletely tailored solutions is imperative. 
Providing another advantage, DTN o昀昀ers 
meteorological modelling and consultan-
cy services that deliver targeted guidance 
to ensure no stone is left unturned when 
identifying how weather a昀昀ects your busi-
ness and how to transform your approach 
to these challenges. Our meteorologists 
monitor your site 365 days a year, tailoring 
meteorological brie昀椀ngs, risk forecasts, 
and analytics for incoming weather events 
and their likely impacts. You can reduce 
unnecessary downtime and concentrate 
on your work schedules, knowing you will 
be alerted if threatening weather condi-
tions are on the horizon. And when they 
come, you have expert advice tailored en-
tirely to your site and scope guiding your 
planning, preparation, and response.

A multi-faceted approach to improving 
safety and e昀케ciency every day
The advantages of innovative and 
easy-to-visualise weather intelligence 
are substantial. The capacity to identify 
adverse conditions well before they hit 
improves your response. Ensuring every 
member of your team knows when they 
are personally at risk on-site due to accu-
rate severe weather alerting enables them 
to keep themselves and your assets out of 
harm’s way. Having foresight about what 
kind of extreme weather or conditions you 
can expect over the year ahead means you 
can prepare e昀昀ectively and reduce pro昀椀t 
loss.

If you want to safeguard your mine, a 
multi-faceted approach will give you the 
advantage. We are here to support your 
operational e昀케ciency and site safety and 
help protect your bottom line. If you have 
a complex weather challenge — whatever 
the season — we will work hard to solve 
it and provide e昀昀ective solutions. As you 
move to improve your mine’s resilience 
and everyday operations, we are ready to 
help strengthen your response.

Discover our comprehensive suite of 
mining solutions, tailored to your site and 
operational scope. AMR
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A
ustralia’s premier induction bend 
manufacturer Inductabend specia-
lises in high integrity heat induction 

bending of pipe and other sections for gas 
pipelines, mining and construction. Gener-
ally, if it can’t be cold bent, it can be induc-
tion formed. 

Founded in 1992 by Barry Crouch and Rob 
Stead, the business has been servicing the 
mining, oil and gas and building industries 
in Australia for over 30 years. 

Its founders both had extensive experi-
ence in manufacturing and engineering, 
with Barry having previously worked as an 
engineer for the SEC and Rob owning and 
operating several manufacturing busi-
nesses. 

Their 昀椀rst experience working together 
was running Smithweld, a specialist cold 
rolling and bending company. 

After a few years cold rolling, the oppor-
tunity to purchase an induction bending 
machine, originally brought into Australia 
to assist with the construction of coal 昀椀red 
power plants, presented itself and thus In-
ductabend was born. 

As managing director, Barry has been in-
volved in the day-to-day operations of 
Inductabend from the beginning. He and 
other long serving employees including 
general manager John Rea contribute to 
the wealth of experience and knowledge 
Inductabend has at its disposal to aid its 
customers in ensuring their bends are 
made to 昀椀t their purpose. 

Presently, the business is entering a tran-
sitory phase with the directors committing 
to the long-term future of the business 
in Australia. This is being done through 
investing in, updating and upgrading its 
plant and equipment, as well as continous 
investment in research and development 
of new cutting-edge induction bending 
(and heat treatment) technologies.  

New management is also being imple-
mented with the introduction of Nathan 
and Jordan Crouch into the business. Both 
are experienced professionals with back-
grounds in civil engineering (utilities water 
and gas), 昀椀nance and accounting. 

What Is Induction Bending? 
Induction bending is a hot bending pro-
cess speci昀椀cally designed to produce high 

quality pipe bends with mechanical prop-
erties equivalent to or exceeding those 
possessed by the mother pipe the bend 
it’s produced from. 

Inductabend has continued to develop 
and improve its capabilities, product o昀昀er-
ings and overall quality as the core value 
adding proposition for Australia’s industri-
al markets. 

“We work with our customers to tailor 
bend geometries and mechanical charac-
teristics to their needs. In order to ensure 
consistent performance of our bends we 
employ a wide range of destructive and 
non-destructive testing methods to create 
custom testing programs tailored to our 
client’s pipeline application and risk pro-
昀椀le”. 

Products
Inductabend owns and operates three 
induction bending machines that cover a 
wide range of applications. Pipe diameters 
from DN25 to DN900 with wall thicknesses 
of up to 100mm can be bent to the pur-
chasers exact desired angle and radius 
(generally 2.5D and up) with custom tan-
gent lengths on each end of the bend. 

Complex compound bends can also be 
produced, including S bends and even he-
lical bends for specialist applications. 

Induction bending is compatible with a 
wide range of materials including all car-
bon steels, alloy steels, high X grade steels, 
stainless steels, nickle alloys, titanium and 
other exotic alloys. 

Recently, Inductabend internally devel-
oped a new world-昀椀rst method of bending 
that allows us to utilise induction bending 
for the forming of bends with radii from 
14m and up, allowing for gradual consis-
tent changes in direction to minimise wear 
on steel pipelines whilst maintaining their 
desired mechanical properties. 

Additional services such as end prepara-
tions for welding, Victaulic grooving and 
coating are also available to customers 
when placing orders with Inductabend. 

Inductabend also owns some cold 昀椀eld 
benders (up to DN1200 capacity) that are 
available for dry hire. AMR
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PROCESS CONTROL    |     QUALITY    |    INNOVATION    |     CUSTOMER SERVICE

inductabend.com

enquiries@inductabend.com.au

+61 (0)3 9315 1244 

32 Frederick Rd Tottenham VIC 3012

INDUCTABEND
Shaping Australia for over 30 years

For security of supply and the circular economy 

we support Australian manufacturing

INDUCTION TECHNOLOGY
to solve seemingly intractable problems

We specialise in applying our

• Induction bending of pipe up to 

DN900, wall thicknesses  up to 

100mm. 

• Carbon steels, stainless steels,  clad 

pipe and other exotic alloys 

• High X grade bends  

Compound bends 

Helix bends 

Custom OD mandrels

• Structural steel section bending

• Fully customisable bend geometry

• Other specialist heating applications 

• Onsite induction bending (large 

diameter high volume projects)

• Cold field bending machines also 

available for hire (up to DN1200)

http://www.inductabend.com


MLT SUPER-SCREW® CASE STUDY MLT MS® FASTENER CASE STUDY
The only Super-Screw splice join that of-
fers 昀氀exible, permanent belt join that is 
innovative and easy to install
In this case, a phosphate mine long trans-
fer conveyor belt had an emergency 
breakdown during production. A request 
for belt splicing by conventional hot splic-
ing on a new belt was too challenging and 
complicated. 

Customer Belt Technical Speci昀椀cations
• Belt type:  Ferro昀氀ex 2000N/mm
• Belt length: 2.2km
• Belt width: 1600mm
• Product being conveyed: Sterile Phos-

phate

MLT Answer
The only solution that made it possible 
without having expensive downtime was 
the use of MLT SUPER-SCREW® Original 
昀氀exible splice join that can be quickly in-
stalled on-site. This has resulted in re-
duced conveyor downtime (5 hours) and 
the number of people allocated to belt 
splicing.

The only screw-on metal fastener that 
is innovative and easy to install
The MS® Fastener is an innovative and fast 
solution to join your belts by simply screw-
ing them together. Designed and patented 
by MLT, this mechanical splice is extreme-
ly easy to install. MS® Fastener is a metal 
fastener to be installed with screws. The 
MS® falls into the category of truly revolu-
tionary in the metal fastener market, as it 
is more economical, practical, and safe to 
use.

Customer Issues
A coal-powered power station in Central 
Coast NSW had multiple emergency belt 
breakdowns on all its coal feeder convey-
ors, a quick solution was required to rejoin 
new belts on-site with a metal fastener 
without the need for special tooling or in-
stallation templates. 

Customer Belt Technical Speci昀椀cations
• Belt type: PN450, 3 ply, M grade
• Belt width: 900mm
• Product being conveyed: Coal

MLT Answer
The only solution that made it possible 
without having expensive downtime was 
the use of MLT MS® Fastener which can 
be quickly installed on-site with a ham-
mer and a cordless drill driver. Conveyor 
downtime has been drastically reduced as 
well as being able to install during a small 
window of opportunity for shutdown with 
production up and running again shortly 
afterwards. 

For more information on MLT Group 
product range, visit  

www.mltgroup-conveyor.com
AMR

Customer Issues
Conveyor downtime was 16 hours with the 
previous way of belt splicing and on top of 
that, they needed 8 people to splice the 
belt on site.
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S
teuler is your experienced partner for 
linings. Whether pickling or regener-
ation plant, vessel, 昀氀ue gas line or 

reactor, whether Venturi scrubber, auto-
clave or absorption tower – we have the 
expertise in a wide range of applications. 
In theory and practice. 

We draw on this when selecting the acid 
resistant lining system for the process in 
question and in the speci昀椀c advice we pro-
vide for you.

As a specialist, we naturally also o昀昀er very 
special solutions. To this end, we have 
exceptional, original technical know-how, 
for example: for high temperatures, auto-
claves or pressure vessels.

Steuler consistently develops and im-

proves its product portfolio. This enables 
us to serve even the most complex and 
modern plant technology of our custom-
ers. 

We combine sealing layers, mortars and 
ceramic materials to create solutions that 
are just right for your project.

In addition to having access to our exten-
sive range of materials, we can also work 
out new solutions with our development 
departments at any time.

• Sealing layers based on polyurethane, 
epoxy resin, polyester resin 
(unsaturated), vinyl ester resin, furan 
resin; special formulations; rubber 
linings; thermoplastics

• Synthetic resin mortars based on 

furan resin, phenolic resin, polyester 
resin (unsaturated), vinyl ester resin, 
various water glass mortars; special 
formulations

• Standard bricks, shaped bricks and 
special formats in various stone 
qualities (acid resistant ceramics, 
graphite and carbon stones, refractory 
materials)

The professional installation of our brick-
work is always part of the service. Perfect 
performance from a single source.

Linings are subject to the highest stresses 
from individual media or combinations of 
di昀昀erent media:

Chemical stress
• Chemical attack by media in liquid, 

gaseous or solid state 

Thermal stress
• Height of the temperature and 

di昀昀erent temperature distribution
• Temperature di昀昀erences in the 

individual layers of the lining and to 
the surroundings

• Thermal cycling
• Di昀昀erent coe昀케cients of thermal 

expansion for lining materials and 
construction

Mechanical stress
• Pressure ratios
• Vibration
• Abrasion
• Impact stress
• Passable by vehicles

AMR

THE ULTIMATE IN CORROSION PROTECTION

+61 7 5443 2991

enquiries@steuler-kch.com.au

www.steuler-kch.com.au

PROTECTION AGAINST 
EXTREME  STRESSES
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HD Plasma & Laser Cutting Services Pty 
Ltd is a purpose built, multi-function, steel 
processing business located in Bibra Lake, 
Western Australia.

We can deliver an innovative and 
dynamic pro昀椀le cutting service to all steel 
manufacturing industries within Australia.

HD Plasma & Laser Cutting Services 
philosophy of progressive service to our 
customers is what is bringing us to the 
forefront of the steel cutting industry.

A continual process of system and service 
development and re昀椀nement is where our 
key advantage lies. We constantly 昀椀nd new 
ways to add value to the service we deliver 
to you.

Progressive service and quality is 
about staying one step ahead.

PHONE: +61 08 9418 8462
www.hdplasmacutting.com.au

81 Discovery Drive, Bibra Lake WA 6163
Email: sales@hdplasmacutting.com.au

DRILLING/  
C-SINKING/TAPPING

STEEL PLATE

OXY CUTTING

ANCILLARY SERVICES

PLASMA CUTTING

PRESSINGCAD/  CAM

LASER CUTTING

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART, HEAVY DUTY 
COMBINATION PLASMA/OXY/MACHINE 

CENTRES CAN PROCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF 
MATERIALS AT AN EXTREMELY FAST RATE.

H
D Plasma and Laser Cutting Ser-
vices provides an innovative and 
dynamic pro昀椀le cutting service to 

all steel manufacturing industries within 
Australia.

The purpose-built, multi-function, steel 
processing business located in Bibra Lake, 
WA, is seen among the leaders in the steel 
cutting industry.

Laser Cutting
The technology of the HD Plasma and 
Laser Cutting Services machines delivers 
superior performance, giving the ability 
to provide clients with exceptional quality, 
together with 24-hour operations, shorter 
lead times compared with other conven-
tional laser cutting machines. 

• Cutting table size 4000 x 2000mm 
• Capable of processing up to 20mm 

thickness mild steel 
• Capable of processing up to 20mm 

thickness QT Material 
• Capable of processing up to 32mm 

thickness aluminium 
• Capable of processing up to 25mm 

thickness stainless steel

Plasma Cutting
HD Plasma and Laser Cutting Services 
operates three plasma machines - one Ki-
netic K4000 and two Kinetic K5000. These 
state-of-the-art, heavy duty combination 
plasma/oxy/machine centres can process 
a wide variety of materials at an extremely 
fast rate. 

The 62m plasma cutting bed, together 
with 24-hour operations, allows high vol-
umes of cutting to be achieved with short 
lead times. 

• Counter sink/counter bore 
• Drilling – 3mm up to 60mm 
• Plasma cutting – 3mm up to 50mm 
• Oxy-cutting – 60mm up to 300mm 
• Bevelling – up to 50mm with maxi-

mum of 45°

Steel Plates
HD Plasma and Laser Cutting Services 
holds steel plate in stock. 

Plate is sourced from quality local and 
imported steel mills, to cut a wider range 
of materials at a greater thickness range 
than most of its competitors. AMR

A Cut Above the Rest

GRADE THICKNESS (mm)

AS 3678-250  ...................................................................................................................... UP TO AND INCLUDING 300mm
AS 3678-350 ...................................................................................................................... UP TO AND INCLUDING 300mm
FLOOR PLATE M/S .......................................................................................................................................... UP TO 10mm
BOILER PLATE - ALL GRADES  ............................................................................................................................ UP TO 80mm
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED  ............................................................................................................................. UP TO 80mm
CARBIDE OVERLAY  ......................................................................................................................................... UP TO 40mm
ALUMINIUM PLATE  ........................................................................................................................................ UP TO 32mm
PGI, ZINCANNEAL, GALVANISED & COLORBOND ................................................................................................... UP TO 6mm
STAINLESS STEEL - ALL GRADES ........................................................................................................................ UP TO 40mm
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E
stablished in 1989, Laverton-based 
Desert Sands Cartage specialises in 
supplying remote outback and mining 

projects in regional WA and the Northern 
Territory with potable water, sand, fuel, 
and various other bulk haulage require-
ments.

Desert Sands also o昀昀ers earthworks and 
mobile and on-site concrete delivery to cli-
ents for various construction projects. 

In response to increasing demand for por-
table concrete supply and delivery, Desert 
Sands Cartage recently increased its ca-
pabilities by adding a Porta-Batch mobile 
concrete batching plant to its 昀氀eet, with a 
50-tonne cement silo.

The batching plant can produce more than 

32 cubic metres of concrete per hour and 
can be deployed at most remote locations 
in the Outback. 

This is one of two similar batching plants 
Desert Sands Cartage has put to work to 
supply large-scale construction projects in 
remote areas.

Servicing Remote Regions
Desert Sands director Rex Ryles says his 
company can mobilise to remote loca-
tions to service its clients, whether it be to 
batch and deliver concrete using its new 
Porta-Batch plant, deliver earthworks ma-
terials and services, alongside many other 
services for mining, civil, and local govern-
ment projects.

“We can also provide potable drinking wa-

ter for personnel mobilised on-site for all 
stages of the mining process, for example, 
exploration, earthworks, and construction 
phases,” he said.

“No matter where your site is located, we 
travel far and wide to ensure you and your 
sta昀昀 are looked after and have a reliable 
source of drinking water.”

No job is too big or too small for Desert 
Sands Cartage, with clients ranging from 
the local Shire to larger operations such 
as Gruyere gold mine, Anglo Gold Ashanti 
sites, and various other large-scale mining 
projects.

A Range of Cartage Solutions
Desert Sands Cartage Contractors provide 
services including but not limited to:

Side tipper haulage, mobile batching 
plant/concrete delivery, supply and deliv-
ery of potable water alongside diesel and 
petroleum fuels, screened sands, river 
rock and blue metal materials.

Other services include maintenance grad-
ing, road building, site works, construction 
and excavator and loader-work.

Desert Sands can also provide contract 
screening, semi-drop deck hire, front-end 
loader hire, road maintenance and con-
structions for local government organisa-
tions, general civil works, bulk tipper haul-
age and much more. AMR

 
For more information, visit 

www.desertsandscartage.com.au 
or call +61 8 9031 1326

A TRUSTED LIFELINE FOR REMOTE SITES. 

Established Since 1989  

For all your transport and civil contracting 
requirements

Supply of potable water to remote areas

Side tipper haulage, including concrete, screened 
sand, dune sand, fuel and potable water

Extensive experience in civil works and 
construction projects

GET IN TOUCH NOW

Rex Ryles 08 9031 1326  |  of昀椀ce@desertsands89.com.au  |  www.desertsandscartage.com.au
Lot 501 Cox Street Laverton WA 6440

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
QUALITY MECHANICS 
& MC DRIVERSWe're Hiring!

http://www.desertsandscartage.com.au


24/7 PREVENTATIVE AND 
REMOTE STEEL WIRE ROPE 
MONITORING, WITH 
MAGNETIC ROPE TESTING
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•  We o�er comprehensive and specialised inspection 

and testing services, including load testing, NDT, 

destruction testing and weight veri�cation performed 

by competent inspectors.

•  Our NATA endorsed mobile service allows us to 

inspect, test and repair most li�ing equipment on 

site.

•  We are equipped to help you with Steel Wire Rope 

Lubrication,Tensioning, Inspection, Rope Monitoring 

Systems, flaw detection, Splicing and Socketing.

•  We are experts in designing and constructing 

customised li�ing solutions for some of the most 

complex and heavy li�ing tasks. Our team works 

closely with the customer to ensure reliable yet fast 

turnaround on all jobs.

•  We o�er a comprehensive range of customised and 

standard li�ing equipment from the world’s leading 

manufacturers. We can supply most items from our 

10 locations across Australia. 

Li� it, rig it & test 
it with Certex Li�ing

DON’T HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH   |   1800 CERTEX   |   www.certexli�ing.com.au

methods to ensure asset integrity across 
mine sites.

James said Certex Lifting was also known 
for modernising older adopting new 
methods to 昀椀t to address a greater variety 
of issues or irregularities.

“Here at Certex Lifting, we have allied with 
reputable suppliers and leverage the use 
of state-of-the art equipment to provide 
magnetic rope testing (MRT) services to a 
wide range of industries,” James said. 

“Our machines equipped with local fault 
and loss of metallic area capabilities, 
allow us to provide our clients with a 
comprehensive report on the status 
of the rope that outlines the severity 
of faults such as external and internal 
broken wires, corrosion and wear, that is 
otherwise unattainable from traditional 
visual inspections.

“Rope degradation often remains un-
noticed as it may start from the inside out, 

C
ertex Lifting is ensuring mine site 
integrity with their magnetic rope 
testing (MRT) – a service that detects 

broken wires, distortions and corrosion on 
steel wire ropes.

Certex Lifting is one of the country’s largest 
lifting equipment and service companies 
and they have solidi昀椀ed themselves 
as the partner of choice for operators 
in need of diverse lifting and rigging  
solutions.

One of their specialties is MRT, a non-
destructive, magnetic and contactless 
procedure with a long and successful 
history increasing safety and e昀케ciency in 
industrial settings.

The method is endorsed by various 
standards as a strong assessment method 
for heavy lifting via steel wire ropes.

Certex Lifting Production Manager James 
Shine said the Australia company used 
both innovative and tried and tested 

increasing in severity, until catastrophic 
rope failure occurs. 

“It is vital to determine and monitor the 
rope condition early on to ensure the 
safety of users, minimise machine down 
time, and maximise the life span of 
ropes. 

“Data from the inspections then also allows 
us provide clients with recommendations 
for suitable maintenance procedures and 
schedules, or to justify decreasing planned 
rope replacement frequency.” 

MRT 昀椀ts into Certex Lifting’s mechanical 
testing and inspection services, spanning 
load testing, destruction testing and 
weight veri昀椀cation.

The company’s facilities have full-service 
capabilities to keep mine sites compliant, 
including inspecting, repairing, testing and 
certifying lifting equipment.

Certex Lifting has 10 locations across Aus-

tralia with all sites stocking a comprehen-
sive range of lifting equipment to suit a 
variety of client needs.

Whilst the in-house services are designed 
to provide a prompt service, the company 
is equipped to ensure it can reach clients 
in remote locations with their mobile 
services. 

“Not only is it the most comprehensively 
stocked mobile facility in Australia that 
can test and repair most standard items 
on site, it’s also a NATA accredited facility,” 
James said. 

“This allows us to attend to your business 
needs at short notice, and we provide 
testing certi昀椀cates online within 48 hours 
and sooner if required.

“We can also provide 24 hour online access 
to all certi昀椀cates and registers.
.

“Get in touch with us today.”
AMR

http://www.certexlifting.com.au
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Call 0488 009 001, email sales@octopustvenclosures.com.au or visit

octopustvenclosures.com.au for more information.

EXPERIENCE WHY 

OUR ENCLOSURES 

ARE BETTER

Protection for LCD/LED TVs and other 

commercial enclosure products.

Bene昀椀ts include:

 ✓ Impact resistance and waterproof

 ✓ Modular design

 ✓ Easy setup

 ✓ IP56, IP65 and IK10 rated

 ✓ Plenty of add-ons to add more features

I
n the unforgiving world of mining, 
where dust, water, and physical impacts 
are everyday challenges, safeguarding 

your equipment is paramount. This in-
cludes protecting your valuable TVs and 
displays from the harshest of conditions. 

That's where Octopus TV Enclosures 
comes in, o昀昀ering a range of certi昀椀ed 
enclosures designed to meet the rigorous 
demands of the mining industry.

IK10: Unmatched Impact Resistance
In the mining industry, heavy equipment 
and machinery are in constant motion. 
Accidental impacts are a common oc-
currence. That's where IK10 certi昀椀cation 
shines. It represents the highest level of 
impact protection available, ensuring your 
TV remains operational even after severe 
physical impacts. With IK10-certi昀椀ed en-
closures, your displays can endure the 
toughest mining environments.

IP56: Defying Dust and Water
Mines are notorious for generating dust 

and being exposed to water ingress. An 
IP56-rated enclosure o昀昀ers robust protec-
tion against both dust and powerful water 
jets. When dust and water are part of your 
daily environment, having an IP56-rated 
enclosure means your TVs remain reliable, 
reducing downtime and maintenance 
costs.

IP65: Defending Against 
Extreme Conditions
For mining operations situated in the 
harshest climates, IP65-rated enclosures 
are the go-to solution. These enclosures 
are dust-tight and can withstand water 
projected from a nozzle. 

Whether it's the scorching heat of a des-
ert mine or the relentless rain of a tropical 
location, an IP65-rated enclosure ensures 
your TVs keep working e昀케ciently.

Octopus TV Enclosures:  
Designed for Mining
Octopus TV Enclosures understands the 
unique challenges of the mining industry, 

and they o昀昀er a range of solutions tailored 
for the job:

Level 1: Indoor Overlay Kits: Designed 
for mining control rooms, these kits pro-
tect your TV's LCD panel from accidental 
impacts and small objects, all without 
sacri昀椀cing visual clarity. They are ideal 
for monitoring and communication hubs 
within mines.

Level 2: Indoor TV Enclosure: When more 
comprehensive protection is needed, Oc-
topus provides all-aluminum enclosures 
with polycarbonate fronts. These enclo-
sures secure cables, inputs, and can even 
deter theft. They can be recessed into 
the wall or wall-mounted, making them 
suitable for control rooms and break  
areas.

Level 3: Outdoor TV Enclosure: For out-
door mining operations where equipment 
is exposed to extreme conditions, Octo-
pus o昀昀ers enclosures designed to endure. 
These enclosures come with multiple fans 

controlled by a thermostat, ensuring op-
timal ventilation in the scorching heat or 
rain. With options for various TV sizes and 
customisation, they are a robust choice for 
outdoor displays.

Octopus TV Enclosures' products combine 
lightweight, rust-free aluminum housing 
with anti-glare polycarbonate fronts, pro-
viding a durable solution that meets the 
rugged requirements of the mining indus-
try. When it comes to protecting your TVs 
in the demanding mining environment, 
Octopus TV Enclosures delivers the dura-
bility and reliability you need. 

Keep your operations running smoothly 
with TV protection designed for the tough-
est conditions.

For more information, visit  
www.octopustvenclosures.com.au

AMR

RUGGED TV PROTECTION: 
A MUST-HAVE FOR THE 
MINING INDUSTRY

http://www.octopustvenclosures.com.au
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REVOLUTIONISING MINING THROUGH 
A CIRCULAR ECONOMY APPROACH
E

nvironmental concerns have long 
been associated with resource ex-
traction. However, a shift toward 

more sustainable practices and the rise of 
the circular economy is a concept gaining 
momentum. In the 昀椀eld of construction, 
the impact of the circular economy, partic-
ularly in the mining industry, is signi昀椀cant.

Specialist durability consultants BCRC 
have become a critical partner for asset 
owners when navigating the complex cir-
cular economy process of their projects, 
from initial planning to achieving the best 
design life.

The circular economy is a regenerative 
system that aims to minimise waste and 
maximise the value of resources. In the 
mining industry, this approach not only 
seeks to improve e昀케ciencies, but reduce 
environmental footprint.

As pioneers in this space, BCRC embraces 
the circular economy principles and apply 
them to the construction aspect of mining 
projects.

Maximising resource e昀케ciency
In the planning phase of a mine construc-
tion project, decisions made at this time 
can have long-lasting impacts. BCRC’s ex-
perts work closely with mining companies 
to optimise design and use materials that 
have a renewable and recycled focus.

Careful and considered material selec-
tion is critical, speci昀椀cally ones that can 
be reused or recycled at the end of their 
lifespan. BCRC helps clients reduce their 

environmental impact by adopting this 
proactive approach that minimises waste, 
and delivers cost savings by decreasing 
the need for new resources.

Material selection for energy e昀케ciency
Selecting the right materials is imperative 
for not both durability and energy e昀케cien-
cy during the operational phase of mine 
construction. This requires a collaborative 
e昀昀ort between both parties – BCRC and 
mining company – to identify materials 
that can help reduce energy consumption.
“For example, BCRC may recommend the 
use of advanced insulating materials that 
can signi昀椀cantly cut down on energy us-
age,” said BCRC General Manager, Marius 
du Preez. “By making informed material 
choices, mining companies can operate 
their facilities more sustainably and eco-
nomically.

“If we look at maintenance practicality, we 
support mining companies in selecting 
materials that are easy to maintain and 
repair to reduce downtime and increase 
operational e昀케ciencies.”

BCRC also promotes predictive mainte-
nance strategies by leveraging data ana-
lytics and monitoring technologies. This 
enables mine owners to accurately predict 
when equipment or infrastructure will re-
quire maintenance. The approach not only 
extends asset life, but also reduces the 
environmental impact associated with fre-
quent replacements.

“One of our ultimate goals in the construc-
tion aspect of a mining project is to help 

mining facilities reach their optimal design 
life,” says du Preez. “This means that the 
infrastructure remains functional and ef-
昀椀cient for as long as possible, minimising 
the need for costly renovations or replace-
ments.”

BCRC's expertise in durability and materi-
als science plays a pivotal role in achieving 
this goal. By selecting materials that are 
known for their longevity and resistance 
to wear and tear, mining companies can 
save both time and resources over the 
long-term.

Bene昀椀ts of the circular economy
A circular economy approach combined 
with BCRC's expert guidance delivers sev-
eral bene昀椀ts to the mining industry.

From an environmental sustainability 
perspective, there is an opportunity for 
miners to implement strategies to reduce 
waste, conserve resources, and minimise 
energy consumption. These practices 
will provide a strong sustainable plat-
form for mining operations for the future  
ahead.

“Miners can achieve signi昀椀cant cost sav-
ings by selecting energy-e昀케cient, durable 
materials, and impactful maintenance 
measures,” says du Preez.

“This approach not only enhances the lon-
gevity of their plant equipment and ma-
chinery, but also optimises their budget 
allocation for greater e昀케ciency. A more 
sustainable and pro昀椀table business model 
can therefore be achieved, which bene昀椀ts 

both the bottom line and the environ-
ment.”

Incorporating circular economy princi-
ples into operational practices can prove 
bene昀椀cial for mining companies, not only 
in terms of complying with increasingly 
stringent environmental regulations, but 
avoiding potentially signi昀椀cant penalties.

By embracing this approach, companies 
can reduce their overall environmental 
impact, while simultaneously exploring 
new and innovative methods for waste re-
duction and repurposing. This in turn, can 
help establish a more sustainable and re-
sponsible mining industry for future gen-
erations.

“Adopting circular economy principles pro-
motes responsible behaviour and helps 
preserve the natural resources in which 
a mine operates,” says du Preez. “It also 
improves a mining company's reputation, 
making it more appealing to stakeholders 
and investors. The circular economy will 
undoubtedly continue to transform the 
mining industry, and BCRC is excited to 
play a role when it comes the construction 
process of essential mining infrastruc-
ture.”

For more information, 
visit https://bcrc.com.au/

AMR
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C
rusher & Screens Sales Pty Ltd (CSSH) 
are IMS from Northern Ireland Aus-
tralian distributor, IMS manufacture 

a range of plant including pugmills and 
blenders. They have just released two new 
machines this year for the quarry, mining, 
and soil remediation industries. The new 
PM1200-20TB Track Pugmill follows on 
from the top selling PM1050-16TB Track 
pugmill that are operating throughout 
Australia in quarries, major construction 
sites and remediation projects.

The main di昀昀erence between the two pug-
mills is the new PM1200-20TB has two 昀椀ve-
meter-long feed hoppers holding 10m3 
each with separate feed hopper conveyors 
both 昀椀tted with belt scales and controlled 
by a PLC updated control and recording 
system that can be operated by an iPad in 
a loader or site o昀케ce from the machines 

own Wi-Fi system up to 100 meters from 
the plant. The pugbox has been extended 
due to increased power percentages of 
products such as RCC and has the option 
of two powder hoppers with load cells and 
rotary valves for blending two powders at 
once on site avoiding the cost of premix 
bulk blending or having two silos with dif-
ferent powders ready for mixing di昀昀erent 
powder blends. The other options are vi-
brating hydraulic tipping grids and the 
ability to add two liquids at the same time, 
the plant is powered by a CAT C7 motor.

CSSH have just commissioned a new 
PM1200-20TB pugmill with an IMS mobile 
45 tonne silo for Braeside Quarry on the 
New England Highway near Warrick Qld. A 
Braeside company representative advised 
the new pugmill o昀昀ered them several ad-
vantages in their product management 

and quality control with accurate blends 
through the twin feeder hoppers and PLC 
control and recording system, they know 
have certainty that correct percentage of 
昀椀nes are being added to their road base 
with moisture control and the option of 
CTB or in one process reducing costs and 
reports to con昀椀rm the batch percentages. 
The other advantage is they can have sep-
arate products in the two feed hoppers 
waiting for trucks to arrive and remot-
ing start the correct hopper for moisture 
control loading directly into the truck and 
trailers. All this adds con昀椀dence to Brae-
side Quarry clients that their product is 
compliant and will not cause down stream 
problems on roads and construction sites.

The second new product IMS have intro-
duced this year is the BP1200-48TB elec-
tric four hopper track blender, all four 

hoppers hold 12m3 with separated feed 
hopper conveyors 昀椀tted with belt scales 
and the same new updated PLC control 
and recording system as the PM1200-20TB 
pugmill. The BP1200-48TB is powered by 
a CAT C7 generator that can be connect-
ed to mains power and power a 24-meter 
radial stacker for extra stockpile capacity. 
The Nord electric gear drive motors allow 
for a wide range of accurate speeds to suit 
low percentage blends. The blender can 
be incorporated with the IMS pugmills and 
controlled by a common PLC control and 
recording system and has the option of 
adding vibrating tipping grids as well.

IMS also produce an electric modular pug-
mills o昀昀ering up to four feed hoppers, 
electric and hydraulic wheel and track 
conveyors and single feed hopper blend-
ers along with screening plants. AMR

BRINGING TWO NEW MACHINES TO THE QUARRY, 
MINING AND SOIL REMEDIATION INDUSTRIES 
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DEEP PIT? PUMP SAFELY WITH FLEXIBLE HOSE
Pumping water out of deep pits or open-cut mines is a critical aspect of mining operations to keep the work area dry and safe. 
The challenges of running a pipeline up the high pit wall associated with poly pipe are eliminated when using flexible layflat hose. 

I
n mining operations, especially in open-
cut mines, water can accumulate due 
to natural groundwater 昀氀ow, rainfall, 

or seepage from surrounding sources. 
Removing this water is critical in maintain-
ing mining operations by ensuring access 
to the valuable orebody and supporting 
worker safety.

Typically, a pump is strategically placed 
at the bottom of the pit to which a pipe-
line is connected, running up to the top of 
the pit. From there, the water is pumped 
along another pipeline and discharged 
elsewhere.

The most common type of pipeline used 
from the pit and up the high pit wall has 
been HDPE poly pipe. However, poly pipe 
can present several challenges regard-
ing pressure factors, strength issues, and 
temperature sensitivity. These challenges 
are eliminated with an alternative 昀氀exible 
pipeline developed in Australia. Crusader 
Hose has engineered rapid in-pit dewater-

ing systems for safer handling up high pit 
walls and e昀케ciency bene昀椀ts in time and 
cost.

The issues with poly
The 昀椀rst issue refers to its pressure rat-
ing. Ordinary HDPE pipe does not have a 
high-pressure rating. For poly to be used 
in high-wall applications, the HDPE pipe 
must be thicker to gain pressure. This 
makes it heavier and sti昀昀er, which be-
comes more di昀케cult and dangerous to 
handle down or up a mine wall. 

The second issue relates to its inherent ri-
gidity. In addition to the logistical challenge 
of installing this heavy, sti昀昀 pipe, an HDPE 
pipeline does not take the contours of the 
benched slope. The downward force this 
creates and the pipeline’s weight requires 
proper anchoring and support systems to 
ensure the pipeline stays in place. 

Anchoring the pipeline securely at the top 
of the pit requires either concrete blocks 

or steel supports and workforce hours us-
ing heavy machinery. This anchoring is a 
major task.

A third issue with poly pipe refers to its 
temperature sensitivity. Polyethylene can 
become brittle at low temperatures or soft 
at high temperatures. Extreme tempera-
ture variations within the pit can a昀昀ect the 
pipe's performance. 

The versatility of 昀氀exible lay昀氀at hose
The engineers at Crusader Hose have 
developed a 昀氀exible hose for dewatering 
pipelines that handle high pressure of 
up to 4000 kPa. UV resistant and able to 
handle extreme temperatures, with the 6” 
diameter 3500 kPa working pressure pipe-
line weighing only 3.4 kg/m, it exceeds the 
qualities of its poly counterpart.

Its 昀氀exible characteristic allows the pipe-
line to take the pro昀椀le of the benched and 
sloping mine wall. The weight of water in-
side the 昀氀exible hose holds the pipeline 
down against the sloping terrain and does 
not put strain at the top of the pit. 

“With the downward force nearly elimi-
nated, the hose is not prone to sliding or 
falling down, removing a major handling 
and safety risk,” said Francois Steverlynck, 
Managing Director of Crusader Hose.    

Eliminate the need for complex 
anchoring 
Recently returned from a large mine in 
Western Australia, Francois saw 昀椀rsthand 
the versatility of their 昀氀exible pipeline. 

“With a 昀氀exible lay昀氀at pipeline, having as 
little as 10 m laid 昀氀at at the top eliminates 
the need for an anchor,” said Francois. 

“One of the dewatering supervisors at a 
major iron ore mine in the Pilbara told me 
that they use 15-ton concrete blocks for 
anchoring poly pipe.” 

“With our rapid in-pit dewatering systems, 

you remove one big safety risk by not hav-
ing to position 15-ton concrete blocks at 
the perimeter.” 

Installing a 昀氀exible pipeline down the 
wall - Positioning the reel
The hose is supplied in lengths up to 500 
m. The hose is wound up onto a reel like 
an electrical cable is wound onto a drum. 

Although smaller reels are used for short-
er lengths or smaller diameter hose, the 
maximum reel size has 2.4m diameter 
昀氀anged ends with a shaft up to 2.0m long. 
This loaded reel, safely secured onto an 
A-frame or tethered to a Franna, is placed 
at the top of the pit, >10 m from the edge. 
Depending on site access, however, the 
reel can also be placed at the bottom of 
the pit.

Deploying the hose
The hose needs to be pulled o昀昀 the reel by 
a rope. “The typical method to get a rope 
down from the top of the pit to the bottom 
is by 昀椀ring a crossbow or using a drone,” 
says Francois. “ A thin rope is used to pull 
down a thicker and stronger one,” he ex-
plained. The rope at the bottom is con-
nected to a vehicle or winch, which drags 
the 昀氀exible hose down into the pit. 

Attaching the pipeline with secure 
couplings
The engineering team at Crusader Hose 
have listened to feedback from the min-
ing industry and developed a secure and 
easy-to-use coupling clamp. The hose can 
be easily cut on-site using a utility knife or 
hacksaw. The coupling is then 昀椀tted into 
the hose and attached with Boa™ clamps. 
“You can pump with con昀椀dence,” said 
Francois.

No recycling issues
Further bene昀椀ts include no recycling is-
sues; roll it back up and redeploy else-
where. “It has a 200-year lifespan, just like 
poly. The technology is here. It ain’t going 
nowhere,” concluded Francois. AMR

No anchoring at top of pit.

Three pipelines up the high pit wall.

Lay昀氀at pipeline connected to the ring main.
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Our products have been at the heart of water wells for over 100 years. Our continuous-

slot pro昀椀le wire technology and revolutionary well screening have become the industry 
standard around the world. Johnson Screens is recognized as the premier brand in 
multiple categories: stainless steel and PVC Vee-Wire® screens, environmental monitoring 
screens, casings, drop pipes, well treatment chemicals, 昀椀ttings, and a variety of 
accessories that are essential to building and maintaining an ef昀椀cient water well.

Having published the Groundwater and Wells book series, Johnson Screens is 

acknowledged as a technical expert in the water well industry for anyone who designs, 

drills, or maintains water wells.

Water  
Well 
Solutions 
Developed 
by the 
Water  
Well  
Experts

http://www.johnsonscreens.com


Contact Us for more Info:

P: 08 6143 1000   |   E: info@aptwater.com.au   |   W: aptwater.com.au

A team of experts in pumping and filtration 

technologies offering successful solutions 

across Western Australia. 

Our services include: 

 о Custom pump station design and supply

 о Water filtration system solutions

 о Manufacture of turnkey pump and 

filtration systems

 о Authorised distributor of Lowara, Goulds 

Water Technology & Flygt pumps

 о Distributor of Permaglass FRP pump 

column and bore casing

 о Filtersafe FS Support Service Centre 

We work across the mining, industrial, 

commercial, irrigation and agricultural 

sectors – able to deliver cost effective and 

energy efficient pump and filtration solutions 

to a diverse client base.

GET COMPLETE PUMP & FILTER 

SOLUTIONS WITH APT WATER
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P
roper water 昀椀ltration in mine opera-
tions is critical to ensure the long life 
of equipment such as dust suppres-

sion, process water infrastructure and de-
salination systems. 

Together with Filtersafe Australia, WA dis-
tribution partner APT Water have released 
automatic screen 昀椀lters and self-cleaning 
disc 昀椀lters that meet the strictest safety 
standards whilst minimising discharge 
wastewater. 

Screen Filters 
With up to 4m2 of 昀椀ltration area in a single 
screen and a single motor arrangement, 
the Filtersafe Titan series 昀椀lter is the larg-
est horizontal automatic screen 昀椀lter on 
the market. 

In traditional screen 昀椀lter designs, large 
screen areas are installed with vertical 昀椀l-
ters, multiple motors and multiple screens 

mounted high o昀昀 the ground. To maintain 
these 昀椀lters, there is a requirement for el-
evated work platforms, overhead cranes 
and gangways. This creates a high capital 
cost for infrastructure, raised workings 
heights and overhead load concerns. 

In contrast, Filtersafe allows maintenance 
personnel at ground level to remove the 
screen and scanner bar simply and safe-
ly without being at height or under a sus-
pended load. 

Operators can feel safe when using Filter-
safe 昀椀lters as all are manufactured and 
certi昀椀ed to AD2000 Merkblatt pressure 
vessel standards.
 
Furthermore, the Titan 昀椀lter is 昀椀tted with 
Filtersafe’s patented cleaning technolo-
gy, Everclear. By combining their NozzleX 
close proximity nozzle with Smartweave 
high performance 昀椀ltration screen tech-

nology, Everclear produces unparalleled 
removal rates of organic matter and sus-
pended solids. 

Disc Filters 
Using high quality technical plastics, the 
Azud disc 昀椀lter technology ensures the 
complete absence of corrosion when be-
ing used in poor quality water. When in 
contact with water, these plastics don’t 
constitute a suitable surface for the growth 
of microorganisms. 

With compressed polymer discs, the Azud 
disc system 昀椀lters water down to 昀椀ve mi-
cron. The Azud Helix device keeps larger 
solids in suspension, resulting in water 
savings through less frequent back昀氀ush-
ing. For additional wastewater savings, the 
Azud Air Assist system reduces back昀氀ush 
water by a further 80%. 

With the 昀椀ne 昀椀ltration that can be achieved 

by these disc 昀椀lters, it’s possible to use 
them in the replacement of traditional me-
dia 昀椀lters and cartridge 昀椀lters. Not only will 
this save water, but it will provide a safe 
environment for operators as they’re not 
handling potentially hazardous waste me-
dia and cartridges.

Andrew Dean, Director of APT Water said 
“this exciting partnership with Filtersafe 
Australia brings together experience in 昀椀l-
tration equipment and pumping systems, 
two key complimentary products in min-
ing water systems. 

With our ability to manufacture packaged 
equipment in house, we can now supply a 
turnkey pump and 昀椀ltration solution suit-
able for mining operations.”

For more information, visit  
www.aptwater.com.au

AMR

FILTERSAFE INTRODUCES 
OPERATOR SAFETY IN WATER 
FILTRATION SYSTEMS TO 
AUSTRALIAN MINING

http://www.aptwater.com.au


Expertise you Can 

Depend On

Contact our team today for more information.

Phone: +61 (0) 2 4966 5028     |     Email: orders@quarrymining.com     |     Web: www.quarrymining.com

DESIGN AND DELIVERY OF PURPOSE-BUILT 

LIGHTWEIGHT FABRICATION PROJECTS 

The engineering and trades team at Quarry Mining 

specialises in delivery of the built solution of 

customised lightweight fabrication projects. 

All finished products are supported by: 

• Fully agreed scope of works and fee prior to commencement 

• Full engineering design drawings and documentation 

• Plant Safety Files 

• Introduction to Site Documentation 

• Ergonomic Assessment for tool usability where required.

The Quarry Mining engineering team and support staff are 

made up of: 

• University qualified Mechanical / Mechatronics Engineers 

• Metallurgist 

• Fitters

• Boilermakers 

• Machinists

• Trades Assistants

QUARRY MINING IS PROUD TO INTRODUCE 

THEIR NEW HEAT TREATMENT FACILITY 

Quarry Mining’s qualified and professional staff 

are now ready to assist. Our heat treatment facility 

operates a sealed quench furnace providing the 

following certified services. 

Our services include: 

• Batch carburising 

• Neutral Hardening – to customer’s specifications 

• Annealing – increase ductility and help eliminate internal 

stresses 

• Carbonitriding – improved wear resistance 

• Normalising – ensure material uniformity

• Stress Relieving – to eliminate residual stresses in the 

structure 

• Hardness testing and metallurgical services for certification 

of procedures.
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W
herever you go these days, you 
seem to see shipping contain-
ers, like a statuesque symbol of 

the versatility of man in the industrial era. 
They are in numerous states of disrepair 
and customisation, the local co昀昀ee shop, 
housing, and secure storage, to an entire 
mine site. They o昀昀er the type of versatili-
ty and customisation potentially not con-
sidered in their original creation, but now 
昀氀ourishing. Your site o昀케ce may have cov-
ered hundreds of thousands of sea miles, 
with a million tons of cargo before being 
repurposed into its current use. It really is 
the true de昀椀nition of recycling.

Kevin Cooper 昀椀rst founded Sea Containers 
WA in 2008, starting in a small o昀케ce near 
the wharf in Fremantle. He had a vision of 
providing a strong focus on high levels of 
customer service and responsiveness, and 
with his entire working life spent in the 
shipping industry, he was well placed to do 
this. Over the years the business grew, and 
moulded itself on the demands of local in-
dustry to provide a well-rounded service 
ranging from hire and sales, to storage, 
specialised equipment, and an extensive 
and diverse modi昀椀cations capability.

Modi昀椀cations have proven to be an ex-
tremely successful arm of the business, 
and has had a huge in昀氀uence on the way 
the business has developed.

Culminating in the creation of its mod-
ernised HQ in Wattleup, Perth, Sea Contain-
ers WA have a 30,000 sq/m purpose-built 
facility featuring container storage of up to 
1,800 units, washing facilities, inspection 
and recerti昀椀cation areas, spray booths, 
specialty container fabrication and 昀椀nish-
ing workshops, as well as its crown jewel, 
the custom container o昀케ce. There are also 
a 昀氀eet of forklifts, contractors, and trucks 
resupplying stock and feeding products to 

customers both locally and further a昀椀eld.

Modi昀椀cation of containers is a fascinat-
ing and exciting component of the many 
services o昀昀ered by Sea Containers WA. A 
highly experienced team with decades of 
combined experience can o昀昀er solutions 
and support in creating the best contain-
erised solution to meet speci昀椀c customer 
needs.

The company has heard just about every 

request from its customers over the years, 
and have never skipped a challenge. With 
the resource sector heavily reliant on con-
tainers, the company has a huge range 
of options – from o昀케ces, cribs, ablutions, 
workshops, dangerous goods storage and 
lube containers, to combinations of these 
in large-scale dome shelter workshop and 
o昀케ce facilities. All works are engineered 
and welded to code to ensure they meet 
the demands of the harsh North West and 
potential cyclonic wind conditions, as well 

as meeting the required Codes and Stan-
dards imposed by the mining sector.

Complimenting the ease of transport, and 
structural security of Shipping Contain-
ers is the application of O昀昀 Grid power. 
The synergies between a highly mobile 
product and Solar, Wind, Generator and 
Battery power support stretch the utility 
of Modi昀椀ed Containers beyond the grid. 
Total Containers has focused heavily on 
development in this area and have mul-
titudes or options to take away that reli-
ance on mains power, further supported 
by water and waste storage and capture, 
composting ablutions, and durable con-
struction and security. 

The company just celebrated 15 years in 
the business. During this time, it has ex-
panded nationally, necessitating a name 
change to TOTAL Containers, with o昀케ces 
in regional WA, Victoria and a JV estab-
lished as Sea Containers NZ that spans 
New Zealand and the Paci昀椀c Islands.

Built on a platform of customer excel-
lence, the company now has a dedicated 
national team of more than 40 employees. 
They pride themselves on guaranteed ser-
vice levels and a commitment to innova-
tion and diversi昀椀cation. A specialised team 
works across areas of administration, 
operations, and modi昀椀cations, providing 
customers with not only containers, but 
comprehensive solutions. This is backed 
by strong relationships within the West 
Australian Resource sector, which are tes-
tament to the company’s quality products 
and services.

Call TOTAL Containers on 1300 053 053, 
or visit www.seacontainerswa.com.au 
to create your own custom container 

solution today!

AMR

THE CONTAINER MODIFICATION SPECIALISTS
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Since 2008, TOTAL Containers 
have been the premium container 

service provider in WA.
We're specialists in:

 Sales and Hire  Storage  Standard and Specialised Container Equipment

 New and Used containers  Custom Modi昀椀cations  Dangerous Goods Storage

 Dome Shelters, Shelving and all types of Accessories  Solar and Off Grid Solutions

1300 053 053  |  www.seacontainerswa.com.au

Premium quality, service and supply. 
TOTAL CONTAINERS says it all.

http://www.seacontainerswa.com.au


A SUCCESS STORY OF THE INDEPENDENT MOTOR 
CONTROL AND AUTOMATION HARDWARE SECTOR

R
EAZ Australia started in 2008 and 
is one of the success stories of the 
independent motor control and 

automation hardware sector. It has grown 
organically since then, providing quality 
products backed up with fantastic pre-sale 
and post-sale services. 

REAZ’s success is built on the strong 
relationships it has forged and nurtured 
between manufacturers and vendors 
in the motor control and automation 
market since its inception. Its service and 
extensive product portfolio continue to 
reinforce its reputation as Australia’s most 
reliable source of competitively priced 
high-performance products. 

REAZ source some of the best leading-
edge products, dependable technologies 
and the latest technological advances to 
give customers the best user experience. 
The technical and commercial experience 
covers sales and product support as well as 
service, commissioning and programming 
by its dedicated sales and technical teams. 

Working directly with vendors and 
manufacturers, REAZ provides a wide range 
of low, medium and high voltage drives 
and motors, and collaborates with clients 
to customise special cabinet solutions to 
suit a wide range of applications within the 
commercial sector. 

Major lines where REAZ can assist with 
immediate support, supply and stock 
include: 

• INVT General Purpose Drives, High 
Performance multi-function VFD’s, 
HVAC Drives

• INVT HMI, PLC, EV Car Chargers 
• Full cabinet solutions which are not 

limited to KW Sizing 
• INOMAX Soft Starters, AC Drive, VFD, 

AC Servo Drive 
• WOLONG Low-High Voltage Motors 

and Drives 
• Ultra-Low Harmonic Solutions 
• REAZ Ultra Low Harmonic Solutions 

based on a unique AC-Ac design with 
no DC BUS 

• WAROM Explosion Proof lighting 
昀椀xtures & Apparatus 

• IDEM Machinery Safety Solutions, 
E-Stops, Interlock Systems  

• LANBAO Inductive, Photoelectric & 
Capacitive Sensors 

• PIL Ultrasonic Industrial Distance 
Sensors 

• Specialised Safety Radar4 up to 4 
meters and impervious to dust and 
water 

• IECEX Approved EXD Enclosures and 
Panels 

• Power Measurement Meters 
• Zanardo, Tekpan & GRP Enclosures 
• Specialised Cables 

AMR

For more information  
visit reaz.com.au,  

email sales@reaz.com.au or  
call 03 7067 9077 or 0423 933 339

Our aim is to empower our drivers and automation customers towards 

globally recognised superior products and to be an organisation that 

re昀氀ects quality and reliability. 

Integrated to our business philosophy of ‘Caring For Your Business’, we 

complement our product offering with industrial sensors, hazardous 

area certi昀椀ed range, RFID, vision, network solutions, turnkey engineering 
and a level of services customers demand. 
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WHY ESSENTRA?

DESPATCH AVAILABLE

FREE
SAMPLES 16,500

OVER

PRODUCTS IN-STOCK
ACROSS APAC

SAME
DAY

CUSTOM
SOLUTION

FREE
CATALOGUE
DOWNLOAD

NO
OBLIGATION

QUOTE

MAKING IT EASIERwww.essentracomponents.com.au

Order online or Request for Free Samples at www.essentracomponents.com.au

OUR SOLUTIONS
Essentra provides the small, yet vital components that help keep the mining, oil and gas industries
moving. We manufacture and distribute the world’s most extensive range of pipe, flange, hose and
tool joint protection solutions to enable smoother, smarter and faster industry operations.

SHAPING ESSENTIAL 

SOLUTIONS

CONTACT US FOR TECHNICAL ADVICE, FREE SAMPLES & PROJECT QUOTES TODAY! 

Tel: 1800 377 111 Email: sales@essentracomponents.com.au

FLANGE PROTECTION

Protecting flanges while they are in transit and during 

paint/blast operations is easy with Essentra’s range of 

products with options to cover blind, raised and full 

face flanges.

PIPE PROTECTION

Our technologies give you the protection you need. 

Our caps and plugs give you a choice of styles while 

preventing foreign material from contaminating your 

pipes, reducing your downtime.

HOSE PROTECTION

High quality and reliable hose protection is required to 

safeguard fluid handling parts from contamination or 

leaking in all stages of production, transit and storage.

TOOL JOINT PROTECTION

No matter what grade your pipes, we can offer 

effective protection with our comprehensive range of 

tool joint protectors for most threads. Our materials 

range from proprietary resins to engineering-grade 

thermoplastics and polymer alloys. The result is pure 

peace of mind.

http://www.essentracomponents.com.au
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C
oncrete, often referred to as the 
backbone of modern construction, 
has the power to shape our world. 

The very structures we live and work in, 
the bridges we cross, and the roads we 
travel, all begin as batches of carefully 
mixed concrete. To ensure that this foun-
dational material is of the highest quality 
and durability, concrete batching plants 
play a crucial role. Within these plants, vi-
brators, both electric and pneumatic, and 
昀氀ow aids are the unsung heroes that en-
sure the concrete's reliability. In the heart 
of Australia and New Zealand, Oli Australia 
shines as the prominent supplier of these 
vital components, and its contributions 
are felt far beyond the concrete industry.

Concrete production is a precise science, 
demanding uniform consistency and the 
absence of air bubbles. This precision is 
achieved through the meticulous use of 
vibrators. These quiet powerhouses e昀昀ec-
tively compact the concrete mixture, pre-
venting segregation and ensuring that the 
昀椀nal product is strong and dependable.

Oli Australia's range of vibrators, including 
electric and pneumatic options, along with 
昀氀ow aids, have become the cornerstone of 

the pre-mix concrete industry. By provid-
ing products that guarantee smooth and 
consistent concrete 昀氀ow, Oli ensures that 
every batch meets rigorous quality stan-
dards. Their role is fundamental in the 
production of concrete that's free from 
defects and voids.

What truly sets Oli Australia apart is its 
team of fully trained and experienced 
experts. In an industry where precision 
is non-negotiable, their guidance and ex-
pertise are invaluable. Oli's experts not 
only supply these essential tools but also 
o昀昀er crucial insights on optimising their 
use, enhancing the e昀케ciency of concrete 
batching plants.

The construction industry operates in 
a world of fast-paced demands, and Oli 
Australia is acutely aware of this reality. In-
stant availability of their products ensures 
that construction projects are not delayed. 
As a trusted partner, Oli Australia prides 
itself on its ability to provide the necessary 
components promptly.

Outstanding quality is Oli Australia's hall-
mark. Their vibrators and 昀氀ow aids are en-
gineered to last, standing up to the harsh-

est conditions and providing unwavering 
reliability. In an industry where structural 
integrity is paramount, this commitment 
to quality ensures that the concrete pro-
duced is not just dependable but also safe 
and durable.

While Oli's vibrators are extensively used 
in the concrete industry, their applications 
extend far beyond. These vibrators 昀椀nd 
their place in the mining and extractive 
industries, facilitating e昀케cient material 
handling. Furthermore, they play a crucial 
role in the o昀昀shore drilling sector, where 
reliability is of utmost importance.

In conclusion, Oli Australia has earned its 
reputation as a reliable partner for the 
concrete industry across Australia and 

New Zealand. They don't merely supply 
vibrators and 昀氀ow aids; they o昀昀er a team 
of experts, instant availability, and unwav-
ering quality. In the world of construction, 
where the foundation of our built envi-
ronment is laid, Oli Australia stands at 
the forefront, ensuring that every project 
meets the highest standards of reliability 
and durability.

Vibrators in concrete batching plants may 
not be the most visible components, but 
they are undoubtedly the heart of qual-
ity construction. When it comes to these 
vital components, Oli Australia is not just 
a supplier; they are a dependable ally, al-
ways just a phone call away, ready to aid 
in constructing a more stable and sustain-
able future. AMR

INDUSTRIAL VIBRATORS
Designed for industrial sectors

OLI is the world’s top selling manufacturer of electric and pneumatic vibrators.

The high level of customer service, guaranteed by 18 trading subsidiaries worldwide, and 

long-lasting and performing products make us always ahead.

Our vibrators are designed for industrial applications in all sectors, from the most extreme 

environments such as quarries, mines and foundries to the food and pharmaceutical.

OLI Vibrators Pty Ltd. 7 Jellico Drive, Scoresby Vic 3179, Australia - Phone: +61 3 9764 9988 - Mail: info@olivibrators.com.au - www.olivibrators.com. au

THE WORLDWIDE LEADER IN VIBRATION TECHNOLOGY

UNVEILING THE VIBRANT 
ROLE  OF VIBRATORS IN 
CONCRETE BATCHING PLANTS

http://www.olivibrators.com.au


High performance parts to suit major 

OEM machinery including excavators, 

trucks, loaders and dozers

geographe.com.au

ENHANCED 
PERFORMANCE 

DESIGNED 
TO DELIVER
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T
he design and manufacture of heavy 
machinery parts is important in any 
operation and Geographe, a Western 

Australian-based engineering and manu-
facturing company, have built a name for 
themselves as the go-to supplier for high 
quality parts. 

Initially replicating parts for earthmoving 
equipment including excavators, trucks, 
loaders and dozers, Geographe changed 
up its o昀昀ering to the industry to allow 
customers to choose a higher standard of 
product, or to create their own products. 

“We found that replicating parts wasn’t re-
ally where the customer wanted us to be,” 

Innovation Development Project Manager 
Ryan Hyder (pictured left) said.

“What they really wanted to do was to en-
hance their mining 昀氀eet and reduce their 
maintenance times. The way we envisaged 
that was by designing and engineering en-
hanced performance parts or making spe-
cialised tooling for them.

“Enhanced performance might be chang-
ing things like materials, design features 
and di昀昀erent types of heat treatment on 
those parts which will enable us to have 
that part in their 昀氀eet for a longer period 
of time, reducing any downtime on their 
昀氀eet.” 

Research and Development 
With vendor relationships being 
particularly important within the 
industry, Geographe consider their 
team of Client Relationship Manag-
ers (Brita Phillips pictured centre & 
former Relationship Manager Shaz 
Ramlee right) ‘the people on the 
ground’. 

These managers roles are to really 
understand the clients’ problems 
and then help the customer dis-

cover what can be created to help to solve 
them. 

Geographe’s product team is dedicated to 
creating the enhanced performance parts, 
reverse engineering items to understand 
how they may have been created and dis-
covering what could be improved, plus 
conducting failure analysis when a part 
may not have made its expected lifespan 
hours to understand why.

“Our engineers and design team will come 
up with potential customer solutions and 
create testing plans for these where we’ll 
use computer-aided test samples and see 
how they react from a theoretical point of 
view,” Ryan said. 

“From there, we can give our production 
team engineered drawings and everything 
to manufacture what we’ve developed 
where they’ll manufacture prototypes 
or any modi昀椀cations, we need which 
will then go through extensive in-house  
testing.” 

If these in house tests are successful, then 
the solution can be taken on site and ap-
plied to a client’s machinery for further 
trials. 

The Geographe Di昀昀erence
What sets Geographe apart from the com-
petition is that they care about what they 
do, they want to innovate, help the cus-
tomer make incremental gains and solve 
their issues for the long term.

“At the end of the day they [the customer] 
really want to have their 昀氀eet working and 
they don’t want downtime or broken ma-
chines,” Ryan said. 

“We really care about doing that for our 
customers and understanding the impor-
tance to them on what it means to have a 
consistent 昀氀eet operating.

“Where we stand out is that we can pro-
vide that, and we’re not shy about doing it 
— we have a whole relationship manage-
ment team and engineering department 
dedicated to solving for the customer, 
backed up by a vertically integrated manu-
facturing plant.” 

For more information, visit 
www.geographe.com.au,  

call 1800 999 240 or 
email sales@geographe.com.au. 
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Securing  
your critical  
infrastructure 
The essential role of security in 

safeguarding compliance and 

operational continuity

Managing a smart and 

connected network presents 

many challenges, especially in 

the face of escalating cyber 

security threats. Maintaining 

the integrity and security of 

the network is essential when 

that network is driving critical 

infrastructure.

To build a world-class solution, you need a network 

that is secure by design, offers visibility of assets across 

the network, and provides the necessary alerts and 

controls to take action quickly. 

Safeguarding industrial operations and ensuring 

operational continuity and compliance in today’s 

environment requires real-time security monitoring  

and advanced threat detection to proactively address 

cyber security risks as they arise.

Three key considerations for the security of your  

critical infrastructure and operational technology  

are visibility, architecture and compliance. 

Helping your business to mitigate cyber 

security risks and ensure compliance to 

all industry, regulatory and operational 

standards.

Protecting your assets and infrastructure is 

critical in ensuring your business remains 

secure and operational.

• ICS/OT Cyber Security

• Asset Discover & Vulnerability

• Industrial Network Design

• ICS/OT Managed Services

With SOC Analysts working alongside Pen 

Testers, Incident Responders, Security 

Consultants and Architects, we provide a more 

holistic approach to securing your business.

Orro National Cyber Defence Centre

Securely 
Connected 
Everything™

• Security Assessments

• Compliance & Controls Auditing 

• IT/OT Asset Discovery

• Penetration & Vulnerability Testing

• Threat & Risk Assessments

• 80+ Cyber Security Experts

• 20+ Years’ Experience 

• Australia & UK SOC Facilities

• 24/7 Monitoring & Response

• Follow The Sun Capabilities

Critical Infrastructure & OT Services

Assurance & Assessment

protocols across BACNET, Pro昀椀tnet and Modbus, 

by design and future-昀椀t?

A security focused and future-昀椀t network architecture 

organisations ful昀椀l their requirements, including:

Detailed asset discovery and identi昀椀cation
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  Visibility
Do you know what devices  

you have on your network?

You can’t secure what you can’t see. Many organisations 

don’t have a clear picture of exactly what devices are 

connected to their network, let alone how secure 

those devices are. With more devices being added 

to the network all the time, the attack surface of an 

organisation continues to grow almost daily. That’s 

why asset discovery is a critical component in securing 

critical infrastructure against rising cyber threats. 

A lack of visibility of OT (operational technology)  

assets across the extended network is common,  

and means you don’t know what’s connected, if it’s 

failing or if it’s secure. 

Our asset discovery and vulnerability capabilities 

include OT, IIoT and IoT device recognition, industrial 

protocols across BACNET, Pro昀椀tnet and Modbus, 
Passive Agentless, and PLC and SCADA reporting.  

With this visibility, organisations can maintain an  

up-to-date inventory of all OT assets, including  

devices, sensors and controllers, and better understand 

the attack surface for effective implementation of 

security controls.

  Architecture
Is your network secure  

by design and future-昀椀t?

Many OT networks were created using old architecture 

and legacy systems, often without the monitoring 

and management required to adequately protect 

infrastructure and keep the organisation operational, 

secure and compliant.

A security focused and future-昀椀t network architecture 
is designed to prioritise cyber security while also being 

adaptable and scalable for evolving technology trends 

and threats. These secure networks incorporate key 

principles including:

 Zero trust architecture (ZTA)

 Identity and access management

 Continuous monitoring and threat detection

 Scalability and elasticity

 Resilience and redundancy

 Compliance

Network architecture that is secure by design and  

ready for the future is characterised by its proactive 

approach to cyber security, adaptability to changing 

landscapes and a commitment to safeguarding 

operational systems and data against evolving threats. 

These networks are designed with the understanding 

that cyber security is an ongoing process, not a one- 

time activity.

We help to secure critical infrastructure with world-

class smart and connected networks to power mines, 

campuses, water pipelines, energy grids, distribution 

centres and transportation systems. Based on industry 

best practices, our approach delivers strategies for 

resilient critical infrastructure network architecture 

and allows for quicker execution whilst creating your 

blueprint for a secure and resilient future. 

Sydney   |   Melbourne   |   Brisbane   |   Perth   |   UK   |   Philippines

orro.group

1300 900 000 

sales.enquiries@orro.group

Take control of the future of your business.

We’re Australia’s leading platform-enabled, secure network  

and digital infrastructure provider. We’re trusted by our clients 

to deliver the future now, transforming business and bringing 

people closer together.

Get in touch with our team today to accelerate your 

organisation’s journey to security maturity. 

  Compliance
Are you compliant with  

the SOCI Act?

Cyber security and critical infrastructure law reforms 

under the Security of Critical Infrastructure (SOCI) Act 

recognise that a shared responsibility between the 

owners and operators of critical infrastructure and the 

relevant government bodies is required to effectively 

address cyber security threats. 

There’s no question that cyber threats to critical 

infrastructure are increasing in both frequency and 

sophistication. The SOCI Act works to strengthen the 

security and resilience of Australia’s critical infrastructure 

assets through detailed positive security obligations  

that require entities to manage the security and 

resilience of their critical infrastructure assets.

Compliance with the SOCI Act is required by both  

the responsible entity, and all direct interest 

holders. There is now much greater responsibility 

and accountability placed on organisations and 

their directors to ensure the security of any critical 

infrastructure they’re responsible for. Critically, this  

also applies to organisations in the supply chain which 

must also comply with the SOCI Act.

Maintaining compliance with the SOCI Act, as well as 

increasing cyber security and resilience, is now essential. 

Our robust Cyber Risk Program is designed to help 

organisations ful昀椀l their requirements, including:

 Detailed asset discovery and identi昀椀cation

  Identifying relevant sub classes under  

the SOCI Act 

  Robust incident response and reporting 

framework

  Cyber security exercises to build cyber 

preparedness

 Vulnerability assessments

 Annual report preparation

Trusted Partner

Our customers don’t just trust us to keep them productive and secure today, but to prepare  

them for what’s next, to grow with them over time and to collaboratively shape their future.

Strategic Advisor

With deep expertise in multiple facets of technology, our customers rely on us to provide them  

with strategic advice and guidance, helping them make smart moves towards a secure future.

Solution Provider

Our versatile suite of skills enables us to tackle complex challenges for our customers, providing  

them with complete business solutions that draw from our vast pool of expertise and resources.

We are a multi-disciplinary technology 

powerhouse, committed to keeping  

our customers secure and connected. 

We partner with our customers to boldly 

embrace the challenges of tomorrow, 

ignite innovation, and facilitate growth. 
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AUSTRALIA’S UPCOMING 
SIX CYBER SHIELDS 
CAN INSPIRE MINING 
COMPANIES TO SHORE 
UP THEIR DEFENCE.
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A
s part of Australia’s plan to build 
‘six cyber shields’ by 2030, Home 
A昀昀airs Minister Clare O’Neill has re-

cently envisioned a world with clear global 
standards where cybersecurity is built in 
at the design stage for digital products like 
software. This doesn’t come as a surprise 
as the number of common IT security vul-
nerabilities and exposures (CVEs) has re-
corded an all-time high for six consecutive 
years in 2023. 

While the implementation of Australia’s 
cyber shields will only be completed by 
the end of this decade, the mining indus-
try faces an escalating cybersecurity chal-
lenge that demands immediate attention. 

Recent reports have unveiled a worrisome 
trend that 71% of mining companies re-
ported a surge in cyberattacks, while 55% 
of mining executives admitted to concerns 
about their ability to e昀昀ectively manage 
these threats. 

To address complex cybersecurity chal-
lenges, mining companies can get inspira-
tion from the ‘six cyber shields’ to shore up 
their cyber resiliency.

1. Education: Cyberattack techniques 

such as phishing leverage the fact that 
employees are the weakest link due to 
human error. Mining companies must 
prioritise employee education on cy-
bersecurity as an informed and vigilant 
team can be the 昀椀rst line of defence in 
protecting sensitive data and company  
assets.

2. Safe technology: Regular scanning for 
software vulnerabilities and timely patch-
ing o昀昀er an additional layer of security. 
Use vulnerability and patch management 
to help you automate and streamline the 
process.

3. Threat sharing and threat blocking: 
Threat intelligence reports and feeds can 
help mining companies to stay ahead of 
adversaries by better anticipating the lat-
est threats.

4. Critical infrastructure: The abundance 
of connected devices and smart industri-
al equipment means a larger attack sur-
face that threat actors can use to gain 
access to your system and data. Use en-
terprise-grade solutions such as Extended 
Detection and Response (XDR) to uncover 
anomalous behaviour and breaches in 
your system.

5. Cybersecurity capability: It takes large 
resources to build an internal team with 
all the necessary cybersecurity skills. Min-
ing companies can bene昀椀t by enlisting the 
help of external security services experts, 
to help manage your company’s cyberse-
curity.

6. Coordinated e昀昀orts through partner-
ship: Consult your cybersecurity provid-
ers. Leading vendors like ESET can help 
your business to achieve all of the above, 

including access to threat intelligence, XDR 
solutions, managed security services, vul-
nerability and patch management tools, 
and free cybersecurity training. 

In the complex landscape of cybersecuri-
ty, external expertise plays a pivotal role 
in guiding the mining industry. By collabo-
rating with external experts like ESET and 
their local partners, mining companies can 
fortify their cybersecurity defences at ev-
ery level. AMR
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25%OFF

NOW!
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A
long with the right products, a pro-
active maintenance approach can 
keep your plant running more e昀케-

ciently for longer periods of time. 

Missing repair dates or scheduling main-
tenance too far apart can lead to break-
downs. Even the most seasoned and 
knowledgeable repair teams require the 
right materials to augment their mainte-
nance processes.

Henkel’s proactive maintenance solutions 
help 昀椀nd and solve problems before they 
lead to downtime and increased costs. As 
a leading industrial supplier, they have de-
veloped the LOCTITE® product line to pro-

vide the necessary materials to keep your 
facility in working order. 

While downtime can cost an operation 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, with 
LOCTITE’s industrial maintenance and 
repair services you can identify com-
mon pain points in advance, plan repairs 
around your schedule and avoid costly un-
planned downtime. 

Keep equipment operating e昀케ciently and 
train teams to drive productivity with LOC-
TITE industrial maintenance support solu-
tions, from industry-leading products to 
expert services and support. 

Solutions that incorporate LOCTITE ser-
vices, alongside adhesives, epoxies, seal-
ants and coatings, can help a business de-
velop a more proactive approach, reduce 
costly downtime, enhance the reliability 
of operations and lower overall operating 
costs. 

Mines and Quarries 
Mining equipment and machinery main-
tenance is essential in the demanding 
environment of mines and quarries with 
LOCTITE products proven to keep mining 
equipment in top operating condition, re-
sulting in increased uptime and improved 
e昀케ciency. 

Henkel’s mining equipment and machin-
ery maintenance solutions include repair 
materials for conveyor belts, rubber liners, 
crushers, ball mills, chutes, elbows, pipes 
and ducts. 

LOCTITE repair solutions don’t require 
special skills or equipment to implement 
and can be performed by in-house main-
tenance teams. 

Maintenance Reliability Solutions 
Finding the right products for industri-

REDUCE UNPLANNED DOWNTIME WITH  
EFFECTIVE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS  

al maintenance and repairs is important 
and the LOCTITE line of industrial mainte-
nance, repair, and operations (MRO) prod-
ucts provides you with the right solutions, 
however, e昀昀ectively identifying problems 
and training sta昀昀 to use the products is 
also important. 

Henkel o昀昀ers a number of industrial main-
tenance training programs, seminars and 
workshops that provide your team with 
the training and expertise needed to keep 
your industrial facility running smoothly. 

These industrial maintenance training 
courses provide information on the vari-
ous LOCTITE products used across di昀昀er-
ent applications while providing in-depth 
instructions for the most up-to-date indus-
trial maintenance approaches. 

The Henkel team will survey the facility, 
provide hands-on training and identify 
areas for maintenance improvement and 
cost savings. 

This includes industrial maintenance skills 
assessment so you can learn what training 
should be conducted. 

Additionally, they provide an on-site main-
tenance reliability analysis that reviews 
and evaluates a facility’s operational and 
maintenance pro昀椀le and identi昀椀es ine昀케-
ciencies and other challenges. 

Plant Surveys 
Henkel’s plant surveys include a mainte-
nance reliability analysis that helps un-
cover problems in your plant and allows 
you to identify on how to improve mainte-
nance processes. 

The team of MRO experts provide hands-
on training for your team and identify ar-
eas for maintenance improvement and 
cost savings. 

These plant surveys help identify and 
prevent the most common equipment 
failures such as shaft misalignment, vibra-
tional loosening of fasteners, air and hy-
draulic leaks, spun bearings and keyway 
wallow, and gasket failure. 

Maintenance Reliability Workshops 
Henkel’s on-site maintenance reliability 
workshops include seminars, courses and 
other trainings which can bene昀椀t both 
seasoned teams as well as new employees 
requiring more extensive training. 

The aim of these workshops is to help 
identify the right products for each main-
tenance process or application whilst 
sharing expert knowledge of maintenance 
best practices. 

These services help maintenance teams 
save time, reduce energy costs, improve 
safety and reduce 昀氀uid consumption. AMR
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WEAR CAUSES DOWNTIME.

WE KEEP YOU 

RUNNING.

SCAN HERE
To learn more about our 

complete line of Wear 

Protection Coatings.

In the most demanding industries, preventing wear of your equipment is a  

constant battle; one that usually means unexpected and extended downtime. 

Get your machines up and running faster, and lasting longer.

Extend the life of your equipment - with LOCTITE® - and our exclusive line

of high-performance Wear Protection Coatings.

Designed to form a  

protective barrier 

that prevents wear.

3x

Extends the life of  

critical equipment up  to 

3x vs. competitors.

Faster curing, 

superior  impact and 

abrasion  resistance.

https://www.henkel-adhesives.com/au/en/spotlights/all-spotlights/new-developments/wear-protection-coatings.html
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F
eld Machine Tools carries a range of 
induction heating systems with digi-
tal recorders rental units suitable for 

pre-heating, post weld heat treatment, 
shrink 昀椀ts, curing & coating, hot tapping 
and other custom applications.

Induction heating is a non-contact method 
of electronically heating conductive mate-
rials. 

Utilising high frequency, alternating cur-
rents in coils creates a rapidly alternating 
magnetic 昀椀eld. 

This magnetic 昀椀eld crosses the work-piece 
creating a current 昀氀ow (eddy currents) 
within the part; heat is then generated 
due to the resistance to eddy current 昀氀ow 
within the material.

Our Induction Heating Units have 
many applications and bene昀椀ts over 
conventional resistance heating 
methods or propane. 

• Our Induction Heating Equipment is 
safer, up to 20 times faster and more 
e昀케cient.

• Materials are heated up very quickly. 
For example 24 Inch x 2.34 inch thick 
pipe material carbon steel can be 
preheated to 450F in 7.61 minutes.

• Simple, lightweight and user friendly.
• The Rapid Heat System can also 

be used for shrink 昀椀t of shafts and 
bearings up to 3 metres in diameter. 

• Lower power consumption. In most 

cases will operate from 30-amp 
415volt supply as opposed to 63-amp 
415-volt supply required for resistance 
transformers.

• Digital recorder allows storage of all 
documents for downloading later on 
to a P.C. Saves time in retrieval and 
managing documents.

• Eliminates use of propane which 
creates uneven temperature transfer. 
In addition, every kilo of gas burned 
creates three kilos of water – a 
problem when welding.

The key safety bene昀椀ts are: 

• Our heating cables remain cool to the 
touch while the material heats from 
within, making welders work more 
comfortable and e昀케cient, allowing for 
reduction in welding times.

• Very little re昀氀ected heat.
• No naked 昀氀ames or exposed 

elements. 

The Rapid Heat 35 is designed to 
replace open-昀氀ame or resistance 
heating.

• Outperforms propane or radiant 
heating in e昀케ciency, ease of use and 
heating uniformity.

• Simple interface can be learned in 
a matter of minutes and provides 
operator tutoring.

• Can be used as an air-cooled or liquid-
cooled system.

• Easily connected to a range of heating 

elements.
• Can be used with or without a 

temperature recorder.

The Rapid Heat 35 System has a choice 
of four programmes: Pre-Heat, Bake-Out, 
P.W.H.T. and Custom. In the programme, 
you can set the target temperature, soak 
time/temperature, cool down tempera-
ture/rate deg/hr, ramp rate deg/hr, etc. 
The Rapid 35 controller will then monitor 
the attached thermocouples to ensure 
that the heating and cooling rates are not 
violated during the procedure.

Liquid-cooled heating cables can provide 
uniform heating up to 788°C (1450°F). 
They are ideal for both pre-heat and PWHT 
needs, including Stress Relieving, Hydro-
gen Bake-Out, Shrink Fitting and many 
other applications.

Our liquid cooled heating cables come in 
sizes 30ft, 50ft, 80ft and 140ft. The silicone 
cable encloses a special copper conductor 
speci昀椀cally designed for carrying high-fre-
quency current to maximise e昀케ciency. 
The cable also carries the coolant, which 
cools the conducting wire. The cable is re-
inforced for strength and durability they 
are reusable and easily installed in a mat-
ter of seconds.

The digital recorder is commonly used in 
stress relieving and critical preheat ap-
plications, however, can be used in any 
process. The recorder stores temperature 
data based on time.

The Rapid Recorder o昀昀ers unrivalled input 
accuracy with a 125ms total sample rate 
for 18 channels. The input channels are 
con昀椀gurable to suite the process require-
ments.  It has a touch screen display for 
simple programming and use. 

The colour display enables operators to 
clearly monitor the heating process in out-
door environment (direct sunlight). 

They all have onboard Flash data storage 
capability, Ethernet communication and 
Compact Flash. Data is stored in tamper 
resistance binary format that can be used 
for secure, long-term records of the pro-
cess.

Some of our more common 
applications are:

• Pre and Post Weld Heat Treatment
• Hydrogen Bake Out
• Stress Relieving
• Structural Steel
• Flat Plates
• Vessels
• Fabrication
• Coatings
• Unfreezing Pipelines
• Trace Heating

Due to the 昀氀exibility of our systems, we 
can adapt our equipment to almost any 
heat treatment requirements. Our in-
duction heating coils are easily wrapped 
around various shapes and sizes of com-
ponents. AMR

INDUCTION HEAT SYSTEMS FOR SAFER & FASTER HEATING
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I
n what is claimed to be a world 昀椀rst, the 
Continental Conveying Solutions (CCS) 
HUB will showcase the company’s glob-

al innovations and conveying capabilities 
to the mining and minerals processing 
sector.

No expense has been spared in ensuring 
the technology, interior design and func-
tionality of this new HUB o昀케ce supports 
its objective of presenting cutting-edge 
conveyor technologies used all over the 
world. 

It boasts state-of-the-art digital technology 
so clients, Continental sta昀昀 from all over 
the globe, and other visitors can connect 
together in real time to discuss, collabo-
rate and explore a superior economic, sus-
tainable, e昀케cient conveying environment. 

There are many dynamic screens and de-
vices, and private and open areas to sit, 
meet and discuss the latest projects whilst 
enjoying the breathtaking views over the 
Perth CBD, the Swan River, and Kings Park. 

The intention here is to encourage creativ-
ity and imaginative thinking.

CCS’s HUB is the brainchild of Adam Cor-
nelius. His background is in building rela-
tionships and developing strategies with 
executives in Melbourne and Sydney, to 
securing construction work at Perth’s new 
Stadium Rail and Lithium Re昀椀neries in 
Kwinana.  

KEY THEMES AND EXPERTS

Adam said there is a clear focus on Digi-
tal, Decarbonisation and Services themes. 
He sees an increased need for delivering 
faster solutions, and the re-use and recy-
cling of materials as the HUB helps miners 
operate more e昀케ciently in a safer environ-
ment.

Service Solutions 
“In Service Solutions we’re concentrating 
on three major areas. Heavy equipment 
and belt handling systems; breakthrough 
methodology in conveyor changeouts; 
and accessories and components” he said.

“We have appointed Raphael De Simoni, 
as our Conveying Solutions Consultant. He 
brings over 20 years of experience across 
the whole spectrum of the conveyor value 

HIGH TECH CONVEYING 
SOLUTIONS, HIGH IN THE SKY

A unique new, high technology “HUB” o�ice 
on the 26th floor of one of Perth’s most iconic 
skyscrapers has been designed to assist 
mining companies be�er plan their future 
conveying requirements by presenting the 
latest global innovations in conveying.

Adam Cornelius discusses various conveying system options with a mining engineer for a new iron ore 

mine soon to be constructed in WA’s Pilbara.

One of the displays 

at the CCS HUB is this 

Conveyor Monitoring 

Solution. Assisted by 

a drone equipped 

with infrared and 

RGB cameras a 

conveyor can easily 

be inspected using 

pre-programmed 

昀氀ight routines.

(L-R) Raphael De Simoni, Conveying Solutions 

Consultant; Adam Cornelius, Head of the 

Conveying Solutions HUB; Karen Meagher, 

Decarbonisation Advisor. 

chain, from planning and commissioning 
to technical advice, training, digital moni-
toring, and on-site maintenance. 

“With his work on the ground in South 
America with Vale and BHP, he’s look-
ing forward to informing, engaging and 
collaborating with miners on the best 
site-speci昀椀c 昀椀t for their conveying opera-
tional requirements” he said.

Decarbonisation
“Showing true accountability, mining play-
ers of all sizes have committed to net zero 
emissions goals to meet the pressing 2050 
climate change target, so we need to be 
leaner, cleaner and greener to collective-
ly manage Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions” he 
added.

“To head up this section, we have appoint-
ed Karen Meagher as our Decarbonisation 
Advisor. Karen has joined us after several 
years working in environmental account-
ing, technical and research roles, sup-
ported by a strong academic background 
having recently completed a Master of 
Environmental Science and a bachelor’s 
degree in both Science and Commerce at 
UWA” he said.

As an example of this commitment, CCS 
claims its new energy-optimized convey-
or belts can save over 
3,000kW of input pow-
er on a 5km conveyor 
system. The amount 
of energy saved over 
a period of 1.5 hours 
is equivalent to the 
consumption of an av-
erage 4-person house-
hold during an entire  
year.

Digital
Digitalisation is now 
critical across the 

whole value chain as mines seek to be-
come more operationally productive, with 
cross functional engagement, safely with 
the ability to work remotely and autono-
mously.

“We are developing digital solutions to as-
sist in preventive maintenance and condi-
tion monitoring, he said. 

“Tara Bennett-Connell has joined us 
as Product Manager, Digital Solutions 
(IAPAC). She has over 29 years’ experience 
in the mining and metals industry, starting 
as a geologist, moving through to data, 
digital product management and digital 
innovation in mining and exploration” he 
commented.

One example of digital innovation is Conti-
nental’s Drone-assisted conveyor monitor-
ing solution. 

This is signi昀椀cantly more functional in pre-
ventive maintenance and condition moni-
toring, as their leading data analytics and 
algorithms result in a vast improvement 
with idler monitoring and trend analysis.

“I like to think of the CCS Hub as a bit like 
connecting all the dots,” he commented.
“Sharing tomorrow’s methodology all in 
the one place, today.” AMR



Mining Ore Covers • Coal Dust Covers • Remediation Covers • Contaminated Soil Covers • Shelter Covers

Talk to one of our team today
Call 1300 059 003 or visit polytex.net.au

NO.1 IN BUNKER, SHELTER AND 
STOCKPILE COVERS

Stockpile covers, bunker 
covers and shelter covers

Polytex protects a vast range of 
produce from nickel ore in the 
Solomon Islands, coal dust in 
central Queensland, bentonite in 
Victoria, suppressing dust in New 
South Wales, and replacing large 
wind-damaged shelter covers in 
Western Australia, just to name 
a few applications. Polytex is a 
respected and reputable supplier 
of stockpile covers, bunker covers 
and shelter covers Australian wide 
and beyond. 

In the dynamic world of mining, 
where every operation strives 
to optimize productivity and 
ef昀椀ciency, the importance of 
proper material management 

cannot be overstated. With over 
50 years experience in the industry, 
Polytex has been at the forefront of 
providing innovative solutions to 
mining companies Australia wide. 

Our stockpile covers and shelter 
covers are an important part of the 
way mining companies manage 
their resources, offering a multitude 
of uses and bene昀椀ts that enhance 
operations and environmental 
sustainability.

Protecting Your Valuable 
Resources
Mining companies deal with an 
array of materials, from ore to 
aggregates, that must be stored 
and protected from the elements. 
Our stockpile covers and tarpaulins 
serve as reliable shields against 
rain, wind, UV rays, and other 

environmental factors that can 
deteriorate the quality of stored 
materials. By preventing moisture 
ingress and dust dispersion, Polytex 
covers ensure that your stockpile 
remains protected.

Shelter Covers
The name Polytex has gained 
momentum for its ability to provide 
in-house custom designed Shelter 
Covers. 

Polytex innovation in covers has 
allowed installers to cut down their 
install times and povide easier 
tensioning of covers. The secret to 
success and durability of covers is 
the way they are tensioned. Polytex 
has worked alongside many of their 
long time partners in the industry 
to continually innovate and 
manufacture leading techniques 

to ensure the ultimate protection of 
your investment.

Customized Solutions
At Polytex, we understand that every 
mining operation is unique. That’s 
why we offer customized solutions 
to meet your speci昀椀c needs. Our 
team works closely with you to 
design and manufacture stockpile 
covers and tarpaulins tailored to 
your materials, storage methods, 
and site conditions.

Contact Polytex today to explore 
how our stockpile covers and 
tarpaulins can assist your mining 
operations to be more ef昀椀cient and 
sustainable.

Call 1300 059 003 
or email sales@polytex.net.au 
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A
revolutionary line boring innova-
tion and 3rd party certi昀椀ed patent, 
developed by Morgan Engineering, 

is reducing maintenance costs and mine 
site equipment downtime.

The ultra-class trucks used in the mining 
industry make light of the toughest work. 
But they are also subject to wear and re-
quire regular repairs and maintenance.

The pin bores of almost every hydraulical-
ly operated machine must eventually be 
reclaimed with weld and machined back to 
a tight OEM tolerance – all while remain-
ing in perfect alignment with all the other 
bores in that articulated joint. 

These bores serve as the locating and 
pivot points for the steering mechanism. 
They are subjected to enormous stress as 
huge hydraulic loads change the angle of 
the front wheels to provide steering for 
trucks that can weigh over 400 tonnes. 

Steering wear in haul trucks is simply un-
safe.

In the past, the only way to repair the ta-
pered steering bores was to remove the 
entire steering box from the chassis. The 
steering box would need to be replaced 
and then re-welded back into place. This 
requires a number of skilled welders 
working over several shifts, and signif-
icant loss of production due to lengthy  
downtime. 

plete tooling assembly 昀椀ts neatly into a 
single box that can be transported any-
where in the country and quickly deployed 
onsite. 

The complete process has been third-par-
ty certi昀椀ed to ensure both component and 
machine integrity are maintained. 

This extra level of quality assurance pro-
vides clients with the con昀椀dence their as-
sets are repaired to within speci昀椀cation, 
with an exceptionally high standard of 
workmanship. 

Real World Application 
The Maintenance Manager of a prominent 
gold mine in NSW faced a costly dilemma 
in relation to refurbishment of one of their 
CAT 789 haul trucks. 

As part of the site’s scheduled mainte-
nance program, they identi昀椀ed signi昀椀cant 
wear in this particular truck’s steer box.  

A new steer box would have to be import-
ed from the USA, which is not only expen-
sive but meant a ten-week wait for the 
parts to arrive – and that’s without consid-
ering the time required for the  complex 
job of removing the old steer tapers and 
welding in the new ones. 

This truck carries 200 tonnes of material 
per run, and completes approximately 12 
runs per shift, with two shifts a day, seven 
days a week. Over an eight-week period, 

Finding a quicker solution 
for line boring
Based in Singleton and Gunnedah NSW, 
and providing onsite support in WA, 
Morgan Engineering are at the fore-
front of modern machining techniques. 
They employ the latest machining equip-
ment to provide the very best all-round 
service to clients in mining and other  
industries. 

As part of their commitment to innovation, 
Morgan Engineering’s in-house team de-
veloped their own proprietary equipment 
and techniques to machine these steer 
box tapers in-situ – eliminating the entire 
removal and o昀昀site repair process.

This process enables them to deliver ex-
ceptional quality solutions - exceeding 
OEM speci昀椀cations, reducing costs, and 
signi昀椀cantly reducing downtime.

Mogan Engineering carry out this work 
onsite anywhere in Australia and can com-
plete the repair in only 12-14 hours as op-
posed to three or four days. The cost of 
the repair is around 60 per cent less than 
a new replacement part. The 昀氀ow-on cost 
reductions from minimising downtime are 
also signi昀椀cant.

In-House Development – Third 
Party Certi昀椀ed 
This unique, portable solution was de-
veloped in-house along with custom de-
signed and engineered tooling. The com-

that translates to over 268,000 tonnes of 
lost production. 

However, they reached out to Morgan 
Engineering instead, and were present-
ed with a unique solution. Morgan Engi-
neering sent their specialised machining 
equipment and personnel to site and also 
brought one of their service exchange bell 
cranks with them. They were able to ma-
chine and repair the two steer box tapers 
in-situ, bringing them back to within OEM 
speci昀椀cations. 

Once complete, the mine’s maintenance 
crew were able to carry on completing 
the truck’s maintenance program, to get it 
back on the road. The company’s mainte-
nance manager was thrilled that the truck 
was returned to service only three days 
over the initial service interval, rather than 
the estimated ten weeks. 

With the truck back in operation, it was 
set for another 10,000 hours of non-stop 
work, and the company did not lose over a 
quarter of a million tonnes of production. 

This real-world example demonstrates 
just how cost-e昀昀ective Morgan Engineer-
ing’s innovative onsite tapered steer box 
machining system really is.

Contact us today on (02) 6572 2032 or 
morganengineering.com.au/contact/ 

to 昀椀nd out more. 
AMR

LINE BORING INNOVATION APPLIED 
TO CAT HAUL TRUCK TAPERED 
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I
nnovative solutions grounded in re-
al-world experience are the best ap-
proach to conquering the complex chal-

lenges facing the mining industry today, 
according to leading engineering services 
company, Mipac. 

Over three decades and with 650 projects 
under their belt, the company has tried 
and tested solutions to complex problems 
across the entire mining value chain, from 
the design and commissioning stages of a 
project right through to con昀椀guration and 
optimisation.

Their preferred approach? Zooming out. 
Identifying bottlenecks and interdepen-
dencies. Examining the whole mining 
value chain and every layer of the auto-
mation pyramid to discover hidden oppor-
tunities to increase productivity, e昀케ciency 
and reliability of the system. 

It’s a strategy the company has been ap-
plying since its humble beginnings in 
Queensland, when a small group of am-
bitious engineers at MIM Holdings saw a 
gap in the engineering services industry 
and jumped in the deep end.

priorities and innovate. That’s why the 
company is quick to adopt new technolo-
gies, applying them to projects wherever 
feasible to ensure that the solutions they 
provide are sustainable and bene昀椀cial in 
the industry of the future.

2. The workforce continues to change.
Mining operations require a highly skilled 
and specialised workforce, encompassing 
geologists, engineers, equipment opera-
tors, safety experts, logistics profession-
als, metallurgists, maintenance sta昀昀 and 
many more. Finding and retaining this 
talent pool is a constant struggle, as the 
industry faces competition from other 
sectors o昀昀ering more attractive work en-
vironments or compensation. 

On top of this, mining operations are fre-
quently located in remote areas, making 
recruitment and retention even more 
challenging. Safety concerns and the phys-
ical demands of mining work also con-
tribute to a higher turnover rate. Finally, 
as the industry modernises and embrac-
es automation and digital technologies, 
there is a growing need for workers to 
upskill, which can be a costly exercise for  
operations. 

Mipac’s approach is to co-develop solu-
tions with its clients to ensure front-line 
operators and sta昀昀 not only understand 
but take ownership of any changes imple-
mented. Working both onsite and remote-
ly, Mipac has the capability to deliver high 
quality solutions, no matter where your 
operation. The company also o昀昀ers custo-
misable, on-demand eLearning solutions 
to address the challenges of upskilling re-
mote and diverse teams.

And it’s a strategy that’s paid o昀昀: today, the 
company boasts a team of 120+ electrical, 
instrumentation, control system, process 
and software engineers with in-depth site 
experience from 100+ mine sites in over 
50 countries. 

There are other reasons the company 
prefers to take a whole-of-value-chain ap-
proach: 

1. Today’s challenges are not 
tomorrow’s challenges.
Since 2007, Ernst and Young has been 
compiling a list of the top 10 business 
risks and opportunities facing the min-
ing and minerals sector. Cost reduction 
considerations, consolidation and capital 
management prefaced resource national-
ism, global skills shortages and a tighten-
ing economy. More recently, rising in昀氀a-
tion, digital transformation and ESG issues 
have been at the fore.

Certainly, the mining and minerals sector 
of today is not what it was in 2007 – and 
nor are its challenges. Mipac is a 昀椀rm be-
liever that to remain competitive, compa-
nies must continue to adapt, reevaluate 

3. There is no ‘one size 昀椀ts all’ 
approach.
From green昀椀eld to brown昀椀eld, large to 
small, every mine site comes with its 
unique set of challenges – and opportuni-
ties.

Thanks to its engineers’ wealth of onsite 
experience and deep technical knowledge, 
a Mipac project will often deliver well be-
yond the required solution, increasing ef-
昀椀ciencies, reducing variability, minimising 
downtime, decreasing risks, improving re-
liability and leading to gains in productivity 
and quality. 

From control systems with robust technol-
ogy and engineering foundations to the 
latest innovative advancements in digital 
technology, Mipac delivers high-quality, 
intelligent solutions that drive perfor-
mance, no matter your site, location or  
challenge. 

In summary, the complexity of today’s 
mining industry challenges demands in-
novative solutions. It is not enough to look 
at cost management, productivity or sus-
tainability challenges in isolation. Rather, a 
whole of mining value chain approach can 
help to identify interdependencies, bottle-
necks and hidden opportunities. 

And whilst in some ways, it is under-
standable that companies focus on ad-
dressing individual problems – as these 
provide quick wins, easy board and 
shareholder approval and quick returns 
on investment – zooming out may be the 
solution to not only surviving but thriv-
ing in the mining industry of tomorrow.  

AMR
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A global leader in operational  

technology, control systems and  

engineering services across the 

mining value chain

beyond the solution

Mipac Services

Industrial Automation

Industrial Software Solutions

Advanced Process Control

Data Visualisation & Analytics

Mipac Software

MPA and TCard™

Mipac Products

CellView®, 

ShortMeter™ 

CopperMonitor™ 

650 projects delivered

100 clients globally

50 countries

26 years in business

Unlocking operational 
excellence across  
Australian mines 
 

  

At Mipac, our experienced engineers pride  

themselves on solving the impossible.  

 

We’ve been helping Australian mining operations  

increase productivity, reduce costs and optimise  

performance across the entire mining value chain  

for more than 26 years.

Download our latest profile pack to see the  

challenges presented and solutions delivered 

here in our home market.

Scan this code to 

quick site access

Cyber Security

Mining 4.0 Consulting

Process Optimisation

Electrical & Instrumentation

Operations Support

Get our  
Australian  
Mining  
Profile  
Pack here
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C
MI Electrical products are an 
Australian manufacturer of mining 
couplers and receptacles, under the 

Minto Industrial Products banner. 

Minto a market leader, particularly within 
underground mining, our reputation is 
not only throughout Australia, but is now 
global with exports to mining installations 
in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, China, 
South Africa and Mongolia to name a  
few.

CMI latest development is an improvement 
and major upgrade for the popular 
“Restrained” Range of couplers. 

The Restrained couplers works in the 

range of 300 & 425 Amps for 660, 1100 or 
3300 Volts. 

Now designed with Stainless-Steel castings 
for improved strength and reduced weight 
over the previous bronze castings. 

Coupled with the newly redesigned 
Stainless-Steel interior cradle, which holds 
the te昀氀on insulators and the socket & 
thimble arrangements for connection to 
reeling and trailing cables. 

The result is a more robust coupler with 
improved maintenance features, safe for 
use in underground mining. 

This product can be used in hard rock 

mining and tunnel applications as well and 
has an explosion protected certi昀椀cation 
making it extremely suitable for use in 
underground mining applications. The 
new low-pro昀椀le exterior design maintains 
greater strength and durability with an 
ingress protection of IP68. 

The new Stainless-Steel interior replaces 
the existing Dough Mould Compound 
(DMC) material. 

The Te昀氀on insulators and the two-piece 
Stainless Steel cradle being far more 
durable, reliable and reduces the overall 
weight of the coupler. 

The Stainless-Steel interior allows for 

easier access to sockets with a two-piece 
design capturing the te昀氀on insulators for 
ease of removal and replacement.

For more information on this product, 
you can get in touch with CMI on 

1800 264 222, or go to their website at 
https://www.cmielectrical.com.au

AMR
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Specialists in 
Electrical Cable & 
Mining Connectors

Expertise and Precision is our purpose.

CMI Electrical Products are specialists in the 

manufacture and distribution of electrical cables 

and associated components for industrial, 

mining, infrastructure, commercial, petrochemical 

and information technology applications 

throughout South East Asia and Oceania.

CMI QLD-Brisbane

(07) 3863 0749
32 Duntroon Street,
Brendale QLD 4500
southqldsales@cmielectrical.com.au

CMI QLD-Rockhampton

(07) 4921 0978
Shop 3 at 76 Hollingsworth Street,
North Rockhampton Qld 4701
northqldsales@cmielectrical.com.au

CMI VIC

(03) 9532 1233
3 Dissik Street,
Cheltenham VIC 3192
vicsales@cmielectrical.com.au

CMI Head Of昀椀ce NSW
(02) 9807 6155
F3 3-29 Birnie Avenue, 
Lidcombe NSW 2141
nswsales@cmielectrical.com.au

CMI WA
(08) 9358 1788
36 Division Street,
Welshpool WA 6106
wasales@cmielectrical.com.au

1800 264 222 

cmielectrical.com.au

CMI RESTRAINED 
MK II UPGRADE
NEW STAINLESS-STEEL 
RESTRAINED MK II SERIES

http://www.cmielectrical.com.au


  Mining Cables, Field PROFINET / Bus, Ethernet, Chain, Robotic control and power 

 Cable Assemblies 

 Fibre Optics 

 Industrial Pre-Terminated Fibre, Weatherproof Connectors 

 Comms Cabinets and Racks 

 Networking Switches 

 Industrial Outdoor Enclosures 

 Tools 

 UPS Systems, Din Mount Power Supplies 

 Accessories

INDUSTRIAL CABLING, FIBRE 

OPTIC & IT SUPPLIERS 
Established in 2005, Cable Source are the one-stop-shop when it comes to your 

cabling needs. Backed by a team with more than 20 years of experience in the trade, 
Cable Source supply products for a range of electrical, data, communication and 

security applications. From project concept to completion, you can count on Cable 
Source to deliver the right electrical product for the right job. 

SYDNEY 

Unit 5/5 Hudson Ave, Castle Hill NSW 2154 
P: 02 9680 8419 
E: sales@cablesource.com.au

QUEENSLAND 

P: 1300 099 989 
E: cturner@cablesource.com.au

� www.cablesource.com.au

N
o matter the industry, whether you 
are connecting a site with high-
speed internet, powering commu-

nications networks, or simply charging an 
endless number of electronic devices, ca-
bling is virtually a necessity. 

For over two decades, one specialist cable 
management company has met the in-
creasing demand for technology required 
in residential and commercial automation. 

Cable Source o昀昀ers a comprehensive 
range of cable solutions, supplying prod-
ucts for electrical, data, CCTV, security, 昀椀-
bre and industrial applications. 

Backed by a team of highly skilled techni-
cians with more than 20 years’ experience, 
Cable Source is committed to delivering 
projects from conceptualisation to com-
pletion, selecting the right products for 
the right job. 

In the mineral resources sector, its 昀椀t-for-
purpose range of cables continues to gain 
popularity with Australian service contrac-
tors, supporting multiple electrical, data, 

communication and security applications. 
Cable Source Director Craig Turner said 
the company o昀昀ered a superior service in 
the design of cable management solutions 
as well as installation and ongoing mainte-
nance programs. 

“Our customers can secure everything 
electrical, whether it’s cables, communica-
tion equipment, cabinets and racks, 昀椀bre 
optic gear, or networking supplies, Indus-
trial and commercial UPS systems, tools 
and accessories,” Mr Turner said. 

“We have an in-depth understanding of 
how the mining industry works and what 
sites need when it comes to their electri-
cal requirements. Our cable management 
solutions re昀氀ect this, that’s why we’re ca-
pable of handling design, installation and 
ongoing maintenance programs in this  
space.” 

One of the company’s most sought after 
solutions across mine sites is their com-
munication cabinets and racks, which are 
used to safely house cables and other 
equipment. As projects are commonly lo-

cated in harsh environments, the need for 
durable products is critical. 
One notable cabinet solution is the 
stainless steel enclosure that can be 
昀氀oor-mounted or pad-mounted on a site. 

“The cabinet is mainly used in security and 
transportation signalling 昀椀elds to install 
power, electronic control and 昀椀bre optic 
equipment,” Mr Turner said. 

“The cabinet can be used to install pan-
el-mounted power, optical transceiver and 
other panel or DIN rail mounted equip-
ment, such as ADSL modern, streetlight 
controllers. 

“The cabinet is designed for applications 
where the enclosure has a high level of ex-
posure to solar radiation. 

“The 昀椀tted sunshades maximise air circu-
lation to ensure natural temperature reg-
ulation of internal equipment,” Mr Turner 
said.  

Another popular Cable Source solution is 
the aircon enclosure cabinet, a product 

that is primarily utilised by operators in 
wireless communication projects when in-
stalling power, battery, BBU and other 19-
inch equipment. The cabinets serve mul-
tiple purposes and are typically deployed 
under telecommunication towers, building 
roofs and roadsides. 

“This spans an FTTB application, or it can 
be used to install and protect DSLAM, or 
optical transmission equipment,” Mr Turn-
er said. 

“What’s really unique about this cabinet 
is that the air-con is 昀椀tted to it, supplying 
600W - 1500W cooling capacity. It’s also 
built to last, with mild steel, static powder 
coating, insulation to sides and doors 
as well as a waterproof design for harsh 
environments. 

“The solution also boasts reliable earthing 
and cable glands to prevent moisture and 
insects from entering.” 

For more information, visit
www.cablesource.com.au

AMR
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1300 799 300

pierlite.com.au

Local lighting expertise, 
with global support.

The right light not only enhances visibility and safety but also 

increases productivity and ef昀椀ciency in mining operations. 

With beginnings as a manufacturer of lighting for piers and jetties, Pierlite 

has grown within Australia and New Zealand to be a true market leader in the 

industrial space, supporting the industry for over 70 years. 

Choose Pierlite.
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A
s the rise of new technology boosts 
industry competitiveness, the need 
to incorporate smart, inventive 

lighting solutions that help drive innova-
tion, productivity, safety and positive envi-
ronmental impact is more important than 
ever. 

With a history spanning 70 years, Pierlite is 
recognised as a market leader in Austral-
asia for the design, manufacture and dis-
tribution of mining, industrial, commercial 
and healthcare lighting systems. 

Tailoring a lighting solution to meet indus-
try standards across safety and sustain-
ability is paramount, as is taking the time 
to understand individual site needs. E昀昀ec-
tive use of light throughout a facility can 
also actively enhance operational output. 

In the majority of cases, the loss of produc-
tivity can be attributed to human factors, 
whether it be errors made in operating 
machinery, mistakes made in production 
or absenteeism due to fatigue or sickness. 

“Pierlite’s history is synonymous with the 
evolution of the lighting industry. We have 
a continuing legacy of developing innova-
tive products for Australian and New Zea-
land environments, creating and rigorous-
ly testing products to ensure they exceed 

protection and fuse supplied as 
standard with 4m 1KV orange circular 
UV rated 昀氀exible cable 

• Replaceable control gear trays 
available for onsite repairs and quick 
maintenance 

• Bulkhead kit with eight cable entries, 
10KV surge protection, fuse and 6mm2 
terminal block

• Emergency version available ensuring 
compliance to safety standards

The light provides energy saving, increased 
spacing and reduced maintenance costs 
across the mining industry. 

“The MineMaster SB was designed here 
in Australia to cope with Australian con-
ditions. We worked with key mining site 
personnel to determine what was import-
ant and ensured the 昀椀tting delivered the 
unique features that are critical in this type 
of environment, for functionality and safe-
ty,” Signify Paci昀椀c Senior Category Manag-
er — Heavy Industrial, Custodial, Solar and 
Floodlights —Jason Watkins said. 

Mine Light Bene昀椀ts 
The World Green Building Council 
(WorldGBC) has published studies which 
highlight the bene昀椀ts of exposure to day-
light, which includes improved health and 
better sleep. 

the needs of our customers. As a brand 
of Signify, the world leader in lighting, we 
have decades of experience built into ev-
ery new product development, with a fo-
cus on safety and reliability at our core,” 
Signify Paci昀椀c General Manager Wholesale 
Australia Andrew Smyth said.    

MineMaster SB
Pierlite’s new product, the MineMaster 
SB, is an Australian developed convey-
or light built to withstand the harshest 
of conditions. It provides versatility with 
spigot or bulkhead mounting options and 
high-quality light for all applications. Sup-
plied with lumen select technology, it’s ide-
al for sites with a requirement for singular 
or multiple lumen outputs. 

Features include: 
• Multiple wattages and lumen outputs 

in one luminaire with a maximum of 
70W

• Amber with T2 Optics. 4000K with T2 
or T5 optics provide 0.2% maximum 
upward light 

• Diecast marine grade aluminium 
housing with chromate and RAL9007 
powder coat 昀椀nish with 27mm to 
34mmØ spigot mount 

• 316 stainless steel clips secured with 
T25 torx screws making it bird proof 

• 6mm2 terminal block, 10KV surge 

When people are rested, they are more 
alert throughout the day and have better 
emotional and physical health. This reduc-
es incidences and errors, directly translat-
ing to increased productivity. 

Where access to natural daylight is not 
possible — such as underground mines, in 
sealed spaces or during night shift — ar-
ti昀椀cial lighting is used to simulate natural 
daylight. 

Pierlite’s products integrate the latest 
technology and systems to deliver en-
ergy-e昀케cient solutions that can adapt 
to the needs of each industrial seg-
ment, application and the people within  
them. 

Combining the latest technology with in-
novative thinking, Pierlite harnesses the 
power of natural light with solutions that 
adapt to future technologies, promote 
mental and physical wellbeing, and im-
prove sustainability and e昀케ciency. 

For more information, 
visit www.pierlite.com.au or 

call 1300 799 300. 
AMR
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T
he MFL-2 Multi Function Cable Lockout 
Devices from Cirlock are versatile 
devices which can be used to lock out 

several di昀昀erent energy sources, including 
valves and steering wheels on vehicles.

They can also be used to limit the number of 
padlocks needed on a job as the cable can be 
fed through several lockout devices on one 
electrical board, with 1 padlock applied.  The 
昀氀exible cable is also handy for those tight 
situations where a hasp won’t 昀椀t, and group 
isolation is required. Accommodates up to 
four padlocks.

The Cable Lockouts are available as standard 
with one or two metre cables, and are available 
with a steel wire cable, or a non-conductive 
plastics cable, for use where metal cannot be 
used (eg electrical cabinets). Additional cables 
can be supplied in various lengths, making 
these devices suitable in many situations.

Proudly Made in Australia by Cirlock and 
sold at your local electrical wholesaler. 
https://www.cirlock.com.au/products-
shopping/Cable-Lockout-Device-5mm-

Steel-Wire-Cable-p109853486

Cirlock’s Lockout Tagout Padlocks come in 8 different colours, 
with various shackle sizes and shackle types (Non-Conductive 
and Stainless Steel) and can be keyed differently, keyed alike or 
master keyed, to suit your requirements.

Cirlock Padlocks are available for immediate dispatch.

LOCKOUT PADLOCKS
When multiple people need to work on the same equipment, 
a Group Isolation Box is often used. The equipment is Locked 
Out by a maintenance padlock (or a supervisors padlock), the 
key is placed inside the Group Isolation Box and all workers 
place their keys on the outside of the box preventing access 
to the Equipment Key until all work is complete. It keeps each 
team member safe and also eliminates the need for multiple 
padlocks on individual isolation points.

group lock Boxes

Lockout equipment

See our full range on our website: www.cirlock.com.au

lockout@cirlock.com.au | 1300 889 738

MFL-2 MULTI 
FUNCTION CABLE 

LOCKOUT DEVICES
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thanks to Inter昀氀on. They have become a 
trusted partner to satis昀椀ed customers in the 
railway industry all over the world.

ZÖLLNER 
Founded in Germany in 1946, ZÖLLNER 
Signal GmbH have been providing new 
safety solutions for the rail and marine 
industries for over 75 years. As one of 
the world’s leading suppliers of automatic 
track warning systems, know your workers 
are in safe hands. 

Used on hundreds of worksites across 
the globe, mobile radio warning systems 
(MRWS) are used to protect workers in 
track areas from approaching trains. 
All components in the MRWS family 
are modular and designed to be used 
in multiple safety con昀椀gurations. This 
昀氀exibility makes it possible to provide 
the best track safety solution for every 
worksite. 

The way it works is when a track vehicle 
approaches a worksite protected by a 
MRWS, the Autoprowa system warns 
people in the area with a warning signal 
that has been automatically adjusted 
to suit to ambient noise level. Warning 
lights remain on until the hazard has been 
cleared from the system. 

Contrail Machinery 
Contrail Machinery o昀昀ers a wide range 
of 昀氀ash-butt welding machines which 
are manufactured to the highest quality 
standards and adapted to the needs and 
speci昀椀cations of each project. 

Its products include the CR65, the CR100 
and the CRP160 welding systems. The CR65 
and CR100 systems can 昀氀ash-butt weld rails 
with cross-sectional areas of 5.000mm2 to 
12.000mm2, while the CRP160 system can 
provide a pulling force of up to 140 tonnes. 

ELPA 
The rail lubrication technology is a 
combination of applied materials and 
devices that can adapt to di昀昀erent 
pressures, frictions and temperatures in 
the microenvironment of the wheel-rail 
interface. 

The WONROS technology has a consistent 
and proven track record of e昀케cient railway 
friction noise elimination (up to 99.9% 
reduction) and has exhibited a 100% 
success rate in resolving friction noise on all 
noise hot spots where other technologies 
have failed. 

Light Boy 
Lightweight, glare-free and able to provide 
360-degree illumination, the Balloon Light 
by Light Boy is ideal for use in maintenance, 
construction, events, tra昀케c control and 
emergencies — just to name a few. It comes 
in a 300W or 800W LED version and can be 
mounted to either a stand, post or cart. 

The 300W LED version can be powered from 
battery cells for up to 12 hours depending 
on the battery capacity coupled with the 
light. These lights have been proven to 
be brighter and more e昀케cient than other 
battery light solutions currently available in 
Australia. 

Rail Products UK 
Rail Products UK has developed their new 
450HVM Mobile Elevated Work Platform 
for the rail industry. The Hybrid MEWP 
with Stage V Technology will operate 
autonomously for up to 50 hours work (in 
default conditions and 840Ah battery).

Key new features of the new MEWP include 
integrated control panel with dynamic 
visual display, 450kg basket, continuous 
360 degree rotation, 16.68m max working 
height and new PA64 pantograph able to 
measure from 4.2m – 6.4m while driving). 
AMR

 
For more information and to 昀椀nd out 

more, email sales@melvelle.com.au or 
call 02 4951 5244. 

W
ith more than 250 products in 
its range, second generation 
Australian-owned family business 

Melvelle Equipment doesn’t rest with new 
products being prototyped, tested, trialled 
and released as part of a continuous 
development program. 

Its design and manufacturing facility - located 
in Newcastle, NSW - is fully self-su昀케cient 
with modern numerically controlled 
computer and manual machinery. 

With a world focus on green technology, 
Melvelle Equipment are focusing on battery 
powered equipment to meet emissions 
targets.

Battery Inspection / Emergency 
Response Trolley
With a payload of up to 700kg, the Battery 
Operated Inspection / Emergency Response 
Trolley has a range of up to 70km and a top 
speed of 10km/hr. When using two batteries 
usage is four hours and is doubled to eight 
hours when using four batteries. 

The maximum payload for the emergency 
response deck is 550kg while the maximum 
payload is 75kg per deck extension. 

Furthermore, the 1920045 Stowage Unit 
allows the emergency response trolley to be 
loaded into an elevator or onto a ute tray.  

Battery Track Pack System
The Battery Trackpack can be paired with 
any of Melvelle’s Hydraulic Trackpack work 
heads, namely the E-Clipper (inserter and 
remover), E-Clip Remover (frozen e-clip 
remover), EYE E-Clip Remover (broken 
E-Clip remover), Fast Clipper (inserter and 
remover), Spike Puller (lock and dog), Spike 
Driver, Screw Spike (inserter and remover) 
and Wood Borer. 

It produces no emissions and minimal 
heat, has low noise and vibration, e昀昀ortless 
control, it’s easy to transport and it only uses 
energy when required. 

As there’s no engine, there’s no engine oil, oil 
昀椀lter, fuel 昀椀lter, air 昀椀lter or spark plugs, the 
self-diagnostic control display shows issues 
with the machine and battery load testing is 
recommended every six months, or sooner 
in heavy use. 

NEW DISTRIBUTED PRODUCTS FOR 
THE AUSTRALIAN MARKET

Inter昀氀on 
Rail operators looking to improve 
reliability, maintenance practices, fatigued 
component inspection, the life of 昀椀xed 
assets, and operational costs should 
consider lubrication as a key part of the 
solution. Rail operators spend billions 
annually to maintain and improve their 
infrastructure in all-weather climates. On-
time train journeys are essential to avoid 
昀椀nancial penalties, delays, and dissatis昀椀ed 
passengers.

Inter昀氀on o昀昀ers revolutionary lubrication 
and coatings solutions that ensure 
reliable operation of rail rolling stock and 
infrastructure, while reducing operational 
costs through extended maintenance 
intervals and reduced wear. This is also 
possible with a reduced inventory of 
specially developed all-season products for 
all applications in all weather.

The lubrication solutions meet the needs for 
light rail, metro, passenger, freight, and high-
speed rail travel. Thousands of rail networks 
and rolling stock equipment all over the 
world operate more reliably and e昀케ciently 

NO REST FOR MELVELLE WITH NEW  
PRODUCTS AND DISTRIBUTORSHIPS. 

mailto:sales%40melvelle.com.au?subject=


Melvelle Equipment is continuously 

prototyping, testing, trialling and releasing 

new products as part of its development 

program. 

New distributorships include:
- Inter昀氀on
- ZÖLLNER
- Contrail Machinery 
- ELPA
- Light Boy 
- Rail Products UK  

Focussing on battery powered equipment 

to meet emissions targets. 
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L
ong experience, 昀氀exible training 
courses and relevant, practical teach-
ing from skilled industry trainers are 

what set MOXI apart as the leading regis-
tered training organisation for the Oil and 
Gas, Mining, Minerals, Utilities and Infra-
structure sectors.  

Based in Australia, MOXI provides training 
courses and training services both nation-
ally and internationally. In all training, the 
mission is to Reduce Risk, Demonstrate 
Competency and provide Training Man-
agement Solutions for all their industry 
clients, both large and small. 

Industry Training Provider Meeting 
Demand 
Stricter corporate governance and regu-
lations for many industries has seen an 
increase in the demand for accredited 
competency-based training, technical and 
commercial due diligence, and indepen-
dent veri昀椀cation services.  

MOXI’s trainers ensure that all courses 
deliver up-to-date training which complies 
with the latest industry standards and 
work place requirements.

This includes local, state and federal reg-
ulators, state authorities and agreed na-
tional competencies.  

Continually Improving 
As a leading industry training provid-
er, MOXI is constantly developing new 
strategies, competency-based programs 
and training to better service poten-
tially hazardous working environments 
such as in the Oil and Gas and Mining  
Industries.  

Internet technology is also changing the 
method of delivering the best training, 

where their new e-Learning facility which 
o昀昀ers 昀氀exible training options for all clients, 
the world-over. 

Customised Training 
MOXI can customise training to meet your 
speci昀椀c work place and industry require-
ments.  

O昀昀ering diverse training options and 昀氀exi-
ble delivery based on best-practices.  

We look at the broad scope of your com-
pany’s strategic plan and goals, employ-
ees’ job roles and potential career paths, 
while also factoring in practical things like 
your current work schedule, sta昀昀 availabil-
ity and workplace location.  

World-class Training Material 
Sourcing the best available training solu-
tions from local and international industry 
training providers.  

MOXI’s Alliance Partners are established 
training providers with world-class materi-
al which can be adapted to suit local stan-
dards and industry regulations.  

Professional Trainers and Assessors 
MOXI’s strong team of professional 
trainers have worked across a range of 
industries including, Oil and Gas, un-
derground Coal Mining, Safety Manage-
ment, Power Generation and Electrical  
Design.  

From their own experience, they under-
stand what you need to get the job done 
e昀케ciently, while satisfying safety require-
ments and industry regulations.  

Why not make MOXI your preferred reg-
istered training organisation for all your 
competency training requirements? 

Don’t sweat over compliance in indus-
try, be proactive and train your sta昀昀  
well.  

As an experienced industry training pro-
vider, MOXI will take you through, step-
by-step, in the development of a complete 
training program for your company that 
meets both immediate and ongoing train-
ing needs. 

The well-established company MOXI part-
nering with veri昀椀ed Indigenous supplier 
Company Marteq Energy Pty Ltd estab-
lished within the Pilbara region have be-
come sought-after within the domestic 
mineral resources sector for their audit-
ing, inspection, classi昀椀cation, and design 
support capabilities, underscored by years 
of industry experience. 

With locations in Australia, New Zealand 
and Asia, the company a globally rec-
ognised training course and professional 
services provider o昀昀ering contempo-
rary practical education for the mining, 
oil and gas, utilities and infrastructure  
sectors.  

Marteq Energy is a leading Project Deliv-
ery and engineering consultancy company 
servicing the mining, power generation, 
oil & gas, industrial infrastructure sectors, 
Marine engineering, and Project manage-
ment for onshore mining as well as subsea 
and o昀昀shore oil & gas industries. 

MOXI is a customer service oriented Ser-
vice company perpetually seeking to pro-
vide timely and quality solutions to meet 
the customer’s requirements. 

To provide the best possible solutions to our 
clients through their full spectrum of elec-
trical design, power studies and modelling, 

build and on-site services in the mining in-
dustry. 

Marteq Energy are experienced in all 
stages of project delivery from concep-
tual Project Engineering, design and 
drafting through to site installation and 
commissioning of a range of plant and  
equipment.  

Their project delivery capabilities and ex-
perience include and are not limited to; 
Project Execution Strategy and Manage-
ment, Project Execution Strategy and Man-
agement, Site Construction and Commis-
sioning Support – NPI Logistic Access and 
v Final Documentation, Project Handover, 
Lessons Learned and Close Out. 

Marteq Energy has excellent vendor rela-
tionships with multiple technology part-
ners in various industries, this has bene-
昀椀ted their associations and expertise with 
ventilation, logistics, generators, pipes and 
consumables businesses.  

The Procurement with Marteq Energy ex-
tends to Rental and Hire equipment, fea-
turing; Air Compressor’s, Earth Moving, 
Trailers & Welding, Site Accommodations 
/Cabin and plenty more. 

MOXI and Marteq Energy have a new strat-
egy to better sever their respective clients 
in WA and in particular the Newman area. 
AMR
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HA SERVICES

•Training•Inspections •Consulting

wHAt MAkEs An 

EEHA DossiEr?

Moxi HA Services

P: +61 (0)8 9479 3841
E: enquiries@moxi.com.au
W: www.moxi.com.au

Marteq Energy Pty Ltd

HQ: 7/26 Hilditch Avenue Newman 6753 WA, 
Reg: 26 Murphy Street, O’Connor 6163 WA 
M: (61) 421555004 
E: Santhana.dass@marteqenergy.com.au 
W:www.marteqenergy.com.au 

RTO #: 51160  

Electrical Contractor #: EC11916

Call or email us to discuss your hazardous areas

http://www.moxi.com.au
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30 Years of Innovative 
Excellence with MEX
For thirty years, MEX Maintenance Soft-
ware has led the way in providing Comput-
erised Maintenance Management Solu-
tions (CMMS) in asset intensive industries. 
Proudly Australian owned and based out 
of Brisbane, our dedicated team at MEX is 
devoted to ensuring smooth mining op-
erations. We have not only transformed 
maintenance practices for our Australian 
clientele, but also extended our innovative 
solutions to global partners in the mining 
sector. O昀昀ering improved safety, equip-
ment reliability, increased uptime and en-
hanced operational e昀케ciency.

Experts in Maintenance Management
MEX specialise in delivering solid asset 
management solutions designed to em-
power mining operations, regardless of 
their size. Among its many strengths, MEX 
shines brightly in its robust asset man-
agement capabilities. Empowering oper-
ations of all sizes to e昀케ciently track and 
manage assets throughout their entire 
lifecycle. From capturing all asset informa-
tion, trade durations and spares usage to 
organising critical documents and beyond, 
MEX ensures that every maintenance ac-
tivity is seamlessly recorded and expertly 
managed.

In the world of maintenance, reactive ap-
proaches can be costly and detrimental to 
operations. To tackle this challenge head-
on, MEX o昀昀ers a comprehensive Preven-
tative Maintenance solution, allowing 
mining operations to e昀케ciently manage 
all repetitive and routine jobs. By creating 
Work Orders for assets based on de昀椀ned 
schedules, MEX ensures that critical equip-
ment and facilities are safe to operate and 
remain in optimal working conditions, 
thus preventing unexpected breakdowns 
and costly disruptions. With MEX, any 
operation can transition from a reactive 
maintenance model to a proactive one, 

gaining better control over their mainte-
nance processes and ultimately increasing 
overall e昀케ciency and reliability.

E昀케ciency is the name of the game, and 
MEX delivers with its Work Order manage-
ment capabilities. From task assignment 
for maximum productivity to quick and 
precise searches for speci昀椀c jobs, MEX 
streamlines the process, making it e昀昀ort-
less to access historical records and stay 
on top of work progress. 

E昀昀ortless Setup: Get Up and 
Running in No Time
At the heart of MEX's asset management 
prowess is its easy-to-use UI, multi-plat-
form applications, intelligent import facil-
ities, ready-made statutory reports, and 
comprehensive customisation options for 
both the system and reporting. With MEX, 
reducing setup time is e昀昀ortless; simply 
import all assets, associated information, 
preventative maintenance templates, 
schedules, and get your maintenance op-
erations up and running smoothly.

Take Control of your 
Maintenance Requests
But MEX's capabilities stretch far beyond 
mere asset management. Its foolproof 
maintenance request system, housed 
within the MEX Ops Requests online por-
tal, streamlines communication between 
maintenance departments and other 
employees. This ease of request submis-
sion and tracking enhances operational 
e昀케ciency and responsiveness to mainte-
nance needs. High-priority requests can 
be easily converted into actionable work 
orders, while intelligently 昀椀ltering out 
low-priority issues.

E昀昀ortless Inspections on the Go
Inspections play a pivotal role in ensur-
ing optimal operational e昀케ciency. MEX 
Inspections are engineered to simplify 
the entire process, making execution, 

management, and reporting e昀昀ortless. 
With our user-friendly platform, setting 
up inspections is a breeze, and the MEX 
PM Activator takes charge of creating and 
dispatching jobs to your team seamlessly. 
The powerful MEX app allows your team 
to conduct inspections conveniently using 
handheld devices, liberating you from the 
constraints of paperwork and location.

Capture Pre-Starts 
Anywhere, Any Time
Tired of 昀椀lling out paper based prestarts? 
With the Introduction of MEX Prestarts, 
we have gone digital with an interactive 
checklist that you can complete on any 
device, anywhere and at any time. All in-
formation is securely recorded and saved 
directly within MEX, ensuring that you nev-
er lose any important prestarts again.

Your operators can now run through a 
series of checks that reinforces safe op-
eration but also identi昀椀es any faults to be 
corrected then and there. Creating main-
tenance requests or work orders can then 
be created in MEX to capture and allow the 
maintenance team to rectify any issues.

Data-Driven Insights: Maximising 
Potential with MEX Reporting
The e昀昀ectiveness of MEX extends to its 
robust analytics and reporting features. 
Key performance metrics, trend analysis, 
and custom reports allow managers to 
make informed, data-driven decisions. By 
tapping into these insights, administrators 
can foster continuous improvement in 
maintenance practices.

Backed by a Passionate Team
From sales to training, MEX places custom-
er service at the heart of its mission, en-
suring your maintenance journey is noth-
ing short of exceptional. When it comes 
to support, MEX goes above and beyond. 
Our dedicated team is always at the ready, 
armed with the expertise to handle and 

resolve any issues that may arise, ensuring 
swift and proactive problem-solving. With 
our roots 昀椀rmly grounded in Australia, we 
understand the unique demands of min-
ing operations, allowing us to provide tai-
lor-made solutions with a personal touch.

Igniting Potential through 
Comprehensive Training
Knowledge is the key to unlocking po-
tential, and MEX is dedicated to arming 
you with it. Our comprehensive training 
sessions, available online or in-person, in 
one-on-one or group settings, empower 
you to harness the full capabilities of the 
CMMS system. 

By maximising your understanding, you'll 
take control of your maintenance process-
es, optimising resources and elevating 
productivity to new heights.

30 Years and Counting
As MEX Maintenance Software proudly 
celebrates 30 years of excellence, industry 
experts acknowledge its transformative 
impact on maintenance operations. With 
MEX as your trusted partner, experience 
improved equipment reliability, maxi-
mised uptime, and enhanced operational 
e昀케ciency. Join the growing community 
of satis昀椀ed clients and revolutionise your 
maintenance practices with MEX.

Join the growing community of satis昀椀ed 
clients and take the next step in trans-
forming your maintenance practices with 
MEX. Experience 昀椀rsthand the innovation 
and excellence that have made MEX Aus-
tralia's leading CMMS provider, proudly 
connecting maintenance and mining asset 
management for three decades.

To discover the power of MEX CMMS 
Today, visit www.mex.com.au today  

or contact sales@mex.com.au to 
schedule a consultation. 

AMR
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Google Play
Android App on

Microso昀琀
Get it from

App Store
Download on the

Australia's Top CMMS Provider 
Elevating Maintenance Efficiency

YEARS

Track & Manage Assets
Throughout Lifecycle

Schedule Preventative
Maintenance

Efficient Request
Management

Capture All Job
Details

http://www.mex.com.au
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OVERWATER 
ACCESS 
SPECIALISTS 

AUSTRALIA’S NUMBER ONE JACK-UP & 
CONSTRUCTION BARGE HIRE COMPANY 
AUSTRALIA’S NUMBER ONE JACK-UP & 
CONSTRUCTION BARGE HIRE COMPANY 

Contact: 
 info@australianbargehire.com

 02 9351 2900

 www.australianbargehire.com

Jack-up barges are specialist 

vessels that can be elevated 

out of the water above 

waves and tidal movements 

to provide a safe and stable 

working platform.

Applications include: 
� Crane and lifting duties  � Jetty maintenance 

� Port construction  � Marine drilling and piling 

� Overwater Geotech investigations � Vessel maintenance 

� Bridge access  � Maintenance works 

12m to 36m enabling safe operations 
in water depths from 1m to 25m+. ABH 
has designed lay down legs on our small-
er JUB’s, perfect for getting in and under 
bridges where overhead clearance is an 
issue.

The modular design of the ABH 昀氀eet of 
昀氀oating and jack-up barges means we 
can o昀昀er a barge that suits most client’s 
requirements. When the barges are trans-
ported by road the pontoons are unload-
ed by crane and are assembled in water, 
coupled together through a pin/connec-
tor system. The jacking system is then in-
stalled on each corner of the barge with 
an onboard hydraulic power pack to raise 
and lower the legs. Typically the barge as-
sembly is 2 days and the same assembly 
crane will lift the client’s equipment onto 
the barge during this assembly phase sav-
ing time and cost.

A lead-in period of a month is usually suf-
昀椀cient time for ABH to conduct the initial 
desktop site assessment, planning and 

mobilisation. Safety and environmental 
considerations are paramount in the mar-
itime industry, and Australian Barge Hire 
places a strong emphasis on these as-
pects. Our 昀氀eet is well maintained and reg-
ularly operates on tier 1 construction and 
mining sites. All vessels are in AMSA Sur-
vey and are 昀椀tted with regulatory safety 
equipment and operated by quali昀椀ed and 
experienced crew that have experience all 
over Australia. 

Common applications for our modular 
昀氀oating and jack-up barges include crane 
and lifting duties, jetty maintenance, port 
construction, marine drilling and piling, 
vessel maintenance, bridge access and 
asset maintenance work across ports, oil 
and gas, renewable energy and mining in-
dustries. 

Currently, ABH have projects in Sydney 
and Darwin and anticipate to commence 
new projects in Victoria and Western Aus-
tralia in the coming months. In the last 12 
months alone, ABH have completed proj-

ects in Port Hedland, Brisbane, Tasmania, 
Port Adelaide, Newcastle, Sydney and Port 
Melbourne. If required, ABH can provide 
a complete marine package of personnel 
transfers and towage services, or have the 
client provide those services if that is more 
e昀케cient. 

Over the past decade, ABH’s barges have 
played an integral part in some of the ma-
jor marine construction projects such as 
Lucinda Wharf upgrade, the Gladstone 
QCLNG Project, the BHP Hay Point HPX3 
Expansion Project, the Yamba Outfall Con-
struction Project, the Western Harbour 
Tunnel Beach Link, the Eden Jetty Exten-
sion, the Weipa Rio Tinto Mission Bridge 
maintenance Project, Port Hedland FMG 
wharf maintenance project, and the New-
castle Wangi Mine geotech campaigns.  

For more information or
to request a quote,  

visit www.australianbargehire.com  
or call 02 9531 2900.

AMR

F
ormed in 2006, Australian Barge Hire 
(ABH) is Australia’s largest provider of 
road-transportable modular jack-up 

barges. 

Designed for the support of cranes, ex-
cavators and geotech drilling equipment 
for nearshore construction, ABH’s barges 
are hired for geotech drilling campaigns, 
and bridge and wharf maintenance works. 
ABH’s current 昀氀eet size comprises of seven 
jack-up barges. The deck jacking capabili-
ties range from 2 tonne to 80 tonne, and 
all are of modular design for 昀氀exible and 
e昀케cient transport solutions to sites all 
over Australia. 

While ABH also o昀昀er modular 昀氀oating 
solutions, our Jack-up barges are unique 
as the barge can be elevated out of the 
water above waves and tidal movements, 
providing a safe and stable working plat-
form for the clients on deck equipment. All 
jack-up barges are 昀椀tted with moonpool 
for geotech drilling, most have 2-3 tonne 
deck cranes and the spud legs range from 

http://www.australianbargehire.com.au
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F
urniture Options, together with its 
many luxury brand partners, are 
considered the driving force when it 

comes to new concepts and innovations 
for mine site living, o昀케ces, boardrooms, 
lounges, and dry and wet mess areas. 
Numerous mining companies are now 
reinventing the FIFO working lifestyle by 
building and improving existing accom-
modation precincts to attract and retain 
quality workers and "prioritise health and 
wellbeing". 

One West Australian mining company is 
even completely reinventing 昀氀y-in, 昀氀y-out 
working trend by building new luxury ac-
commodation precincts to attract young-
er workers so as to "prioritise health and 
wellbeing". Mine site workers stay in tem-
porary accommodation units called don-
gas, but eventually, many of these will be 
replaced by far more luxurious pods to 
attract younger workers, including women 
and couples. 

In view of the ever-increasing competition 
for skilled and talented people within the 
mining sector, longer working lives and 
increasing problems with health, virtually 

all industries and organisations are now 
facing new challenges and issues when 
designing user friendly workspaces that 
your talent enjoys spending time in. Our 
simple mission for mine site culture is to 
create and improve these environments 
while on site. Our people-centric furniture 
is truly made to stand the test of time with 
styling and hard-wearing quality. Foster-
ing well-being, collaboration, identity and 
purpose is pivotal to commercial success 
in the mining industry.

This global trend of work/life sustainabili-
ty, agile forms of cooperation and well-be-
ing have now been translated into exem-
plary solutions for your mine site. The 
resource sector must ask itself: Does your 
mine site have this appeal and as a result 
increase employee loyalty and motivation? 
Does your workplace encourage commu-
nication, collaboration and learning? Does 
it keep the workforce as healthy and pro-
ductive as possible until they retire? The 
answers lie in a complete rethink of virtu-
ally all mine site area processes customary 
to date.

Furniture Options have over 25 years of 

diverse international project experience 
in relation to the "Human-centered Work-
place". We thus provide both practical and 
valuable orientation for envisaging o昀케ce 
environments where people “Love to be” 
and as a consequence naturally more pro-
ductive. Our organic approach is to create 
timeless design that improves work con-
ditions within mine site and shapes each 
company’s cultural progress.

Furniture Options, socio-ecological re-
sponsibility and a commitment to mine 
site culture always go hand in hand which 
therefore nurtures and cultivates these ev-
er-changing values that connect us all.

For many years we have been empowering 
businesses to create environments that 
transform a building into a unique estab-
lishment. For this reason, many of Austra-
lia’s leading mine sites, hotels, restaurants, 
education centres, o昀케ces and healthcare 
organisations have turned to Furniture 
Options for their expertise and specialist 
service.

As a direct importer, we o昀昀er a broad 
scope and depth of knowledge on the 

world’s latest and leading brands, backed 
by collaborative relationships with both 
our clients and industry.

Step into our Perth showroom to discover 
and interact within a world of commercial 
furniture and lighting for the mining indus-
try. With sleek, contemporary and sustain-
able design, Furniture Options supply a 
wider range of products and fabrics that 
undergo rigorous safety and durability 
testing.

Sourced from both international and local 
suppliers with hundreds of years of expe-
rience in furniture making. "As the race to 
attract and retain the best talent intensi-
昀椀es, we know our focus on mine site work-
place health and wellbeing will help set us 
apart."

Feel free to contact us via email or phone 
or visit our award-winning showroom at 
6A Aberdeen St, Perth for a free design 
consultation.

For more information, visit  
www.furnitureoptions.com.au

 AMR

INVEST IN YOUR MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE, 
PEOPLE, WITH “HUMAN CENTRED WORKPLACES”



Furniture should honour the 

precept of ‘health and wellbeing’ 

but also create an ambiance 

that expresses; ‘you are valued 

here, and your comfort has been 

considered’.

Just as you consider the needs 

of your talent, Furniture Options 

puts your needs 昀椀rst. We will 
listen to your requirements 

and help you choose suitable 

products from our extensive local 

and international range.

Furniture Options has an 

extensive range to supply all the 

areas of a mine site including 

of昀椀ce, dining, accommodation, 
training rooms, staff breakout 

areas, bedrooms and both indoor 

and outdoor recreational areas 

- our 昀氀exible options allow you 
to express your identity through 

furniture.

The Mining Sector demands 

high-quality furniture that is safe, 

practical, and ergonomic.

With many Australian mines 
refurbishing their premises to 

ensure their future success, 

we are able to assist with 

any furniture selections and 

appropriate applications of 

昀椀nishes, with our prices covering 
a broad spectrum for any budget 

requirement.

Book A Free Design Consultation Today

+61 (8) 9228 4878      |      info@furnitureoptions.com.au      |      furnitureoptions.com.au
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AMR: How would you talk a potential 
client into using pipe freezing?

RG: The main advantage of pipe freezing 
is that we can maintain a system’s uptime 
and the client doesn’t have to shut that 
critical pipeline down. Essentially, if people 
need to work on a pipeline, for example 
they may need to change out a faulty 
or damaged valve. The only way other 
way this can be achieved is to drain the 
pipeline down and dispose of the contents 
to safely complete the task.
 
What we do is we freeze the contents 
of that pipe - and it can be oil, it can be 
diesel, it can be water, whatever - if it's got 
a hydrogen atom in it, we can freeze the 
pipeline and make a temporary block with 
a cryogenic ice plug.  Usually with a valve 
changeover we will freeze either side of 
the valve and only the water in between 
the two freezes is lost instead of the whole 
pipeline’s contents. The client can then 
replace the valve without having to drain 
the water, re昀椀ll or purge the air from the 
system. This saves water and crucial down 
time.

For example, say it is a bore line that might 
be 100 kilometres long– you are talking 
about millions of litres of water which they 
will have to work out how they will deal 
with it. By freezing just, a small section of 
the pipe we can keep all that water in the 
pipeline yet still achieve the job that they 
need to do.

AMR: How large is the area that you 
are freezing?

RG: It depends on the size of the pipe, the 
larger the diameter, the longer the plug we 
develop. However, with Pipefreezing it is 
essential that there is no 昀氀ow or air in the 
pipe and the pipeline contents is below 
25 degrees, preferably lower especially 
on larger pipes. In our job planning we 
work with the client to determine the best 
approach for their speci昀椀c requirements.

AMR: What are some of the bene昀椀ts 
your service is providing to mining 
companies? 

RG: The key bene昀椀t is maintaining system 
uptime. By pipe freezing we only need to 

SOURCE

Pipefreezer
P 1300 747 373 or 0404 555 552
E  richard@pipefreezer.com.au
W www.pipefreezer.com.au

isolate the exact area where work must 
be carried out. This allows the continued 
use of the wider system. For example, we 
recently completed a project at a large 
South Australia mine site. Our work is 
focused on the ring main that services 
the safety shower network in the smelter. 
There are only two pipes that are faulty, so 
they only need to replace a small amount 
of pipe work on these two lines, by using 
pipefreezing the other 50 odd showers on 
that line, are live and ready to use. The 
other alternative would have required 
draining the entire system resulting in 
having the safety showers inoperable for 
whatever length of time it took, then to 
do the repairs and 昀椀nally re昀椀ll the lines to 
get the system back up and functioning. 
Obviously, you cannot operate a smelter 
without safety showers, and they are 
not the easiest plant to shut down – 
Pipefreezing maintained the uptime of the 
plant and continued production.

Another example is the 昀椀re protection 
infrastructure for a power station. That 
power station provides about 40% of 
South Australia's power and there was a 
requirement to replace a valve on a 昀椀re 
protection line. Now there are probably 
around twenty valves of that size in this 
plant, but there is no other way to isolate 
that section as the valve is the isolation 
point. If we didn't freeze that pipe, they 
would have to drain that line down 
which we calculated was carrying close to 
200,000 litres of water. If that line is shut 
down, then there is no protection for the 
plant. 

AMR: There must be a great deal of 
expertise and experience in operating 
a critical service like this. How long 
have you been doing this for?

RG: I've personally been involved for over 
15 years and our technology partner 
in Sydney has been in the business for 
over 35 years now. We've successfully 
completed well over 350,000 pipe freezes 
between us. 

We would be biggest dedicated pipe 
freezing group in Australia.

We are also the only Pipefreezing 
company in Australia that has all the 
relevant ISO certi昀椀cations, we are certi昀椀ed 
to ISO 9001:2015 / ISO 45001:2018 / ISO 
14001:2015. 

AMR: Finally, why would mining 
companies hire Pipefreezer?

RG: Mining is all about maximising 
production, any downtime or loss of 
production for a mine site is extremely 
costly, by utilising our services we either 
minimize this or ideally there is no 
downtime at all.

At the same time, water is a very big com-
ponent of a mining operation and where 
we can also add value is with water con-
servation. The miners don't want to be 
dumping millions of litres of water in the 
desert or cart it away to another location. 
There are new water conservation guide-
lines coming through so this is going to 
become more and more important, and 
on top of that we are now entering an El 
Nino event with much harsher and drier 
conditions over the coming years. 

Our purpose at Pipefreezer is to provide a 
cost e昀昀ective and environmentally friend-
ly method of pipe isolation on projects re-
quiring pipe modi昀椀cation, pipeline mainte-
nance or pipe repairs. 

We add value for our customers by under-
standing their needs. We deliver quality, 
technical innovation, and a responsive 
service. 

By partnering with us on your 昀氀uid isolation 
project, we signi昀椀cantly minimise system 
downtime and consequently reduce the 
impact of any pipe repairs or pipeline 
maintenance. One of the key bene昀椀ts we 
can bring to the table is allowing your 
plant and equipment to continue normal 
operations with minimal disruption.

Pipefreezer’s passion is to provide a 
superior, value-add service to its clients in 
the mining, HVAC, plumbing, 昀椀re services 
and building management industries 
by o昀昀ering cost-e昀昀ective and 昀椀rst-rate 
solutions to costly and time-consuming 
system drain downs.

Our aim is to keep our impact on the 
environment at a minimum and we always 
put safety 昀椀rst in all of our practices.

Our processes and procedures are 
innovative, well planned and client focused 
– designed to create value through saving 
time and resources. AMR

SAVE TIME, MONEY AND VALUABLE 
WATER WITH PIPEFREEZING
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Servicing all areas in Australia and New Zealand, Victorian 
headquartered Pipefreezer is o�ering a specialist service 
that is providing major savings for mining companies in 
reducing costly downtime and improving water management. 
The Australian Mining Review recently spoke to pipe freezing 
specialist Richard Gri�in about what makes the company’s 
services so valuable for companies with a pipe issue. 

WHY SHOULD THEY CHOOSE PIPEFREEZING?
• It maximises system uptime

• There is absolute shuto� – no leaks

• Its cost e�ective

• It saves time 

•  Its environmentally friendly – there is no wastage of water, 
chemicals, glycol, or other pipeline contents 

• It provides isolation for leak detection

•  We partner with you to tailor the best solution for your 
requirements

http://www.pipefreezer.com.au
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by a horde of great excavator brands to 
replace the old Australian made “back-
hoes”.

The rest is history, with most manufac-
turers, even the innovative Chris Pannell 
(Pannell Plant compaction equipment) 
either became importers or simply disap-
peared.

THE NEW WAVE OF INNOVATION

What pleases us is to see a new genera-
tion of innovative companies building 
machines, based on the ‘Australian Experi-
ence’.  Who would have thought we would 
become the world’s greatest miners?  It 
seemed like the death and destruction 
of Australian manufacturing is not an en-
tirely true story.  Sure, we lost thousands 
of apprenticeships but, we know that the 
innovators will ultimately win.  Australia’s 
Mining Review newspaper is full of them, 
emerging con昀椀dently, inspired by the in-
dustry.

WHAT AUSSIE MINERS WANT

What they really want is more time! Every-
thing gets back to e昀케ciency levels, cutting 
downtime with more productivity!  As a 
pump manufacturer, we’ve had experienc-
es where mining companies have bought 
third world pump equipment, only to 昀椀nd 
out that there are problems with both the 
pump and engine.  That can become a crit-
ical issue, particularly in so many applica-
tions that involve the transfer of liquid!

A 昀氀ooded mine is not productive.  Leak-
ing pipes, can generate not only potential 
contamination but, in a situation of health 
issues, can even shut down the mine. Sys-
tem blockages and constricted pipes can 

ruin e昀케ciencies, generate system failures 
and have catastrophic results. 

Production is everything and mining 
equipment suppliers work every day 
to generate solutions to combat those 
potential problems.  Most of all, we see 
a growing unrest and distrust of cheap 
third world products and a tendency 
to move with products that are well 
known for their reliability, safety stan-
dards and ethics.  It may sound corny 
but, when it comes down to it, miners, 
unions and mine owners all want the 
same thing!  A safe, productive environ-
ment for a successful outcome!

THE AUSSIE PUMP APPROACH

Here at Aussie Pumps, we’ve got a sim-
ple formula. We want to build and supply 
pumps and pressure cleaners for miners 
that we would want to use if we were op-
erating in those potentially dangerous and 
demanding environments. Having faced 
that, and after lots of contact and feed-
back from mines of all types and sizes, we 
gradually evolved a product line that is tru-
ly Australian. 

The products include self priming cen-
trifugal pumps that are ultra reliable.  
We even warrant our pump ends for 
昀椀ve years from the date of supply. 
That’s something we’ve noticed none 
of our competitors have been coura-
geous enough to do.  Traditionally, we 
matched them to 昀椀rst world diesel en-
gines, to ensure that our customers 
only get the very best, in terms of after-
market support.

The engine warranty is the responsibility 
of the engine manufacturer. The OEM, in 

this case, Australian Pump Industries, is 
responsible for what we bolt onto it and 
for the match testing to make sure that 
it runs smoothly and within the power 
range.

We work with great companies like Kubo-
ta, Yanmar, Hatz and Deutz to make sure 
what we’re putting together is a ‘perfect 
match’ of product to engine. 

A VERY SUCCESSFUL FORMULA

Firstly the team at Aussie worked to de-
velop the world’s best self priming pump 
range. Initially this was our QP (Quik 
Prime) range of water transfer pumps. We 
got great support from engine manufac-
turers and only worked with the best.  

Originally con昀椀gured for agricultural appli-
cations, Aussie turned them into products 
suitable for what are probably the worst 
operating conditions on the planet. We 
didn’t only work directly with miners but, 
with great hire companies like Coates, who 
have been deeply involved in the mining 
industry for decades.  Coates’ reputation is 
based on reliability and performance with 
kit that works.

As a result of that continuous evolution 
of experience, we started building pumps 
which were designed for the rough han-
dling in tough conditions. We started with 
trash pumps!

ENTER THE MINE BOSS

2”, 3” and 4” engine drive trash pumps 
used to be regarded as disposable items 
on sites. We heard stories of pumps being 
buried when they failed.  Today, we build 
them super tough.

I
t’s tremendously encouraging to see 
companies re-evaluating the idea 
of manufacturing mining and con-

struction equipment right here in the 
country! The honeymoon with cheap 
third world products at irresistibly 
low prices seems to be coming to an  
end!

Some of us are old enough to remember 
leading manufacturers of mining and con-
struction gear coming to Australia in the 
50’s, 60’s, and 70’s with a plan to build that 
equipment in Australia. Some even re-
member that we had a home-grown mo-
bile machinery manufacturing industry, 
that felt it could do anything.

The country used to build Allis Chalmers 
motor graders at Bennets Green near 
Newcastle in NSW.  At the huge Rydalmere 
plant of the old Tutt Bryant empire, they 
were building 150 tonne dump trucks and 
“Tourna-Dozers”.

In those days, manufacturers were pro-
tected by tari昀昀 barriers, some as high as 
55%. Getting import licences was also 
a challenge!  We have to remember, 
thinking back to those days, the popu-
lation was a fraction of today’s and the 
wealth of the country revolved around 
Merino wool, not iron ore, coal, gas and  
gold! 

As those tari昀昀s came down, imports be-
came substantially more attractive (re-
laxed import regulations) and Austra-
lian manufacturers found themselves 
up against mass producers from the 
US, Europe and ultimately Japan! Great 
companies like Caterpillar, Euclid, 
Komatsu and Liebherr all entered the 
Australian market. They were followed 

THE AUSSIE 
MINE BOSS 
STORY

Warwick Lorenz, Managing 
Director of Australian 
Pump Industries, takes 
an insightful look into the 
past, present and future of 
Australia’s mining equipment 
manufacturing industry.

Aussie’s 2” Mine Boss self priming trash pump.

In production, the 4” B4XR-A/ST being 昀椀tted to 
the Kohler KD625 engine.

A production run of 4” Mine Spec pumps at 
Aussie’s 2 ½ acre factory in north west Sydney.
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We started with big 3” and 4” heavy duty 
QP trash pumps, powered by Yanmar 10 
hp electric start diesel engines.  Our en-
gineers put together frames that were 
tough enough to look like they came out 
of a North American blacksmith shop, hot 
dipped gal’d and with huge integrated lift-
ing bars. Today Aussie have transitioned 
to using stainless steel frames on the Mine 
Boss series for their corrosion resistant 
capabilities. 

To comply with mining requirements and 
with a plan to keep operators safe, the 
pumps are 昀椀tted with battery isolation, 
E-stops , 昀椀re extinguishers and loads of 
昀氀uorescent tape.   

MORE HEAD PLEASE

Aussie’s Mine Boss trash pumps are 昀椀tted 
with big open impellers for solids handling 
and delivering large 昀氀ows. However, by 
design they are not capable of perform-
ing in high head applications.  To solve 
that problem Aussie Pumps adapted a big 
4” high pressure 昀椀re pump, designed for 
village 昀椀re protection, into the Mine Boss 
con昀椀guration. Fitted with closed impellers 
the pumps can deliver exceptional high 
head performance. An example is 400 lpm 
and 50 m head from a 3”or 4” self primer.

Now available in 3” and 4” options, 
these pumps, part of the original 昀椀re 
pump “Brigade Boss” are set up for use 
in mines.  That means 昀椀tted into Auss-
ie’s heavy duty stainless steel frames 
with E-stop, battery isolation and 昀椀re 
extinguisher.

An integrated lifting bar makes them easy 
to move around and they handle heads as 
high as 70 m!  That combination of high 

昀氀ow and high head means they can be 
applied to numerous chores around mine 
sites. The self priming capability makes 
them fast to set up and simple to start.  

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK 

Primarily used for water transfer the 
bodies of these Aussie QP Mine Boss 
series are manufactured from alumin-
ium.  However, the need for handling 
corrosive and abrasive water has seen 
the Aussie Mine Boss story evolve into 
heavy duty cast iron pumps and even 
316 stainless steel versions!

Feedback from the mining industry has 
pushed Aussie Pumps to develop two new 
4” high 昀氀ow pumps in Mine Boss con昀椀gu-
ration; one in cast iron and one in stainless 
steel.

The cast iron version, driven by a 25HP 
Kohler KD625 diesel engine, is in a semi 
trash con昀椀guration and features an open 
style impeller. This will deliver a maximum 
昀氀ow of 2300 lpm and a total head to 29 
metres. Called the B4XR-A/STD the cast 
iron construction delivers even better lon-
gevity in tough conditions pumping solids 
contaminated water. 

The big open style impeller will pass 
spherical compressible solids in suspen-
sion up to 39mm in diameter!  Apart from 
that, these big, simple pumps come with 
stainless steel wear plates and silicon car-
bide mechanical seals with counter-face 
and nitrile rubber elastomers.

The cast 316 stainless steel version, also 
driven by a Kohler KD625 diesel, will pro-
vide real capability for pumping highly 
corrosive liquids. The cast stainless steel 

We are so proud of the Aussie Mine 
Boss product range and it gives us hope 
for Australian manufacturers.  We just 
simply must be better than imports, 
provide product which is more suitable 
for all the applications and put them on 
the market at a reasonable price.  It’s a 
challenge for all of us in the manufac-
turing business.  However, if you’re go-
ing to be successful in manufacturing, 
you can’t just cut costs to beat import-
ers.

For further information and the 
continuation of the Mine Boss concept 
applied to the pressure cleaner range 
of Aussie’s products, contact Australian  
Pump Industries. For more information 
on the continuing development of the  
Aussie Mine Boss range, see the next 
edition of Australian Mining Review.  
www.aussiepumps.com.au. AMR

Aussie’s new toy … A big 4”cast iron semi trash pump.

Aussie’s QP40T 
in Mine Boss 
Con昀椀guration.

impeller is designed to deliver more total 
head, up to 31 metres, but slightly less 
昀氀ow, 2100 lpm with a reduced solids han-
dling capability (down to 32mm). 

Aussie expect to make further re昀椀ne-
ments to the Mine Boss frame used on 
these new pumps but we are pleased with 
initial feedback from the market.

MORE FIRE POWER

Although the Aussie Fire Chief was regard-
ed as the world’s best lightweight portable 
昀椀re pump, building it as a Mine Boss ver-
sion had some challenges. We powered 
it by an L48 Yanmar 4.8 hp diesel engine, 
but built it into a super heavy duty stain-
less steel frame with integrated balanced 
lift bar.

The frame with sub base and anti-vibra-
tion mounts, like all our Mine Boss ma-
chines, was accompanied by battery 
isolation, E-stop and the essential 昀椀re 
extinguisher.  The pumps were a huge 
success and were quickly followed by 
twin impeller super high head versions, 
capable of delivering up to 90 m head, 
and 昀氀ows as high as 450 lpm.  They 
are compact, reliable and all backed by 
Aussie’s free extended warranty!

WHAT NEXT?

Here at Aussie Pumps, we are focused 
on Australian design, using only 昀椀rst 
world components.  That way, we plan 
to continue to develop machines which 
are targeted to be the best of their kind 
in the world.  That sounds pretentious 
but the Aussie Mine Boss 昀椀re pumps and 
our high head product lines are already in 
service all around the globe.
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MELBOURNE 

A  Unit 1, 53-57 Rimfire Drive, Hallam VIC 3803

P  (03) 9703 2250

F  (03) 9703 2285

E  sales@fmt.com.au

BRISBANE 

A  Unit 2, 5 Percy Drive, Brendale QLD 4500

P  (07) 3889 7622

F  (07) 3889 7621

E  sales@fmt.com.au

PERTH 

A  Unit 3, 48 Hardey Road, Belmont WA 6104

P  (08) 9470 6088

F  (08) 9470 6388

E  sales@fmt.com.au

1300 368 368

Keep your plant, pipe and 

valve infrastructure strong 

with Field Machine Tools
www.fmt.com.au

Established in 1995, Field Machine Tools has thrived as a privately owned Australian 

company supplying portable maintenance machines and engineering solutions to 

clients across Australia.

The business aims to flatten production downtime by providing operators with the 

most complete scope of products and accessories for Industries across Australia.

Induction Heating for Pre-Heat, Hydrogen Bake-Out, PWHT, Stress Relieving, Shrink Fitting and more.

http://www.fmt.com.au

